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By the Rev. K. H. MacDERMOTT,

LTh., A.R.C.M.

" If there be one thing more conspicuous than
(another by its absence in the archaeological records
[of Sussex, it is all reference to music." Such is

Ithe sweeping statement of Mr. Fleet in his Glimpses
lof Our Ancestors ; and no-one with any knowledge
of our County's antiquarian literature can do aught
but endorse the statement. Both secular and sacred
music have suffered from this lack of the historian's

recognition ; the subject of music is not mentioned
by the Sussex diarists—Gale, Stapley and Marchant

;

there is scarcely any reference to it either in the
Burrell MSS. or the Sussex Archaeological Collections,

jiwhile few of the numerous general and local histories

br other books relating to the County have devoted
pven a page to this " Art unsearchable, Divine and
Excellent,

'

' as Playford terms it.

In mentioning this lacuna in Sussex literature my
Intention is not to condemn the writers and enquirers
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after knowledge of the past for their omission of a

very important subject ; nor is it to offer an apology
|

for introducing it now, for no such apology is needed, j

Rather I wish to suggest to local antiquaries an almost i

unexplored field of research to which they might
I

well devote their energies with every hope of fruitful

results ; and specially to emphasize the importance
of this research being made now, before many of the

sources of information will have disappeared for

ever. For the main spring from which one must
chiefly derive any knowledge of the subject, and to

which I have turned for the last twenty years, consists

partly of the old inhabitants whose fathers and
grandfathers performed and often composed the
music of the past ; and partly of the well-thumbed
and dog-eared volumes of music, both printed and
manuscript, which were the treasured possessions of

those ancient enthusiasts. And time is relentlessly

calling away the one class, while the kitchen fire is

too often the finale of the other.

Before proceeding further it is necessary to define

the term 4 4 The Past 5
' as used in this article ; other-

j

wise the treatment of too lengthy a period of history

may be anticipated by so ambiguous an expression.

It is to be understood, therefore, as referring mainly
to the two hundred years beginning with the latter

half of the 17th and ending with the corresponding
part of the 19th Century. These two-hundred years
cover a period in the history of Sussex Church Music i

quite distinct and separate in its characteristics from
the times both before and after that period ; an
epoch indeed which differed far more widely from :

both its preceding and succeeding ages than these
do from each other. In all departments concerned
with ecclesiastical music the divergence was great

:

the music was different in style, the instruments
were not the same species, the performers were in

many respects dis-similar, and the places where they
\

sang or played were at opposite ends of the churches.
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For some hundred years or so before the beginning
of * * The Past,

5
' as defined above, most of the Church

music was of the simple and stately kind represented

by the familiar
' 4 Old 100th

'

' tune, a type to which
the best modern ecclesiastical music has a tendency
to revert ; and this was a great contrast from the
florid style adopted by composer and performer alike

within our period. As regards the instruments used
before

' k The Past ' 1

the organ reigned practically

supreme and almost alone, and it has recovered its

supremacy in subsequent years ; but during the era

covered by our title nearly every instrument known,
from a fiddle to a flute, from a trumpet to a triangle

was employed ; and whereas the place in the churches
allotted to the musicians, both before and since

that period, has been in the chancel—either in the

stalls or in the rood-loft—during '

' The Past '

' itself it

was up in the gallery specially erected for the minstrels

at the west end. The dissimilitude between the

musicians themselves was perhaps not quite so great,

but such as there was will appear in the third section

of this article.

It is to be understood therefore that the term

y The Past," as used herein, refers neither to the

remote era of Gregory and his modes, nor to the

16th Century when the German chorale was intro-

duced into England, but to the period beginning

with the Restoration in 1660 and ending somewhere
near the middle of the reign of Queen Victoria two
centuries later. And the subject itself is discussed

under the three headings into which it can obviously

be divided—the Music, the Instruments and the

Musicians.

1. The Music.

The musical outlook of our forefathers in " The
Past " was evidently a limited one, for the energies

of both composers and performers seem to have been
chiefly confined to metrical versions of the Psalms,
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and to short Anthems ; and of the former that by
Sternhold and Hopkins, published in 1549, and
issued for the first time with tunes a few years later,,

was regarded practically everywhere as the best.

This was the " Old Version " as distinguished from
the " New Version " of Tate and Brady, published

in 1698. It is stated by J. Holland in The Psalmists

of Great Britain (1843) that the Psalms, in whole or

in part, had been rendered into English verse by over

150 authors ; of which about 70 were complete
versions, amongst them being one by Dr. King,
Bishop of Chichester (1642-1669). In Sussex choirs,

however, the " Old '
I and the " New " versions

superseded nearly all the others.

The indigenous Sussex books claim our first attention;

and of these the most noteworthy is a splendid volume,
entitled Improved Psalmody, compiled by the Rev.
William Dechair Tattersall, A.M., Rector of West-
bourne, and published in 1794. The words are " The
Psalms of David from a Poetical Version originally

written by the Reverend James Merrick, A.M.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford,

'

' while the music
is

' 4

Collected from the most Eminent Composers. '

'

The book is bound in leather (oblong lOfin. by 8Jin),

and contains 348 pages of music, beautifully printed
from special plates, and 46 pages of introductory
letter-press ; with a List of Subscribers, among
whom appear Mr. Dupuis, Organist and Composer
to His Majesty, Guiseppe Haydn, Mus.D. Ox., Samuel
Johnson, Esq., and other well-known names. In
the Advertisement it is stated that

' 6

the design of the
Editor is not only to silence the many ludicrous
reflections that are perpetually cast upon our psalmody,
but to fulfil the wishes of many able writers who have
recommended an amendment in this part of the
service.

'

' Then follows a lengthy explanation why
Mr. Merrick's Version of the Psalms was used in

preference to others, a laudatory apology that was
by no means necessary, for Mr. Merrick's version is
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far better poetry than that of either the
44 Old " or

. the
4

' New '

' versions so commonly adopted. In
the introduction a special acknowledgment is made
to Dr. Haydn (the famous composer of the

' 4

Creation,"

(etc., then in his 65th year) for having allowed the
editor

44
to reckon him in the number of my respect-

able coadjutors," but it is not stated whether the

i tunes by Haydn included in the work were specially

j

composed for it or not.

« The tunes are nearly all in three parts only (treble,

alto and bass) and only 75 Psalms are set to music
1 in this book of Psalmody, it being the Editor's

3 intention to issue a second volume, though whether
I that design was carried out or not I have been unable
I to ascertain.

Early in the 19th Century a Brighton musician,

'Nathaniel Cooke, organist of the Parish Church,
contributed a remarkable achievement to Sussex

|
ecclesiastical music by issuing

—

A Collection of Psalms
iand Hymns Sung at the Parish Church, Brighthehns-

\ton. This book went through three editions ; the

second of these contained 93 tunes (set to the New
Version) of which no less than 78 were composed by
the indefatigable compiler himself. Many of these tunes

are of great merit, written in four parts, with a certain

feeling of dignity and repose unusual in the similar

compositions of the same period. The author was
evidently a true son of Sussex, for he named all his

8 compositions after towns or villages in the County,

| the first dozen being entitled respectively—Chichester,

! Brighton, Arundel, Steyning, Bosham, Worthing,
'Shoreham, Hastings, Cuckfield, Broadwater, Lewes,
>Newtimber. There was apparently no eclecticism

\
about this nomenclature as the titles include places

?! of all sizes and degrees of importance situate in every

j

part of Sussex. Nathaniel Cooke was, I believe, born in

;
Bosham ; he was buried there, in the chancel of the

i

old Church, in 1827. (A collateral descendant of his,

1 Mr. A. Stanley Cooke, the author of
4 4 South Down
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Songs and Idylls," etc., for many years wore M
ancestor Nathaniel's mantle as organist of Brightoj

Parish Church.)

Two other contributions to Sussex Church Musi
j

were made by Chichester organists ; the earliej

(undated, but issued before 1815, in which year 1

former owner of my copy inscribed her name, wit!J

date, on the title page) was :

—

Sacred Melodiem
A Collection of Psalms and Hymns as sung at tm
Cathedral Church, and the Chapel of Saint John tm
Evangelist, Chichester, Composed, Selected and Adapted
by T. Bennett, Organist. This book was published bj

subscription at 7s. 6d., and in the List of Subscribers

appear many names that are familiar in Chichesteij

at the present moment. The tunes were chiefly

from other collections, only one, named 44
Sussex,"*]

being by Bennett himself, while the words were nearly!

all from Tate and Brady. A few years later another!

and enlarged edition of this work was published in

five volumes, and in this edition the compiler made
an amusing and novel departure by re-naming many
of the tunes selected after local places, no matter
who the composer happened to be. Thus we have
the tune 44

Littlehampton, " by Dr. Croft,
44 Cow-

dray '

' by Dr. Hayes, 4 4 Woolbeeding '

' by Gluck,
4 4

Fittleworth '

' by Mozart, and 4 4 Aldwich, 5
' by

Beethoven !

Mr. Bennett was organist of St. John's Church,
Chichester, when he compiled his book, and then
became organist of the Cathedral from 1817 to 1848 ;

he left four musical sons to carry on his name and
fame, one of whom, Thomas J. Bennett, also com-
piled a tune-book :

—

A Selection from the New Version

of the Psalms and from the Hymns appended to the

Book of Common Prayer Adapted to Appropriate
Tunes, by T. J. Bennett, Organist of St. PauVs, Chi-

*Another tune called "Sussex" appeared in "Lock Hymn Tunes"
published in London in 1769.
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clutter. This work is undated but was probably
issued about 1850 : it contains 51 tunes for Psalms
and four for Hymns, none composed by the compiler
himself, unless several anonymous tunes were his,

but several of them taken from his father's publication.

In 1842 an anonymous book was published by
Hayley Mason of Chichester, entitled :

—

A Collec-

tion of Psalms, Hymns, Anthems and Collects as Sung
at Selsey Church. This contained words only (New

i
Version) and was probably compiled by the Rev.
Barrp Phipps, Rector of Selsey from 1817 to 1863.

Mention is made of another Sussex book by the

Rev. E. B. Ellman, Rector of Berwick (Sussex) from
1846 to 1906, in his Recollections of a Sussex Parson
where he states that

'

' the hymnal used at Berwick
in 1838 was a local one for the neighbourhood."
This may have been a selection compiled by Mr.
Scobell, of Southover, Lewes, introduced into the

parish in 1825, but I have been unable to trace a
copy of this work or obtain any account of it.

It is now impossible to ascertain the number of

Churches in which any of these particular books
were used, but inasmuch as two of them went
through more than one edition it is possible that they
were fairly widely known. Unfortunately not many
copies of any of them seem to be in existence at the

present time, and very few people have any recollec-

tion of them at all.

Of greater interest in some respects than these

printed volumes are the innumerable manuscript
books used by the enthusiastic and painstaking
village scribes, who combined the art of the singer

or player with that of the copyist and composer.
A large number of these MSS. are fortunately still

extant, and.they form a notable monument to the care

and diligence which our rustic forefathers exercised

in their part of the Church's service ; for ttiey are

most of them admirable specimens of penmanship,
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often with well executed scroll-work designs in the

margins of the pages, and generally free from errors

or other blemishes. Indeed very few of the great

composers' MSS. are to be compared in their cali-

graphy with that of the old Sussex musicians.

The raison d'etre of these MS. books is, of course,

obvious ; the prices of printed music were practically

prohibitive in " The Past " to our local choirmen,
who would often have had to give a week's wages or

more for a single copy of a choir-book. Each man,
therefore, made his own copy and in most cases it

became a cherished and well used possession for the

rest of the owner's life.

Frequently these old MS. books were 4 6 begun '

'

at both ends, to use an Irishism, the Psalm-tunes
being written at one end and the Anthems at the

other, the book having been turned upside down for

the latter. Each tune had its own special name, and
doubtless this universal custom owed its origin to the
diversity of the books ; no two books being precisely

alike either as to pagination or the order in which the

tunes occurred. In referring to any particular tune
the choirmen could only mention it by name, not by
number or page ; and the old choirmen always spoke
of psalm-tunes by name, never by number even after

the prevalence of printed books rendered this feasible.

Down to the middle of the 19th Century the melody
of all Church tunes was usually sung by the tenor
voices, not by the treble as at the present time ; the
latter only rendered the inner part commonly allotted

to the tenor in modern music.

A typical MS. book, of probably the late 18th
Century, was used at Waldron Church by successive

generations of the family Collins (members of which
still live in the parish) ; it contains 55 pages of music
all very neatly written, with tunes arranged in 2, 3

or 4 parts. In size it is 11 J inches by 9J, oblong in

shape, and is bound in leather, with a piece of old
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parchment having some 16th Century writing on I
incorporated in the binding. At Bosham there was!

a set of MS. books, all dated 1822, of similar size toi

the Waldron example, a separate book being used for

each different voice—bass, tenor, etc. A WiUingdom
18th Century MS. contains a fine tune named after

the parish, but the composer's name is omitted

—

an unfortunate circumstance, for his work is so good
that he deserves to be remembered. The music at

Angmering was very clearly and neatly copied ; a

Hurstpierpoint specimen was embellished in a minute
manner with scrolls and dots and wavy lines ; several

good examples are preserved in Warnham Church
(two dated 1799 and 1812 respectively) one of which
contains a tune,

' 4 Portsmouth, '

' to Trumpet metre?

whatever that may mean. A West Grinstead Anthem
book of 96 well-written pages, has the words placed

underneath the tenor part only, an indication of

the importance of this voice in the olden days. The
penmanship of a Wilmington MS. of the 18th Century
is splendid, both notes and words being written with
a care that one could scarcely have expected in those

illiterate days.

An exceptional example of the illustrative abilities

of our old Sussex musicians is given at the head of

this article. This is the work of Mr. Frederick Jones,,

of East Hoathly, who played the flute nearly seventy
years ago at Falmer and other neighbouring Churches,
who 60 years ago inherited the pitchpipe and MSS.
of an octogenarian tenor of Falmer, who has for

nearly three-quarters of a century been a church
musician, composer, artist and writer ; a son of a
singer ; and an enthusiast of the old type who, alas,

are gradually passing away. Mr. Jones ornamented
many of the old MS. tunes in bygone years, but as]

he had none of them still extant, he essayed to prove
that his right hand had not yet lost its cunning—

-

with what success the reader may judge.

Many of the old copyists were also composers,
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and not a few of their tunes (generally namesakes of

the places of their origin) deserve a better fate than
the oblivion in which they now repose. A fine col-

lection was composed by James Marshall, of Rogate,
early in the 19th Century

;
they were of a bold and

vigorous type and must assuredly have been popular.

Their names reveal the writer's habitat : Rogate,
Trotton, Elsted, Woolbeeding, Harting, Treyford,
Iping, etc.

A favourite anthem with our forefathers was
Pope's famous ode—"The Dying Christian to his

Soul " (" Vital spark of heavenly flame ") which
occurs in most of the old tune books, though not always
set to the same music.

Turning from manuscript to print again we come
to the large number of published Psalmodies used
in Sussex, of various editors and dates. The earliest

I have yet discovered is a small copy of what was
known as " Day's Psalter," after the name of its

publisher, containing the Old Version with tunes,

dated 1630 and entitled :

—

The Whole Booke of Psalmes
Collected into English Meeter by T. Sternhold, J.

Hopkins, W. Whittingham conferred with the Hebrew
with apt notes to sing them withall. This book (now
in the possession of Mr. E. Collins, Bramber, a member
of the Waldron family referred to above) is bound in

velvet with silver filigree with a New Testament,
1628. It was formerly used at Waldron and con-

tains the Canticles, Lord's Prayer, Ten Command-
ments et alia besides the Psalms done into meeter

and set to apt notes, the said notes being of a diamond
shape as in the facsimile of the

' 4 Old 100th
'

' herein

reproduced. This is taken from a book in the Warn-
ham Church collection : John Playford's Introduc-

tion to Music, with which is incorporated The Art

of Descant by Dr. Thos. Campion, 1664. This book
was formerly in the possession of Michael Turner,

Parish Clerk of Warnham from 1835 to the year of

his death in 1885. Previously it belonged to a singer
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Pfal. IOO.

jjp'L fcsple that on earth do dwell y

Sing to riSr Lord with cheer-full voyce

:

^iHifltligliilj!
NaV

Htm ferit* with fear , hu yraife forth telly

v i
! n 1 1,;

i^illilfilHi
^£ icfert him Md rejoyce.

w
Page from the "Art of Dexant," 1 664.

of a neighbouring parish whose name is inscribed on
the first page in early 18th Century style:

—

44 May
Jephthaniah Mugeridge, Rudgwick. " The 44 Old
100th ' 5 appears in The Art of Descant, only the
treble and bass parts being given with the usual
sign at the end of each line to indicate the note on
which the particular part begins in the next line.

Another of the Warnham collection is Evisan's

A ' Compleat Book of Psalmody, 1750, a similar copy
of: which was used in Bosham Church. The former
owners of this Bosham book adorned it with their

autographs in an interesting manner ; thus :

—
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" James Wossil His book march y' 27 in the yeare of 1757.

James Wossil His book,

God give him grace therein to look,

But not to look but understand
That laming is better than house and land

;

When land is gone and munny spent,

Then laming is most excellent.
'

'

" John Caplin his book 1791 Harting, Sussex.

John Caplin

His Hand and Pen,

He will be good
But God no [know] when."

" Thomas Welch, 1796."

" Elizabeth Welch Bosham."

Waldron and Warnham Churches both used The
PsalmisPs Netv Companion Set forth and corrected

by Abram Adams, at Shoreham in Kent—an undated
book of late 18th Century containing Psalm-tunes
and Anthems with an ' 4 Introduction to the Grounds
of Musick.

'

' As in most of the choir-books of this

period there is a quaint Preface beginning '

' I need
not acquaint you with the original and ancientness of

musick " and extolling the aims and object of the
publication, which in this instance is to " better and
improve this excellent and useful Part of our Service,

to keep up Uniformity in our Parish Churches, and
bring them as much as may be to imitate their

! Mother-Churches, the Cathedrals'.
'

' An ambitious

jj

aspiration, truly ! One wonders at the intrepidity

j

; of the author—especially when we know Sussex
I country churches ! Kindred to this in ingenuousness

!: is the Introduction to Psalmody Improved, by William

(!
Gresham of Dunstable (about 1780), a tune-book

j

once used in Henneld Church, containing Canticles,
• Psalms and Hymns with music. The editor states

jj
that

' 4

It is intended to facilitate and improve that

,
delightful part of Public Worship—Singing Praises

to our Creator and Redeemer .... The Words
| are taken from 1the Version of Tate and Brady, with a
; few alterations ; of which the design is to improve
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the Poetry, to give a Sense nearer to the Prose, or

adjust the Words better to the Music." Then'

follows a pedantic dissertation
' 4 on the Matter, the

Words, the Music, and the Manner of Performance
\

most adapted to mixed assemblies," in all of which!

Mr. Gresham claims to have made great improvements, I

a claim scarcely justified by the results. One remark
in the Introduction reveals the 18th Century mind
on the question of the multiplicity of tunes :

4 4 The
number of Psalms and Hymns in this Work is Eighty-
six

;
and, if each were adapted to different music,

the tunes would be too numerous for a congregation
to use : I have therefore limited their number to

about Forty." What would our forefathers of a

century or two ago have said about some of our
modern hymn-books with their tunes running into

several hundreds ? Instructions as to the rendering

of the hymns are given in Psalmody Improved in an
amusingly direct manner ;

' 4

Cheerful but not too

fast, " 4 4 Loud and not very slow, " 4 4

Supplicating,
'

'

44 Loud and majestic,"
44 Slow and tenderly," 4

4

Slow
and solemn.

'

'

Other books formerly used in Sussex were :

—

Williams'* New Universal Psalmodist, 1764, at Billings-

hurst ; Psalms and Hymn-tunes by Reinagle, 1839,

at Hellingly ; Cheetham's Psalmody, 1851, at Twine-
ham ; The Union Tune Book at Berwick ; Home's
Psalms and Hymns at Angmering and Hellingly

;

Rippon's Tunes, 1808, at Wilmington, Lurgashall
and other places

;
Congregational Harmonist, and

Clark's Psalms at Bohicy ; Mercer's Church Psalter

and Hymn-book, 1859, at Hurstpierpoint ; Dr. Adding-
ton's Collection of Psalm Tunes, 1786, at Waldron ;

Bristol Tune-book, 1863, and Bennett and Gold-
schmid's Chorale Book, 1863, at various places. The
favourite words were the Metrical Psalms of Sternhold
and Hopkins (one book dated 1744 at Greatham),
and Tate and Brady ; and Dr. Watts' Hymns. Besides
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all these there were countless numbers of manuscript
music-books employed, nearly every choirman deeming
it necessary to write and possess his own copy.

A general custom in most churches was to begin

the morning service with some special hymn, generally
44 Awake, my soul, and with the sun," the same one
being sung invariably all the year round. Another
common practice was the strict limitation of the

psalm or hymn to four verses only ; it being appar-
ently a matter of indifference whether the fourth verse

made a satisfactory termination or not. The frequent

repetition of the words, especially of the two last lines

of each verse, was also the general usage, and many
of the old tunes were specially composed with two
extra lines of music to fit these iterations. (A familiar

survival of this occurs in most modern hymn-books
in such favourites as "0 come, all ye faithful,"

j

4

4

Lo ! He comes with clouds descending '

' and

j

44
All hail the power of Jesus' Name.")

2. The Instruments.*

Many of the sins of their generation are visited

i on the heads of the great men of every age, and
i Cromwell was no exception to the rule. Every
ij visitor to a cathedral or noteworthy church is familiar

j

with the phrase :

4 4 Cromwell destroyed this or

j

that,
'

' and almost every iconoclastic act of the

|
fanatics among the Puritans has been ascribed

|;

directly to the mighty Oliver, including the wholesale
I destruction of organs. In justice to the Lord Pro-
i| tector's memory it is but fair to state that he was a
' good amateur musician ; he was specially fond of the

|j
organ and had one set up in Hampton Court Palace

j
for his own pleasure ; he constantly endeavoured
to check the extravagances of his followers and on

|
most occasions counselled moderation and tolerance.

*A complete list of the instruments used in Sussex Churches of which I

I have been able to obtain record is given at the end of this article.
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(See Morley's Life of Cromwell). In all probability,

therefore, our Sussex musician, Mr. Henry Davey,
of Brighton, was quite correct when he wrote to

Notes and Queries (9th Series, Vol. III., 1899) defend-

ing Cromwell's memory in the matter of church

organs, which were abolished from our churches

by a law passed in 1644 and were accordingly des-

troyed wholesale ; but not by Cromwell's own wishes

or instructions.

The Puritan rage against music and organs was not

so much against the instruments or music per se, as

as against the frivolous manners of the singers in

vogue in the days of Charles I. As a matter of fact

the Puritans were fond of music and evinced i t by
their frequent Psalm-singing ; moreover in 1656 a

Committee of Council was formed to assist in found-
ing a College of Music in London, a project that was
only stopped by the Restoration in 1660 !

Whoever was responsible, however, it is actually

true that from the middle of the 17th Century to the
corresponding part of the 19th Century there were
very few churches (other than cathedrals, collegiate

chapels, etc.) wherein the instrumental part of the

music was provided by an organ (excluding barrel-

organs from the category for the moment). Direct

evidence of this is furnished by the Selsey Collection

of Psalms, where the Preface, written in 1842, makes
a reference to the suitability of the Organ for Church
Music, and concludes thus :

—

4 4

Its general adoption
is therefore strongly recommended and earnestly

to be hoped for.
'

'

In the absence of organs the necessary accompani-
ments were supplied by bands containing a variety

of instruments, of which in Sussex there were no less

than eighteen different kinds employed in one place

or another.
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Vamp horn at Ashurst.

Unique amongst them was a Vamp-horn, still extant,

formerly used in Ashurst Church. This curious instru-

ment is made of tin, 3ft. in length by 7in. across the

Snouth of the bell, painted green with an inscription

If yellow lettering:
—" Praise Him upon ye Strings

|nd Pipe. 1770. Palmer fecit." Inside the bell,

4bout 8|in. from the end, are stretched some inter-

secting wires, the purpose of which it is impossible to

Jell. The instrument has no mouth-piece and can
;jnly produce a sort of bellowing noise ; in all pro-

bability it was employed to form a drone foundation
B
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for the band and choir, like the drones of a bagpipe
1

1

,

or the drone-strings of a hurdy-gurdy.

There are in existence five other vamp-horns i
•

England (at Willoughton in Lincolnshire, East Leak 1

1

and Braybrooke in Nottinghamshire, Charing iit

Kent, and Harrington in Northants), all of them large

than the Ashurst example, and it seems to be th<

!

general opinion that they were merely used to amplify I
the sound of the lowest part of the music. Thef

word 44 vamp " is derived from the French avant
pied, which was originally applied to a piece of leathei

\

attached to the front part of a boot to add strength
;[ it

thus
4

4

vamping '

' came to mean making the best of jil

a thing by helping it out. In music the term is used
in reference to accompanying a solo without music

k

to help the performer ; and no doubt the vamp- [ ;

horns were so called from their function of supporting!

the other members of the church bands.

The Flute nearly always figured in the orchestras ;

of Sussex Churches and was often used, when no

:

pitchpipe was available, to sound the note for the
choir when singing was unaccompanied. Most oft',

the old flutes were of boxwood, about 2ft. in length, ,!

with only one key, though sometimes the piccolo
I

(as at Selsey) or short flute was used. At E. Lavant 'J

there are two flutes in existence, one dated 1821
; \

the other is stated to have been played by a Thomas
(

Wackford in 1824.

The Oboe, a double-reed instrument with a pene-
\

trating sound, also of boxwood, was not very fre- I

quently employed, no doubt on account of the diffi-

culty in playing it. A Sidlesham specimen is of box-
wood with ivory rings, and has only two keys.

The somewhat kindred single-reed Clarionet was
much more common, and most of those that were
used had several keys and were thus capable of pro-
ducing many more notes than the flutes and oboes. J
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)ne of them formerly played at Sidlesham has no
ess than twelve keys, an unusual number for an
Instrument about a century old as this is. A Harting
I'larionet has only six keys and that of Bosham has

. jio more than one.

• i Sussex people love nick-names, both for people
iind things, and their forefathers were apparently

-fjike-minded ; and they spared not the things of the
f Church any more than those of other places. The
\8assoon is a thick wooden double pipe about 4ft.

In length, always nicknamed the " horse's leg
"

f .n Sussex ; a reed instrument of low pitch, supplying
the bass to the oboe and clarionet with a tone that
may be described as

4
' nasal.

'

' Though difficult to

jplay it was not uncommon in the Churches, and two
4were used at West Tarring. One now in the pos-

. 'session of Mr. Edward Sayers (author of Transcripts

and Records of the Past : West Tarring) who has done
Hmuch towards rescuing from oblivion the history

jof Sussex Church Music, was made by W. Millhouse,

jLondon, about 1800, and has 8 keys ; the other,

belonging to Mr. Jesse Clipper, has 6 keys. A
; Sidlesham bassoon has also 6 keys. The chief diff-

iculty in playing this instrument is the production of

I
the notes at an accurate pitch, and what the Church

i

congregations suffered in the Past from bassoons
i played out of tune by some of the ill-taught enthusiasts

jmust have been torture indescribable.

An instrument that is now practically obsolete

|

in England but still to be met with in France, the

j

Serpent, formed part of Selsey, Heathfield and Upper
* Beeding bands and probably also of others. The
1 Beeding example is preserved by Mr. Collins in his

1 famous and quaint Museum at Bramber. The instru-

j
ment is of thin wood covered with leather, with a

brass trumpet-like mouthpiece ; total length 7ft. 10in.,

with four keys and the usual finger-holes. Its name
is derived from the curved form in which the tube is

contorted, presenting three U-shaped turns followed
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by a large circular convolution. Supposed to hav<[

been invented in the 16th Century in France, the;

instrument was so well recognised as a member of thell

Church bands in that country that it became knowr
\

as the Serpent d'Eglise ; and as, owing to the material

j

of which it was made, its tone was more tender and less
;

obtrusive than that of the brass orchestral instru-!

ments, it was therefore deemed more suitable fort

ecclesiastical purposes.

Of the brass instruments the Cornet, Trumpet,..

French Horn and Trombone have all been used in|

Sussex, though none of them were common. At]
Berwick a cornet (then commonly called cornopean}!

and a harmonium provided the musical accompani-
|

ment in the middle of the 19th Century ; a wonderful
and fearful combination indeed !*

The stringed instruments, Violin, 'Cello and Bass-
viol, were all fairly commonly used and little need
be said about them. The bass-viol was the immediate
precursor of the 'cello and was only slightly different

in shape, having a natter back and more sloping shoul-

ders. Owing to this it was comparatively lacking

in tone, and the louder 'cello gradually ousted it

from orchestras all over Europe, England being the
last country to allow it to be displaced. Here the
bass-viol survived till the end of the 18th Century
in general use, but for Sussex churches it lasted

for at least another 50 years. Two bass-viols in the
County were made of thin sheet copper instead of

wood—one at Bosham and another at Eastbourne.

During an interregnum between band and organ,

a Concertina was used at Balcombe. This instrument
is practically a miniature harmonium ; and if custom
has sanctioned the latter, we need not shudder too
much at thoughts of the former.

*For some time after the Restoration in 1660 there was a dearth of boys'
voices and the Clergy supplied the need for treble parts by the introduction
of cornets into the Churches.
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One would scarcely expect any member of the
percussion tribe of instruments to be used in Divine
service—their sound can hardly have been edifying

—but the Drum was used in Nuthurst Church and,

possibly at an early date, in West Tarring Church
lso. In the Churchwardens' Account Book of the

atter parish occurs this entry :

—

" 1561. It. to the Drowme pleyr ... ... ... xi.
;
D."

This payment was for the music performed at the
'

' Church
Ales,'" and evidently the " Drowme pleyr " (drum player)

was an important member of the Church band, for he had
this special fee, whereas the other " mynssterylls " were all

massed together in one item of payment :
—

*
' It. to the mynssterylls ... v/,s. vii,D."

It is not quite certain, however, that either the

drummer or the minstrels performed in the Church
itself, they may have been engaged for the out-door

revelry only.

If played well and with restraint, the drum may
have been effective in some of the old jovial (there

is no other word for them) Psalm tunes, but how
can the Triangle have found a place in a Church
band? In the Coptic Churches in Old Cairo in the

middle of the 19th Century, cymbals, small bells and
triangles were all used to accompany the hymns

;

but Cairo and Sussex have not much in common,
and one can only state the fact, leaving it to the imagin-
ation to conceive the effect, that a triangle was actually

used in Rustington Church some 70 or 80 y6ars ago.

Whether Sussex copied Cairo, or the reverse, must
also be left to the imagination.

In the Sussex Churches where no band was available

the accompaniments to the Psalms were almost
universally provided by a Barrel Organ, an instrument
that had the obvious advantage over all others that
it could be played without learning or practice—the
performer simply turned a handle. These organs were
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in great vogue for about a hundred years, and were c

,

various sizes, some having four stops and others none

Most of them had three separate
4

4

barrels
'

(wooden cylinders with pins on them after the styl

of the barrels in musical boxes), each having ten tune

which could be employed as required. The torn

of the barrel-organs, or
44 winch-organs " as the^

were also called, was probably little better than than

of the familiar one-legged resting-place of a monkej
so often seen in the London streets ; but our Sussex

forefathers evidently deemed its soft sounds to hi]

nothing less than celestial, for they nick-named

the instrument the
4

4

Seraphim." (In contra-dis-j

tinction from " winch-organ," one with a key-board!

was called a
44

finger-organ.") Unfortunately not;

all of these
44 Seraphims " were equally angelic,

J

far from it indeed ; for many of them were made to*

be used primarily in the village inn, to entertain the>,

bucolic and alcoholic peasant mind, and the tunesjl

provided were 44
apt musick withall, " generally

;

consisting of about 7 or 8 very secular songs leavened J

with 2 or 3 Psalms. It is related that the Berwick*
(Sussex) barrel-organ was one of these mundane
44 Seraphim," and it was played by clockwork; andi
on one occasion instead of stopping at the end of a*

Psalm, the mechanism gave a
44

click " and went
;

on with a comic song entitled
44

Little drops ofl
brandy '

' ; after which another 4 4

click
'

' and then—
}j

44 Go to the Devil and wash yourself !
'

'

About 1830 Jevington resolved to have a barrel-

organ and a farmer who was Churchwarden was
|

deputed to fetch it in his wagon from London. Also
|

at the same time he was commissioned by his spouse 9

to bring back a new washing machine. Both were !

duly brought down on a Saturday—but the organ was
\

deposited in the farmhouse kitchen and the washer
in the Church !

Piddinghoe still possesses its winch-organ, sadly
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nit of order, however ; at Rogate are some remains
if a barrel, and at Harting is the box formerly used
ito keep the spare barrels. Hartfield had a '

' Seraphim ' 5

lis early as 1726—a three-barrelled one made by
Bryceson of London. Rye obtained one in 1811,

'Salehurst in 1836, East Ferring about 1850, Angmer-
:ing in 1852. Steyning had its winch-organ trans-

formed into a finger-organ in 1853, but the barrels

Jwere still left in situ inside the organ where I

isaw them in 1894. The " organist " at Bishopstone
received the munificent sum of £1 a year for

4
' grind-

ling " out the music, and yet we hear of the badly-
Upaid Church musician !'

The following advertisement appeared in the West
iSussex Gazette on June 25th, 1857—quaint reading

| in the present days :

—

'

' Church Organ. For sale an excellent barrel-organ in wains

-

jcote case with gilt pipes in front. It has 3 barrels each playing

• 10 Psalm tunes. The above instrument was made by Bryceson,

;has 4 stops and will be sold for the very moderate price of 8 guineas.

•Apply Mr. Bennett, North St., Chichester."

The firm of Bryceson were famous manufacturers
! of barrel-organs for many years.

When neither band nor organ was available the

I
singing in Sussex churches was rendered unaccom-
panied, the key-note of the tune being given out on

Bosham Pitch-pipe.

a Pitchpipe by the Clerk, These pipes were of wood,
square in section, about 19 inches in length ; the
mouthpiece was similar to that of an ordinary tin
whistle and at the other end was a wooden plug
on which the notes of the scale were marked. The
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plug was pulled out to the indication mark of the net!

required, the pipe was then sounded and the member
of the choir took their note by singing the wofjl
" Praise," or " Praise ye the Lord "

; when all hi

4

obtained their proper notes, off they started on wh :

must have often been a somewhat uncertain music';

venture.

Many of the old pitchpipes are fortunately still :J

existence, and those of Bosham (discovered by myseij

among a pile of rubbish) Brede and Lavant are pr«||

served in their respective churches.

Up to the middle of the 17th Century the Orgajl

was the instrument in general use in our churchei
but it does not quite come within the scope of thill

article, for it was almost entirely ousted during th[J

whole of the period covered by 4 4 The Past '

' ; bull

a brief reference to the King of Instruments may M|
permitted. Bye Church had several organs, one H
the choir, a larger one in the transept. In By 1

,

Churchwardens' Accounts appears this item undeji

the date 1513 :—
£ s. d. I

' 4 For the bringing the organ from London to Rye ... 1 3 8 ']

In 1514:—
c< For scouring and mending the old organ now

standing in Our Lady Chapel 0 10 0
'{

In 1323 :—
" Pd. the organ maker ; for making St. Georges'

organ ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 4 '

|

The last item was probably for tuning and could:

not have been for actual manufacture.

In the West Tarring Churchwardens' Accounts
transcribed by Edward Sayers) occurs :

—

" 1570 R. [received] for Orgayne Pypes Xs.

Rotherfield Churchwardens' Accounts contain :

—

'

' 1532 May 19. And for th' old organs Xd.
1606 Aug. 3. Certaine orgle pipes."
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As before stated organs were practically all banished
from our Churches in the middle of the 17th Century,
and they did not generally re-appear until the end of

the 19th, when a great wave of Church restoration

(and destruction) spread over Sussex.

3. The Musicians.

The human element in all branches of research,

eminently so of course in the realm of history, is at

once the most interesting and fascinating, and at the

same time the most elusive and difficult to portray
with accuracy

;
especially if one endeavours to analyse

the motives or disclose the mental attitude of those

who have played their parts in history. Fortunately
for me the Sussex Church Musician of the Past was
apparently not a very complex character, and the

extensive array of facts that I have gathered about
him enables me to state without hesitation that the

two pre-eminent features in his character were his

boundless enthusiasm and extraordinary industry

as a musician. It is true the Sussex Church Minstrels

were often ignorant, only occasionally talented, fre-

quently poor executants, sometimes irreverent ; but
they were always zealous and always diligent in matters
musical. They practised singing several nights a

week, at home or at the Church ; or they learned

their instruments slowly and laboriously, often without
any tuition save that afforded by an instruction-

book or a fellow-player, devoting most of their spare

time to this one and only hobby ; or they spent hours
of painstaking labour on the production of MS.
music ; and their enthusiasm for their task equalled

their industry. Never, in their estimation, were
there such voices as in the Sussex Church choir

;

never such singers, never such players ! Their daily

toil was but a necessary parenthesis in their humble
lives, but their true mission in life was to excel in the
minstrels' gallery in the old Parish Church of their

native village. It is certainly a sad result of the
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boundless circuit of our modern mental activities
J

that the old enthusiasm for one definite pursuit,!

especially that of the Church Musician, is almost
j j

entirety extinct.
\

One of the happy features of the old Church min-
j
1

strelsy was the common custom of whole families
j
1

for generations taking part therein, the juniors regard- 1

ing it as a sacred obligation that they should carry on tl

the traditions of their ancestors in this respect. There jl

was no compulsion about it, however, and the obliga- II

tion was generally regarded as a privileged one. I

Notable instances of the custom may be given :— [1

At Bosham the family of Arnold supplied members
j]

of the choir without a break for nearly 90 years
;

at Falmer the Jones and Sandall families did the 1

same for a long period ; the Cootes at Clymping,.
|

the Hodges and Roberts at Henfield and Sherman- I

bury, the Collins and Unsteads at Waldron, the
j

Marshalls at Rogate, the Sayers, Bushby, Binstead
[

and Chipper families at West Tarring, the Ashbys
\

at Wadhurst, the Ransomes at Sidlesham,—all these
\

had many members of different generations in their

respective Church choirs ; while at Donnington the
band at one time was formed by twelve brothers
named Davis. A Welch was in Bosham choir in 1796
and a descendant was in it nearly a century later.

Another custom was the lengthy tenure of office of

individual members of bands or choirs, many of whom
could claim from 40 to 60 years' service to their credit.

At one time all the twelve adult singers at Bosham
had an average of over 40 years continuous member-
ship of the choir ; and the senior of them,

4 4 Grand-
sire " Arnold, established a world's record by occupy-
ing his seat for 80 years.

Frequently the bandsmen went to neighbouring
Churches to help their brother minstrels, and at

Christmas-tide any choir or band that had attained

to some measure of fame for its skill visited all the



Old Penniket, in Woodmancote Church, about 1850.
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parishes in the immediate locality as " waits."

Dressed in their best smocks and carrying theij

music carefully tied up in red handkerchiefs, the^

were as picturesque as they were enterprising; fo]<

it was no light task in olden days to traverse th(

notoriously bad Sussex roads for miles in the dark

winter evenings.

Some of the old players were indefatigable in theiil

energies, not a few of them being able to play twoj-

or more different instruments. A famous character

in and around Henfield in the fifties of last century

was one Penniket whose performances on both|

clarionet and trombone were noted. A humorous]
sketch of him in Woodmancote Church was made^
by the late Mr. H. Smith, of Henfield (herewith

reproduced by kind permission of Mr. C. L. A. Smith
of Albourne, the owner of the original) in which Mr.

Penniket is depicted playing the clarionet for the
\

anthem " Awake, thou that sleepest !" thus disturb-
ing the slumbers of the congregation. A lifelong

j

resident of Henfield, in her 91st year, remembered \

old Penniket well, and in telling me of his perform-
ances on the trombone, remarked—

'

4 What a lot

of that brass he could get into his mouth ! " A great

fascination it must have been to her in her childhood
to sit in Church and see that wonderful performer

\

swallow half his instrument, as she imagined, every
time he drew in the crook of the trombone !

Another accomplished musician, Mr. George Marshall,
i

of Pogate, played several instruments and was associ-

ated with his Parish Church as a performer for 65 ;

years.

The old choirmen were very proud of their chief

singers and players, and it was not an uncommon
j

boast that their particular Church possessed the
j

grandest bass or the finest tenor voice in Sussex, or
j

even in England ; an idle boast, doubtless, in most
cases, but the pride that begot it was wholly pardon-
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kble on account of the splendid esprit-de-corps it be-

okened. Of one thing concerning their ability it

nay be confidently stated that they were all geniuses

n the sense of having infinite capacity for taking
)airis : for many of the old singers could neither

•ead nor write and they learnt their parts by heart
md sang the Psalms and Anthems entirely from
memory, a feat that will be more readily appreciated
vvhen the florid nature of the music is recalled. At
Twineham. some 70 or 80 years ago, the leader of the
choir was quite illiterate, but he managed to conduct
the others as well as take his own part.

The '
' Minstrels' gallery

'

' was in most cases

(
especially erected at the west end of the Sussex
Churches for the accommodation of the orchestra
land choir

;
they were generally built about the end

'of the 17th or beginning of the 18th Centuries,

fend their demolition practically coincided with the

disappearance of the real old
4

' minstrels
'

' them-
jselves in or about the sixties of the 19th Century.
•It was considered a privilege to sit in the gallery,

fctnd often no-one but a musician was allowed a place

[there. The gallery at Cuckfield, for instance, erected

Jin 1699, was ' 4 only for the singing of Psalms by those
[that have learnt and for their singing them together.

'

'

AtHailsham in 1762, £1 5s. 6d. was "paid for peoples
learning to sing in the Church, '

' but as far as I have
been able to ascertain the Sussex Church Musicians
|in

'

' The Past '

' were seldom paid for their services
;

they gave them willingly and loyally, though pre-

viously to that period they evidently received re-

muneration as the following extract from the West
Tarring Churchwardens' Account Book shows :

—

"1561 It. to the mynssterylls ... ... v,s. vii ,d.

1571. To John Selden for mondayes play ... xi.d-

„ payd to Alb Ston for the menstrells our
church all day ... ... ... i.s. vd "

This John Selden was the father of the famous
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"** learned Selden," who may have been proud, as a

child, of the fact that he was the son of a Church min-

strel whose talented labours were valued at one
shilling a day.

Very little reference has been made in this article to the music of Chichester

Cathedral. This omission is intentional, as the aim has been to give a

record of the musical activities of the amateur native of Sussex in their parish

Churches, rather than that of the professional who often hailed from other
counties.

Vamp-horn in East Leake Church. Notts



A Warnham Worthy —Michael Turner—Clerk and Sexton fcr 50 years (1830 to 1880).

See page 11.
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Table of Musical Instruments used in Sussex

Churches in the Past.

An asterisk, *, signifies that the instruments thus indicated

are still in existence.

m
a

w V
rt
bJD

'J]

<D

Churches. "aj

Bassoons

3 $ is o

Pitch-pip

en

Flutes Clario

r

Oboes Cornet
Serpen

Violins 'Cellos
Bass-v

Barrel
Variou

1
Aldingbourne 1 1 1 1

Angmerirj g 1 1

Apuldranl ... 1

Ashurst 1

Balcomb* 1 1 1 1 Vamphom*
Beeding, Concertina
Upper 1*

Berwick o 1 1 1

Billingshurst 2 1 1

Birdham 1 1 1

Bishopstone 1

Bolney 1* 1* 1

Bosham 1 1* 1 2 1*

Boxgrove 1 1 3 1*

Brede 1 1

Brightling ...

Chichester
Cathedral 1*

Clymping 2 1*

Cocking 1 1 1

Ditchling 1 1*

Donnington 1 1 1 1

Eastbourne... 1 Double-
. bass

Falmer 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 Double-
bass

Fernhurs 1

Ferring 1 1*, 1 1* 1 1 1

Funtington 1 1 1

Goring 2 1 1 1

Grinstead,
West 1 1 2 1 1 1

Guestling 1 1 1

Hailsham 1 1 French
Horn-

Hart field 1

Harting 1* 1 1 1 1

Heathfield ... 2* 1 1 Trumpet*
Hellingly 1 1 1 1 4 1

Henfield 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

Hoathley, E. 1 1 1 1 1 1

Jevington ...

Lavant, E. ... 2* 1*
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Table of Musical Instruments—Continued.

An asterisk, *, signifies that the instruments thus indicated
are still in existence.

ilVKCHES.

rgashall ...

ewick
orth Chapel
ut hurst ...

agham
iddinghoe
cling

ulborough
ogate
otherfield
ustington
ye
alehurst
elsey

herman-
bury
idlesham ...

iagleton ...

teymng
topham
arring, W.
hakeham
wineham ...

Vadhurst ...

Valdron
i.Varnham ...

.Vestbourne
rVillingdon

Wilmington
Wittering
W.

vVithyham ...

Woodman -

cote
Yapton

2*

2<

1*1
1* 1

=

2*

1*| 1 Drum

Triangle

Churches where bands were used but instruments unknown: — Lancing,
Sompting, Tillington.



THE FAMILY OF GRATWICKE, OF JAKVIS

SHERMANBURY AND TORTINGTOK

By J. COMBER,

Throughout the 16th Century the family oin

Gratwicke were so numerous and widespread, in theSI

county of Sussex, that, though it is possible to makel
out numerous pedigrees of the various branches, it is if

by no means easy to connect them all together. Ini
the main, however, they may, with tolerable

j

certainty, be reduced to two main branches, (1) the;!

Western, which at the beginning of the century was ji

settled at W. Grinstead and embraces the families of i

Needs, Septens, etc., in that place, Ham in Angmer- ji

ing, Godshill in Cowfold, and, I believe, Batons ini

Henfield
; (2) the Eastern, embracing the families t

of Jarvis in Cowfold, Shermanbury and Tortington, t

which latter also at one time held part of the manor of I

Ham. 1

The two earliest wills of Gratwicke, which I have
been able to discover, are those of John Gratwik, of

W. Grinstead, in 1515 [Chichester, I. 2 b],
2 and James

Grateweke of Cowfold and Seaford in 1532 [P.C.C.
j

24 Thower]. From the former descend what I have
j

called the Western, from the latter the Eastern branch,
i

with which the present article is alone concerned.

A reference to the Schedule at the end will make it

1 Much confusion has arisen from this division of the manor. Originally
the property of the Lewknor family, 2/3rds of it was sold, by fine, in 1550/1,
to one Thomas Wolder (or Oulder), and by him to Henry Gratwicke of the W.
Grinstead branch. The other portion was sold, by fine, in 1566, to Francis
Kelleway, Esq., and by him, in the same year, to Roger Gratwicke, of

Sullington. Eventually, as will be seen below, this portion also passed into

-the possession of the first family.

2He mentions his father, another John, then dead, who was perhaps the
common ancestor of both branches.
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sier to follow the rather complicated descent of their

nous estates. 1295878
Several references to the name appear in the old

wfold Churchwardens accounts, printed in S.A.C. Vol.

, pp. 317/21. A John Gretwyke was one of the

irdens about the year 1470, and a Rechard
'atwyke in 1476-7. In 1473-4 reference is made to

^bequest by William Gratwyke of 2 cows '

' to fynd
Eitapre afor Sante Antonie et unam afor Zowr Lady. '

'

mother William is mentioned in 1477-8. From one

c these probably descended the James 5

, whose will

f lows :

—

WILL OF JAMES GRATEWEKE OF COWFOLD AND

SEAFORTH.

ilDat. 21 Feb. , 1532. To be burd. within the Ch. of Cowfold.
-1 sons William, Thomas and Roger £10 each. To daurs. Elizabeth,

jane and Alice each £13 6s. 8d. Residue to wife Joane, Execx.

(ierseers, Sir Thos. Browne and James^Pellet, to whom 20/- each.

|Dat. 22 Feb., 1532. Son William to have house and lands in

iHford. Son Thomas manor of Hawke, in Rudgwick, but if my
ijisin John Gratewicke do repay £55, sd. son Thomas to have £20

Ij^reof only, and residue to wife. Lands in Cowfold to son John
tji his next heir male. Witns. :—Sir Thos. Browne, John Berde,

k Raunger, Stevyn Grateweke, &c. Proved.. by relict 27 Feb.,

132. [P.C.C. 24Thower].

His widow was probably the " JohanIGratwyke, a

!\ydow, dwellyng at Bradbrydges, in the paryshe of

iillyngton," bur(L at Horsham, 13 January, 1551.

|[ his four sons all, except William, had large

ffmilies ; and it will be necessary to follow their

oscendants in turn,- reserving to the last those of

Ihn, the 2nd son, as being the most numerous.

William Gratwicke, the eldest son, was of Holling-

3A James Gratewike was witns. to the will of Roger a Gate, of Cowfold,
t. 23 Aug., 1530, and prd. 12 Sep. follg. John G., another witness, and
pger G., one of the Exors., were probably two of his sons.
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ton, and had no male issue.
4 From a lawsuit [Chanc

Procgs. t. Eliz., L, bundle 2, No. 50] we learn til

Joan, his eldest daughter, married Richard James ; s |1

that the expected child was Mary, who married Jo
Grevett, of Droxford, Hants, and died in 1581. 5

WILL OF WILLIAM GRATWYCKE, OF HOLLINGTOi

Dat. 12 May, 1558. Lands in " Sefforde and Sotton somet:

popes " to wife Johan for life, remr. to an expected child, rei

to daur. Johan G., remr. to Roger Gratwicke, son of John G.,

brother. To expected child and to daur. Johan £40 each. Da
Johan has use of lands in Seaford by deed between my brotj

John and myself, and is to render account of same to expec

child. Wife Johan, Execx. Witness : Thomas Gratwycke a

others. Overseer, Richard Smythe, of Seaford. If Roger, son

John G., has land in Alclryngton, then the above reversion to

next brother. Children of Johan Langford, my sister. Prd.

relict 4 Nov., 1559. [P.C.C. 52 ChaynayJ.

^ % %

Thomas Gratwicke, the 3rd son of James, was
Seaford, and died 12 Jan., 1558/9. His Inq. P.

was taken at Steyning on 29th Apl. 1 Eliz. [Chance
Incms. Vol. 124, No. 161], when Richard, his son, w
found his heir, and aged 7 yrs., 7 mos. and 8 dys.

WILL OF THOMAS GRATWYKE, OF SEAFORD.

Dat. 4 Jan. 1558/9. To eldest son Richard the manor of Balsdeijl

at 21 ; also 20 wethers, 100 ewes and 100 teggs, 6 oxen, 2 kine, J
seams of wheat, and 30 of barley. To son William, my mill call(j|

Telscombe Mill, with my house and barn at Lewes, and £20 at 2

J

To my 2 daurs. 40 mks. each at marriage. Residue to wife Anne
sole Execx. If wife die before children are of age, then Richa:

Smith, of Seaford, and John French, of Blatchington, to tal

'

4
1 suspect him to have marrd. Joane, daur. of Nicholas Gratwyke, i

Hollington, whose will [Lewes A 1, 49] was dat. 8 Oct., 1542. Mentions Agn&
wife of son James (apparently dead). Daur. Jone. Lands called "Not
knowle," in Woodmancote, and others in Mayfield. Ralph G (son ?). Wi:
living. Exor. Wm. Pownds, gent. Overseer, Thos. Pope, of Crowhurst.

5 S.A.C. xvii., 158, where, however, the will is not quite correctly quote(
and he is called " of Allington," instead of " Hollington."

6 How he became possessed of this manor I do not know. It had forme
part of the possessions of the Priory of St. Pancras, Lewes, and was take
from them by the King in 1537. [Rec. Socy, xx. 426].
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isscssion of my lands. Overseers, sd. R. S. & J. F. & Thos.
Iiarman. Prd. 20 Ap., L559. [Lewes. A4, 267].

Richard, the older, son, has left no will, but he and
s wife Anno, sold the manor of Balsden to his brother
niliam by fine in 1580/1.

William Gratwicke, the younger son, resided for

>me time at East Mailing, co. Kent6a
, and inherited

large property at Tortington from his cousin Roger
ratwicke, of that place. He was knighted, and died

i A pi. 1613, and was bur. at Tortington. There is a

liort pedigree of this family in the Visn. of 1634,
' nd it is there stated that his wife, Lady Margery,
fas a dan. of William Lee, of Curham, in the par. of

outh Minims, co. Hertford; but it is also stated
* lat he himself was ' of Ulverston, co. Lancaster,

'

f which I can find no confirmation, and which I
u elieve to be an error. He added to his estates by
mrchasing the manor of Seaford from the family of

knelling, and also bought the manors of Itford and
1 Balsden from his relatives Anne, dam of Philip

Gratwicke, and her husband Hugh Keate, by fine in

699.

I

His Inqn. P.M. [Chancery Inqns. Vol. 342, No. 115]

vas taken at E. Grinstead on 1 Jan. 11 Jas., when
lis son William was found his heir and aged 23 years
ind more. His widow survived him many years, and
Was a party to the sale of the manor of Ham in 1625/6 ;

me was Execx. to the will of her dau. Margaret in

634. The wills of Sir William and Lady Gratwicke
follow :

—

WILL OF SIR WILLIAM GRATWICKE, OF TORTINGTON,
KNT.

Dat. 19 Ap., 1613. To eldest son, William, as l/3rd of all lands,

l&c, the 2 manors of Tortington and Tortington Cheynesse, also

house at Seaford, and manor of Seaford, bought of Richd. Snelling,

" A On23 Nov., 1593, he brought an action against John Tomlyn, claiming
a right of way, through the latter's property, to his house called

k
' Parrise,"

in E. Mailing. [Chancery Procgs., Series II., 240/351.
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Esq., and Sir George Snelling Knt., his son, and of Henry Smitlfjfj

Seaford ;
remr. to heirs male, remr. to heirs female and to rtjJ

heirs. If son William has daughters only then my heirs mal ioj

pay them £1000. To Edward, my 2nd son, my manor of Itford jd
j

Asham, in par. of Bedingham. To Roger, my 3rd son, my mi\A
of Balsden in par. of Rottingdean. To Thomas, my 4th ; 1

1

house, &c, in par. of Birdham. To John, my 5th son, house d]

lands in Seaford and Sutton, which my father left me, and alscplj

houses, land, &c, bought of Mr. Henry Smith, of Seaford, Mai jr]

John Comber, and Humfrey Rowe, of Seaford ;
also the house, [J

called Chestham, in Henfield, granted to Roger Mercer. fal

Roger to have wardship and marrge. of Elizabeth, daur. of PI
,pj

Gratwicke, deceased, to marry her himself or to one of his brethH,]

or to anyone else. To my 6 daurs., Margery, Jane, Elizabeth, Ar jj

Margaret and Hellene, £300 each at 2l 7
. Wife Margery, Ex(i.j

Prd. by Execx. 4 June, 1613. [P.C.C. 62 Capell].

WILL OF DAME MARGERY GRATWICKE, OF SEAFOll

WIDOW.

Dat. 2 Ap., 1638. To be burd. in Ch. of Seaford, near my d|J

daughter Margaret, deed. To son Thomas one judgment of £w
which I have recovered agst. my son Edward G., by law, andjs

part payment of a bond of £300 which I owe my sd. son Thonijj

. . . . To son, John G., my right, &c, in lease of one Mersef]

called Chestham, nr. Mokebridge, in Henfield. . . . he to jj-j

to my son Thomas £50, and to my daur. Anne Haye £20. . . ..II

Plate and household stuff .... to be divided betwql
Thomas G. and Anne Haye. And for my 2 elder sons, William a'j

Roger, they have already had a larger share than these will glj

To daurs. Elizabeth Morris and Anne Haye all wearing apparel a

I

£60 when it shall be recovered from my son William Gratwic.jl

Esq. Residue to son Thomas, Exor. Witns. John Haye, In

Prd. by Exor. 23 Ap., 1638. [P.C.C. 45 Lee].8

7 Of these daurs., Margery marrd. (license at Chichester 31 Oct., 16 i

Richard Sugar, of New Shoreham, gent., who admind. the estate of her sisl

Helen. Elizabeth marrd. Richard Morris, of London, gent. [Lie. at Facu
Office, 20 November, 1632j. Anne marrd. John Haye, of Seaford, clerk

{

at Lewes 29 Aug., 1636). Margaret died unmarrd ; her will [Lewes A
176], dat. 22 July, prd. 30 Oct., 1634, by her mother, the sole Execx., *

mentions bros. John and Thomas, and sisters Anne and Elizabeth MoS
Helen died unmd. and admon. [Lewes B 5, 122

,
granted 22 Oct., 1622,

Richard Sugar, husband of her sister Margery, and to Robert Hanson, of i

Cliffe, Lewes ; Inv. ^340. Another daur. Mary, is mentioned in the Vi.'

pedigree.

8 Prd. also at Lewes, a caveat having been lodged there on 10 Apl.

William G., Esq., and Roger G., gent., the sons. [Lewes A 27, 110 : B
811.
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Of the sons I know nothing further for certain of

the two younger. The eldest son,

William Gratwicke, Esq., was, according to the

Visn., of Tortington Place, and married Amphilis,

youngest dan. of Sir Benjamin Tichborne, Bart, (by

Amphilis, his 2nd wife, dau. of Richard Weston, of

Skrynes. co. Essex)
1

, He had two sons, William and
Francis, and a daughter, Elizabeth. In 1641/2 he

surrendered by fine the manor of Seaford to his brother

Roger. 10 Both sons died s.p., and his estates passed
i to their nephew Oliver, son of their sister Elizabeth,

wife of Oliver Weekes. This Oliver, the nephew,
married Philippa, one of the daurs. and cohrs. of

Sir Walter Raleigh, Kt. n ; and extracts from their

wills are given in the Genealogist N.S. iv., pp. n and
14. He sold the manors of Seaford by fine in 1671,

and of Balsden in 1676. Carew Weekes, his son, who
was M.P. for Arundel in 1702, sold the Tortington

i-
estate in 1706. The wills of William Gratwicke's two

i sons follow :

—

WILL OF WILLIAM GRATWICKE, OF TORTINGTON, Esq.

Dat. 23 Feb., 1664. To be burd. in Chancel of Tortington Ch.
Exor. my brother, Mr. ffrauncis G. To wife Mary, all wearing
apparel. ' To kinsman, Oliver Weeks, £300, of which £200 in 6

mos. if he has served out his apprenticeship, and if my aunt Mrs.

Woodcock be also dead when he has served out his time, otherwise

not till 6 mos. after her death. The other £100 12 mos. after the

j
first. To Mrs. Lucy Michell £250 .... Legacies secured on
Townman Mead in Tortington. Prd. by Exor. 22 June, 1666.

! [Chichester, xxiii. 330].

WILL OF FRANCIS GRATWICK, OF TORTINGTON, Esq."

Dat. 28 June, 1670. To be burd. in N. side of body of Ch. of

9 See Tichborne ped. in Herald and Genealogist iv., 64.
10 This may have been only a friendly arrangement, for Roger settled it by

deed in 1653, and it eventually passed, with the rest of the Tortington estates

to Oliver Weekes.
xl See ped. of Raleigh in Le Neve's Knights.
12He was Subsidy Commr. for the County of Sussex in 1666. [S.A.C. xv.,

71], and was returned M.P. for Seaford 15 Mch., 1669/70, but his election was
declared void by order of the House dat. 10 Feb., 1670/1. [S.A.C. xxxiii.,

• 96]. He marrd. Barbara Venebles, who died before her husband, admon.
of her estate being granted to him 12 Feb., 1669. [P.CC. Admons., p. 12].
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Tortington. To aunt Elizabeth Morris, widow, £10 per ami. ft J

life. Bequests to servants—Residue to kinsman Oliver Week?
Exor. All lands to be settled as by deed between me and ssj

cousin Oliver Weeks, dat. the day before date hereof. Prd. f

Exor. 15 Aug., 1670. [P.C.C. 99 Perm].

Edward Gratwicke, 2nd son of Sir William, wsi

of Itford, in the par. of Bedingham, and marrci

Frances, daur. of John Morris, of London, merchanu
He had some trouble with the Bailiff and Jurats c-

Seaford over his assessment for rates, an account c|

which is given in S.A.C. xvii., 159. He died 2

Nov., 1625, leaving 2 daurs. and cohrs., Frances

who d. 4 Apl. 7 Chas., and Mary, born 19 Dec, 162£j

a posthumous child. His Inq. P.M. was taken a

Horsham, 14 Sept. 2 Chas. [Chancery Inqns. Vol. 425

18] and that of his daur. Frances, at the same place oi

7 June, 7 Chas. [Ibid. Vol. 439, 38] her sister Mar
being found her heir. The latter also seems to hav<

died unmarrd., for Frances, her mother, having

re-marrd., as his 2nd wife, Lyming Dickenson, of St;

Martin's in the Fields, London, Esq., surrendered, in

1656, the manors of Itford and Asham, and tenemts*

in Bedingham, by fine, to John Coell, Esq., anc|

Richard Pagett, the younger, the latter of whon;
married her daur., Abigail Dickenson, at Westminster
Abbey, on 23 Sept. in that year. [Harl. Soc. x. Si!

note.].

WILL OF EDWARD GRATWICKE, OF ITFORD, PAR.

BEDINGHAM.
Dat. 21 Nov., 22 Jas. Manor of Itford to daur. Fraunces. Also

to her my manor of Asham, in par. of B., paying . . . . £10C

to Dame Margery, my mother, and £200 to Thomas G., my brother!

and £100 to Clement Ashurst, Gent. I entreat my father-in-law,

Mr. John Morris, to allow my wife Fraunces, out of lease of sdj

manor, some reasonable sum towards her and her daughter 'e

maintenance. Expected child to share with daur. Fraunces.?

Exor., brother Roger G. Residue to wife. Prd. by Exor. 2 Feb.,!

1626. [P.C.C. 16 Skynner].,

Roger Gratwicke, 3rd son of Sir William, was ;

elected M.P. for Hastings in 1645, and he is stated
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[S.A.C. ix. 49] to have been a Captain in the Parlia-

mentary forces, though he withdrew from the King's
trial [Ibid. v. 102].. He was Bailiff of Seaford in

1652 [Ibid vii., 105], having purchased that manor
from his brother William, by fine, in 1641/2. He
married lstly (Lie, at Chichester 1 Feb., 1612/3)
Elizabeth, one of the daurs. and cohrs. of his relative

Philip Gratwicke, of Ham, who brought to her husband
her share of that manor. This share he, with the
co-operation of his mother, Lady Margery, subse-

quently sold, by fine, in 1625/6 to Thomas Gratwicke
of that place, who already possessed, as we have
seen, 2 ^rds of the manor by inheritance from his

father Henry. Elizabeth died without issue and was
burd. at Tortington, and her husband married 2dly
Anne, daur. of Thomas Selwyn, of Friston, co. Sussex13

(Lie. at Lewes 15 Nov., 1620, to be marrd. at Friston),

who had, from her father, property called " Cutts-

crofte " and " Farnstreete " [S.A.C. xxxvii. 108].

She survived her husband, by whom she had no issue,

and remarrd. at Hailsham, 17 Oct. 1655, Henry
Woodcock, of Seaford, Gent. She was living, a widow,
at the date of her nephew William's will in 1664.

WILL OF ROGER GRATWICK, OF SEAFORD, Esq.

Dat. 5 Jan., 1653. To be burd. in Chancel of Tortington Ch., on
the N. side thereof, in the grave that Elizabeth, my first wife, was
buried in. Copyhold in Sutton to Anne, my wife, for life, then to

cousin William Gratwick, of Tortington, Esq. To her also for life

the profit of my 9 acres in E. Angmering, held by lease of 1000
years from the Lord of Arundel, as of the manor of Medhurst, then
to my Exor. All freeholds to descend as per deed dat. 4 June,
1653 Refers to manor of Balsden. . . . Exor.

my cousin William G., of Tortington. Prd. by Exor. 11 Sep.,

1655. [P.C.C. 205 Aylett].

* * #

Roger Gratwicke, the 4th and youngest son of

James, of Cowfold, though he did not inherit any
lands from his father, prospered more than any of his

1:1 See ped. of Selwyn, Visit. 1634.
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brothers, became an ironmaster, and was an exceed;

ingly weatlhy man at the time of his death, whicli

occurred on the 19th Augt., 1570. He had purchased
the manors of Ham (a portion), Preston, Hyde, Itforcj

and Lewes, by fine, in 1566
; but, of these, he solcj

those of Hyde and Lewes in 1569/70. His Inqn. P.M,

was taken at Steyning on 20th Sept. 12 Eliz. [1570].

[Chancery Inqns. 154, 104].
I

WILL OF ROGER GRATWYKE. OF SULLINGTON, YEOMAN*
j

Dat. 10 Aug., 1570. To be burd. at Itchingfield. To cousin I

Jane Gratwyke, 20/-. To son Roger all my lease of the " newej
parke '

' and the woods there, which I hold of the D. of Norfolk fori

£20 p. ami. Also my lease of the 2 forges in St. Leonard's Forest,.]

and lease of furnace in Ifield. Also a stock of £300. Also all the ?

coales at the ironworks at 5/- the load, and all the coardes of wood I

at 4d. the coarde .... in part payment of sd. £300. Also
j

£100 as a loan for 2 years. Said son to pay £100 each to my children

at 21 or marriage, viz.. to Thomas, John, Philip, Richard and
Benjamin, 14 Mary, Elizabeth, Jane and Susan. 13 Wife Mary to

occupy my farm called Brodbridge till son Roger is 21, and during
widowhood. To son Roger all my manor of Itford, but 2 parts

thereof to wife Mary for life . To son John, houses, &c, forming part

of manor of Ham.me, remr. to son Thomas, remr. to Philip, remr.
to Richard, remr. to Benjamin, remr. to Roger. Residue of sd.

manor of Ham to son Philip, remr. to Thomas, remr. to Richard,
remr. to Benjamin. To son Richard house in Horsham, purchased
of John Grover, of Cowfold. Also to son Richard, croft called

Woodgates, in Southewater, in Horsham, and lands, &c. called

Dallingford. in W. Grinstead. Residue to wife Mary, Execx.
Overseers, Richard Covert, of Slaugham, Esq., Francis Garton,
Gent., Raphe Cowper and William Page. Prd. 11 Sep., 1570.

[Chichester, x.
; 383].

Roger Gratwicke, his son and heir,
16 was aged 19

at his father's death, and added further to his estate.

14 There was also a son, Hugh, bapt. at Horsham 5 June, 1564 ; both her
and Benjamin probably d. young.

I5Of these daurs., Mary, bapt. at Horsham 8 Oct., 1559, was wife of James
Westbrook ;

Elizabeth, bapt. at H. 16 Sep., 1565, was wife of — Hatton,
and had issue a son, Thomas

; Jane marrd. John Wannerton
; Susan, bap.

at H. 3 July, 1568, marrd. John Page, and had issue Richard and William-
There was also a daur. Anne, bapt. at H. 9 Mch., 1562/3, probably d. young.

lt3 Compare with the account in S.A.C. lii, 167.
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As we shall see he purchased Jarvis and other lands
iu Cowfold from his cousin Richard G., of Ringmer,
son of his uncle John. He also purchased the manor
of Balsden from another cousin, of the same name,
son of his uncle Thomas, in 1580/1. The property
of Sunt or Suntlands, in W. Grinstead, he bought from
Thomas Saris, of Horsham. 17 He paid £100 Armada
contribution in 1588. [S.A.C.i 37]. He purchased
the manor of Tortington Cheynes, and various other
lands and tents, from John Apsley, Esq., and John
Browne. Gent., by fine in 1587. He died without
issue on 25 July. 38 Eliz. [1596], and there is a brass

to his memory in Tortington Ch. [S.A.C. xxiii. 185].

Below are extracts from his Inqn. P.M. and his will :

—

IXQX. P.M. OF ROGER GRATWICK.

Taken at Arundel 26 Aug.. 38 Eliz. Jurors say he was seised of

the manors of Itford and Asham, in Beddingham, and of the manor
of Balsden. in Balsdean and Rottingdeane. and of Butlers in Ham.
At the death of the sd. Roger a certain Philip Gratwick was seised

of the Manor of Ham. by will of Roger G.. father of sd. R. G.. with
remr. in default of male issue to sd. R.G.. as son and heir of sd.

Roger, the father. He was also seised of the manor of Tortington
Cheyne. and on 12 Ap., 38 Eliz.. enfeoffed William Gratwick, of

East Mailing, co. Kent, and his heirs for ever, to the use of Roger
and William, sons of the sd. W. G., of East Mailing. . . . Roger
G. died 25 July, 38 Eliz., without issue, and Philip G. is his brother
and heir, and was aged 38 at his brother's death. [Chancery
Incjns.. 247. 77].

WILL OF ROGER GRATWYK, OF TORTINGTON, YEOMAN.

Dat, 20 Ap., 1596. To sister Mary Westbrooke £10 p. aim. for

life. To sister Elizabeth Hatton the same. To Thomas H., her
son, £100 at 21. To sister Jane Wannerton, £10 p. ami. for life.

To Richard and William, sons of my sister Susan Page, £100 each.

Certain standards to remain to my houses called Gervis and Tort-

ington for ever. To Roger, my godson, son of William G., of

Cowfold, £100 at 21. To cousin Thomas Aynscombe, and his son
John, £10 Richard Bennett, of London, and his son
Richard. To Richard G.'s children, of Horsham, £20. Manors of

Itford. Asham, and Ballsden, with their appts. in Ballsden and

1T Dallaway, II., ii., 308, says in 1598 ; but there must be some error in.

this date.
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Rottingdeane to my brother Philip G. and Roger his son, as the
;

full l/3rd of all my manors and lands. Confirms deed of 12 Ap.,

1596, whereby I have given to my cousin William G., of East-

mailings, co. Kent, yeoman, all my manor of Tortington, als.

Tortington Cheyne, to use of Roger and William, his sons, with
j

remr. to sd. William G., the father, and his heirs. Confirms also »|

deed conveying certain other of my houses and lands to John G.,
j

and Thomas G., sons of Thomas G., of Cowfold, and to John G.
j

and Roger G., sons of William G., of Cowfold. 18 Exors., my cousin I

William G.. of East Mallinge, and his son Edward G. Overseers,
f

cousins Thomas Aynscom.be, the elder, and Thomas Gratwicke, of

Cowfold, the elder. Simdry bequests to servants and poor people.

Witness, Thomas G. and others. Prd. by William G. 26 July, 1596.

[P.C.C. 53, Drake].

John Gratwicke, the 2nd son of Roger, to whom
his father left a portion of his share of the manor of

Ham, at his mother's death, died without issue, and
has left no will or Tnq. P.M. His lands therefore

descended to

Thomas Gratwicke, the 3rd son, who also died

unmarrd. on 21 Dec., 37 Eliz., and his Inq. P.M. was
taken at Arundel on 26 Aug. follg. This Thomas was
a Ch. warden of Angmering in 1594, and was burd.

there 1 Jan., 1594/5.

WILL OF THOMAS GRATWICK, OF WESTANGMERING.
Dat. 29 Dec, 1594. To be burd. at W. Angmering. Servant

John Gratwick. To sister Mary Westbrooke, £20, if she have
issue ; if not, then to brother Philip's childn., and to the rest of

my sister's children. To Roger, son of brother Philip G., £10, and
to each of his daurs. 20 nobles. To Thomas Hatton, my godson,

£20 ; to each of my brother Hatton 's daurs. 20 nobles. To my
brother Page's eldt. son £10, and to each of his daurs. 20 nobles.

To daur. of my brother-in-law John Wannerton, 20 nobles. To
brother Philip all lands in W. Angmering, remr. to Roger G., my
nephew. Residue to brother Philip, sole Exor., with the letter of

Admon. due unto me by death of my brother John. Overseers,

John Westbrook, John Page, my brother-in-law, and Thomas
Stempe, my cousin. Witness, Humfrey Hatton, and others.

Prd. by Exor. 22 May, 1595. [Chichester xi v., 380].

Philip Gratwicke, the 4th son, had a portion of his

father's share of the manor of Ham under his father's

18 This William was of Godshill, in Cowfold, ancestor of that family.
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pill, and inherited the remainder at the deaths of his

(brothers without issue. He also had the manors of

Itford and Balsden under the will of his brother

feoger. He was Exor. to his cousin Richard G., of

feingmer, in 1588. In 1597, as we shall see later, he

bad a lawsuit with his cousin Thomas G., of Cowfold,

Concerning the estate of Jarvis. He died on 7 May,
40 Eliz. [1598]. and his Inq. P.M. follows :—

ENQN. P.M. OF PHILIP GRATTWICKE, YEOMAN.

Taken at Arundel -t Aug. 42 Eliz. Seised of the Manor of Hame
and Butlers in Hame (20 acres) held of the Castle and Honor of

Arundel. Anne, aged 10 yrs. 6 mos., at father's death, Mary,
4 yrs. 4 mos.. Elizabeth, 1 yr. 6 mos., are his daurs. and coheiresses.

From the death of Philip, Henry Grattwicke, and John Baker have
reed, the rents and profits. [Chancery Inqns. Series II., Vol. 259,

No. 83].

He had married, by license issued at Chichester 26

July, 1586, Elizabeth Ward, of Cowfold, and she

remarrd. at Angmering 3 July, 1599 (license at

Chichester 2 July) John Baker, of Angmering, and
aftds. John Tutball. By her Philip had issue :

—

Roger Gratwicke, mentd. in wills of his uncles

Eoger and Thomas, died v. p.

Anne, marrd. at Angmering, 6 June, 1605, Hugh
Keate, gent. They sold the manors of Itford,

Asham and Balsden to Sir William Gratwicke,
Knt., by fine, in 1609 ; and in 1666, she, then a
widow, and George Keate and Sarah, his wife,

sold her share of the manor of Ham to Humphrey
Gratwicke, Gent., of that place.

Mary, died a minor, and was burd. at Angmering
2 Dec, 1603. By an Inqn. P.M. taken on 13

Ap., 7 Jas. [Chancery Inqns. Vol. 307, No. 4],

her 2 sisters were found her heirs.

Elizabeth, of whom Sir William Gratwicke, of

Tortington, had the wardship, married his son
Roger Gratwicke, of Seaford (License at Chichester

1 Feb., 1612/3) as stated above.
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Richard Gratwicke, 5th son of Roger, was baptd.

at Horsham, 12 Feb., 1560/1, and had lands there

under his father's will. The following entries in the

Horsham registers probably relate to him :

—

James, s. of Richard G. and Joane his wife, bapt. 8 Sept. 1583
John, s. „ „ „ „ „ ,, ,, ,, 4 July 1585
Roger, s. „ ... ..17 Jan. 1588/9
Nathaniel, s. ,, ,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,, 28 Feb. 1590/1
Richard Gratweeke, howshoulder, bur 'd 6 Feb. 1614/5.

Joane ,, an owld widow ,, 6 Dec. 1621.

>!< ^ %

John Gratwicke, to whom we now revert, the 2nd
son of the original James, inherited the Cowfold
property at his father's death. He was overseer to

the will of James Pellet, of Steyning, who calls him
" cousin," in 1555, and to that of William Pellet, of

Charlton, where he is also called
4

' cousin
'

' in the
same year. His own will follows :

—

WILL OF JOHN GRATWYCKE, OF COWFOLD.
Dat. 6 Jan., 1558. Land and tenemts. in Cowfold, called

" Wyllm Jervys Searches " and " Jelyansfelde, " to son Richard
G., provided he settle his lands in Aldrington on Stephen G., his

brother at 21, and if latter die before that age, then on Roger G., his

brother, at 21, and failing him on Thomas G., his brother. Failing

such settlement, lands in Cowfold to go to son Stephen, remr. to

son Roger, remr. to son Thomas. Richard G. to have sd. lands till

21. To son Roger £20, son Thomas £20, son John 1 cow. To 3

daurs. Charlotte, Jone and Alice £13 6s. 8d. each. Residue to son
Richard, Exor. Overseer, brother Richard G. Witns. Richard
Gratwycke, the elder, Roger G., my brother, &c. Prd. 22 ApL,
1560. [Lewes A4, 413].

Richard Gratwicke, the eldest son, was of

Bingmer, and sold the Cowfold property to his cousin

Roger. He seems to have married at Cowfold, 8

June, 1561, Margery Porcell, but I know nothing of his

children, or their descendants, if they survived.

WILL OF RICHARD GRATWICK, OF RINGMER,
ALDERINGTON, SUSSEX.

Dat. 12 Nov., 1587. To be bnrd. at Bingmer. To wife Margery
£50, and profit of my lands in Aldrington during the whole time of
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the [ease which 1 have letten
;
and after end of sd. lease, half of all

mv lands to wife for life, provided she release to Roger Gratwick,

my kinsman, all lands in Cowfold, which I have sold him. To my
sister, John Browne's wife. 10s. ; to each of my sister's children

I2d. To Nicholas Browne a white sow hogg and all my wearing
apparel, except my best cloke. To Marie Hawkes £5 at 18. If

wife die before son Richard is of age, then Roger G., my kinsman, to

have his bringing up till 21. Residue to kinsman Roger G. and
Philip G. his brother, Exors. in trust to use of son Richard and
daur. Mary (latter under 18). Prd. by Exors. 12 Oct., 1588.

[P.C.C. 58 Rutland].

Stephen Gratwicke, the 2nd son, was most
probably of Albourne, 11

' but his descendants are not of

much interest. He was doubtless the Stephen
Gratwicke, of

' 4

Potters,
'

' who witnd. the will of John
Ward, of Cowfold, in 1578. His children, down to

1575, were baptized at Cowfold.

Of Roger, the 3rd, and John, the youngest sons of

John Gratwicke, I have no further certain records
;

but

Thomas Gratwicke, the 4th son, continued to

reside at Cowfold, and was buried there 12 Apl. 1616.

From Chancery Procgs. Eliz. G. g. 5/54, we learn that

on 2 May, 1597, he brought an action against Philip

Gratwicke, of Bedingham and Ham, to establish the
title of his son John to Jarvis and Sunt, which had
been settled on him by Roger, of Tprtington, the
brother of Philip. This document, though somewhat
mutilated, is so important that I quote it, as far as

possible, in full.

19 Will of Stephen G. of Albourne :
" Eldt. son Henry, sons William and

Stephen, y'gest son Richard. Daurs. Lettes, Mary, Annis. Wife Jane
Execx. Brother Thomas G. and cousin [i.e., probably ' nephew '] John G.,

overseers. Prd. 28 Sep., 1596." [Lewes A 9, 410]. Will of Jane G., of

Albourne, widow: " Dat. 6 Feb., 1617. Son William. Daur. Anne's 2

daurs. Anne and Jane. John, s. of Wm. Fennell. John, s. of Stephen G.
Daur. Lettyce Younge's child. Daur. Mary. Son Wm. Fennell, Exor.
Son Henry and Robt. Prickett, overseers. Prd. 7 Mch., 1617." [Lewes
A 16, 124]. Admon. of Henry G., of Albourne, 16 Dec, 1631, to Thos.
Furlonger, husbd. of Anne F. als. G., sister of deed. Inv. /88 8/-. [Lewes
B6, 107].
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GRATEWICKE v. GRATEWICKE

.

1597, May 2. Thomas Gratewicke, of Cowfolcl, co. Sussex!

yeoman, complains that whereas one Roger Gratewicke was seize*]

in fee of and in two messges., &c, in Cowfolcl and West Greenstedj

^o. Sussex, commonly called Garvis Serches, Julian's field and Sunt

by indenture of lease dated 16 Apl., 37 Elizabeth, did demise th«|

same to your orator for divers years yet to come and unexpired
and the next day conveyed the same to John Cowper to the use o I

the said John Gratewicke, your sayd did come t(

the said John Gratewicke, your sayd orator's sonne. But now sc

it is one Phillip Gratewicke, of Beddingham, co. Sussex. . . .

J

one John Smith, of Horsham, taylor, and others, have in their hand; t

divers ancient evidences, &c, and have contrived some secret

estate in the same lands to persons unknown the saic

Roger's next brother and heire Thomas Gratewicke being elde:

than the said Philip, and Philip being next heire to his brothe:

Roger after Thomas was dead .... pretend that the saic

Roger made some former conveyance. Prays writ against Philli}

Gratewicke and John Smith for perpetuation of testimony.

The demurrer of Phillip Gratewicke and John Smyth.

That the plaintiff has no estate in the said lands but only foif

term of years, and therefore cannot call into question the freehold*

and inheritance. Pray to be dismissed.

ADMON. OF THOMAS GRATWICKE, OF COWFOLD.

Granted 4 May, 1616, to John Gratwicke, of Cowfold, yeoman,
son of deed., who died intestate. He and John Gratwicke, senior,

of Cowfold,20 being sureties. Inv. xixH
. and xxd

. [Lewes B4,

111].

Thomas Gratwicke, his younger son, was of

Eastlands in that place, and the follg. was his will :

—

WILL OF THOMAS GRATWICKE, OF COWFOLD.

Dat. 8 May, 1646. To be burd. at C. To poor of C. 20/-. To
eldest son, Thomas, all goods in the house at Hurstpierpoint. To
3rd son, Richard, a bedstead in my house at C. called Esteland.
To 4th son, William, 20-/. Residue to 2nd son, John, Exor. Prd.

15 June, 1648. [P.C.C. 97 Essex].

He was twice married, and by his 1st wife, Elizabeth,
burd. at C. 13 Mch., 1615, he had :—

20 Probably of Godshill, in Cowfold, the then head of that family.
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1. Thomas G.. of Hurstpierpoint, bapt. at C. 8

.Arch.. 1608.

2. John G., of Shermanbury, bapt. at C. 5 Feb.,

1611.

3. Richard G., of Eastlands, bapt. at C. 27 Dec,
1614, and burd. there 23 Sept., 1681.

a. Elizabeth, bapt, at C. 3 May, 1607.

By his 2nd wife, Joyce, relict of John Michell, of

"Cowfold. mercer [S.A.C. liii., 129] whom he marrd.
at Cowfold 22 Dec, 1607, and who was bnrd. there

25 Apl. 1625, he had :—

4. William G., of Horsham, bapt. at C. 1 Nov.,
1619.

The wills of the 3 elder sons follow :

—

i

i WILL OF THOMAS GRATWICKE, OF HURSTPIERPOINT,

YEOMAN.

Dat. 7 May, 1679. Wife Bridget £10 per ann. and £100. To
John and Thomas, sons of my brother John G., late of Sherman-
bury, deed., leasehold messges., &c, in Hurstpierpoint. To Henry
G., of Horsham, son of my bro. William G., late of Horsham, deed.,

• lands, &c, in Hurstpierpoint. To brother Richard G., of Cowfold,
yeoman, certain lands for life ; remr. to Mary, his daur., wife of

Thomas Vincent, of Cowfold. To my wife's 2 sisters, Anne
iHamblin, of Ardingry, widow, and Jane Wood, of Chailey, widow,

I

£5 each. To cousin Elizabeth, daur. of brother John G., £5.

j Residue to bro. Richard G., Exor. Overseers, Thomas Jenner, of

.Chailev. and Francis Hamblin, of Ardingly, friends and kinsmen.
! Prd. by Exor. 13 June, 1679. [Lewes A35, 145/6].

WTLL OF JOHN GRATWICKE, OF SHERMANBURY,

YEOMAN21
.

Dat. 26 Ap., 1666. To wife Mary, £50, feather bed, &c. To
daur. Elizabeth, £80 at 21 or marrge. To poor of S. 10/-. Residue
to 2 sons John and Thomas, Exors. Overseers, bros. Thomas and
Richard G. Children under age. Witns., Ann Gratwicke, &c.

[Lewes A30, 277].

2

1

John Gratwicke, the bullock leech, burd. at S. 28 Ap., 1C60.
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WILL OF RICHARD GRATWICKE, OF COWFOLD, GEl|.

Dat. 29 Nov., 1680. To wife Anne, £20. To gr.-daur. W.t
\

Vincent,22 £100, now on mortgage on 2 houses, &c, of Henry
,

1

of Horsham, my nephew, at 21 or marrge. Daur. Mary, wife |: !

Thomas Vincent. 23 To cousins John and Thomas, sons of brot ;
*

j

John G., deed., 20/-. each. To gr.-son Richard Vincent,24 all rj

books and £10. To loving kinsman Mr. John G., of Jarvis, and 1

1

Thomas Lintott, of Walhurst, overseers, 20/- each. Residue t

son-in-law Thomas V., Exor. Witns., John Gratwicke, Jo

Roberts, &c. Prd. 18 Oct., 1681. [Lewes A 35, 419/20].

John Gratwicke, the elder son of Thomas, <

Cowfold, inherited Jarvis from his kinsman Roge

of Tortington. He marrd. Elizabeth, the eldest (j

the daurs. and cohrs. of William Comber, of Shermai
j

bury, Esq., 25 (by Martha, daur. and cohr. of Henri
]

Brockhull, of Aldington, co. Kent). He was Exoii
j

to his father-in-law, in 1625, and inherited Sherman!

J

bury in right of his wife. He admind. his mother-inj

law's estate in 1635. 2& There is a short pedigree giveij
j

2 2 She married at Twineham, John Weekes, of Easebourne, mercer, 7 Oct. I
\

1711.

23He inherited Eastlands through his wife. John Holney, of LewesB
physician and apothecary, in his will dat. 17 Sep., 1706 ;

prd. 18 Dec, 170'j I

[Lewes A 47, 63] mentns. wife Jane [John Holney and Jane Roberts marrdtfl

at Cuckneld 18 Mch., 1657] gr. childn. John Holney Wade, Edmund wl
and Jane W. Trustees John Gratwick, of Shermy., Thomas G., of Leather-ill

head, and Philip Cheale, of Henfield. Mentns. Thomas Vincent, of Eastland i

in Cowfold, and Hugh V., of Fryland, in Shermy.

24 Will of Richard Vincent, of Cowfold, Gent.: "Dat. 19 Mch., 1737.|.

Sister Mary Weekes, wid., and her son John Weekes, Exors. Kinsmen!
Thomas Gratwicke, son of Thomas G., of Cowfold, carpenter. Kinsman;
Thomas Gratwick, of London, silk mercer, £20. Prd. 20 Nov., 1740, by John
Weekes. p. r. to Mary." [Lewes A 56, 149].

2 5 See S.A.C. xlix., 136.

2fi The following deed, kindly given me by Sir Wm. Bull, M.P., relates]
to this John Gratwicke and his wife, and is worth putting on record for its

reference to the Selden family. This Thomas Selden may have been the one
mentioned in Lower's "Worthies" p. 1. He was probably one of the
trustees to the v/ill of John Comber, of Shermanbury, father of the grantor,
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• his pari of the family in the Visn. of 1634, the

mis assigned to them being " Or, a chevron

ngrailed gules, between 3 ogresses." From the

arly. Survey of the County in 1650 [S.A.C. xxv. ? 45]

appears that by indenture dat. 5 Mch., 17 Chas.

L641/2], he leased, for a term of 13 years, from Sir

Vm. Ford, of Harting, with the assent of Sir John

larrill, of Harting, 3 messges, etc., and about 324

ores of land, forming part of the Sedgwick Park

state, in the parishes of Horsham, Nuthurst and
Broadwater, at a yearly rent of £62 10s. The lease

ras a repairing lease, the timber, mineral and sporting
• fights being reserved. At the time of the survey the

nd seems to have married his daur. Dorothy. [S.A.C. xlix., 131/2].
.

" To all Xhen. people .... William Comber, of Shermanbury,
in the county of Sussex, gent., sendeth greeting Knowe ye
that I, the said William Comber for and in consideration of the naturall
love and fatherly affection wch. I beare to John Gratwick of Jarvis in

the pish of Cowfold in the county afforesaid yeoman and Elizabeth his

wife my naturall daughter .... have given &c unto
the said John and Elizabeth his wife all those my lands &c
caled or knowen by the name of Sponers . . . lying and being in

the pish of Shermanbury aforesaid contanyinge by estimation fifty

akers of land .... nowe in the tenure or occupation of WT

illiam

Bull .... And also all that messuage &c containing

by estimation five and thirty akers .... in the pishes of Shur-
manbury and Hendfeild .... in the tenure or occupation of the
assignes of Thomas Selden late of Taringe in the said county deceased
whereof one aker of medowe lyeth in Chestham in the said pishe of

Hendfeild togethers also wth. three akers of medowe lying in Chestham
sometime in the occupation of Thomas Byshoppe Knight

or his assignes togethers also wth. the herbage pasture and comon
feeding for the cattell and swine.and geese of the said John Gratwick
in the streat and highe wayes leading from Mockbridge towards Cowfold
as in tymes past hath benn used to and wth the said messuages and
landes To have and to hold &c unto the said John and
Elizabeth and theire heires absolutly for ever .... In witns
hereof I the said William Comber have hereunto set my hand and seale

t the fower and twenteth daye of October in the yeare of the rayne of

our soveraigne lord King James .... the fowertenth and of

Scotland the ffifteth : Anno Dn 1616."

[Signed :] William Comber. John Gratwyck.

[Witns :] Ockenden Cowper. [Seal (broken) Arms of Comber].
William Bull and John Morly attorned tenants to the said John Gratwyck
13 Apl., 1617.
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whole Sedgwick estate, of 374 acres, was estimald

as worth £120 per aim. He was buried at Cowi Id

8 Nov., 1642, as was also his widow on 6 Feb., 1611)

"y
; IP

WILL OF JOHN GRATWICKE, OF SHERMANBURY

YEOMAN.

Dat. 5 Nov., 1642. To be burd. in the Ch. or Ch.-yard of Cowf |l.

Bequests to poor of Cowfold 40/-., W. Grinstead 20/-., Sherman

b

20/-. Whereas I and Elizabeth, my wife, are seized of an anm
of £20 out of the manor of Aldington, Cobham, in Kent, and ou
other lands in par. of Aldington and Thurnham, and of anot

annuity of £10 out of sd. manor of Aldington West Court,

Aldington Sepvans, als. Aldington Gower, nr. Thurnham, co. Ke:

I hereby give both annuities at my wife 's death to Richard my s

remr. to Thomas my son. To Anne Sharpe, my gr. child, £10

21 or marrge. Whereas I and my wife are seized of 1 messge, 6

and 4 acres of land in Barsted and Thurnham, I hereby grant \

scl. house, &c, to Henry Lyntott, my son-in-law, and my da I.

Susan, his wife, at my wife's death. To Elizabeth, my beknll

wife, £10, and use of all plate and household stuff during her lilt

and at her death I give 1 bed, &c, to my son Richard. Wife }i

dispose of my linen and plate to which of my children she shl

think fittest, and not elsewhere. Certain furniture, after wifdl

death to son Thomas, as standards to my house called Chenc i

[? Jervis] for ever. Residue of household stuff to son Thorn.;'

To my 4 daurs. Elizabeth, Tecla, Jane and Anne £10 each,
j]

son Thomas reversion of 2 leases of 2 acres of meadow nr. Moc!
bridge. Exor, Henry Lyntott, my son-in-law. Prd. 13 Del
1642. [P.C.C. 130 Campbell].

WILL OF ELIZABETH GRATWICKE, OF JARVIS, I

COWFOLD, WIDOW.

Undated. Overseers, John Gratwicke, of Jarvis, and Jon
Gratwicke, of Shermanbury, my gr. -children. To gr.-son Roger G
£50 at 21. To gr.-son Thomas G., one other son of my son Richar<
£60 at 21. " Item I will, &c, my bedd that I lye on, curtaine
and vallence, and the picture with my ffather's armes to Joh
Gratwicke, my grandson, of Shermanbury." To John G., (

Jarvis, 40s. for a ring. Exors. in trust, William Holney, of Hennekj
Gent., and John Roberts, of Nuthurst, my gr.-son. Prd. 7 Mch
1681, by Roger G.

5 p. r. to Thomas G. [Lewes A35, 463/4].
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They had issue a large family, of whom the following

arrived :-— 2<

1. William Gratwicke, of Jarvis, see below.

2. Richard Gratwicke, of Shermanbury, Gent.,

bapt. at Cowfold 15 Aug., 1619, and burd. there

21 Jan.. 1681/2?s
. He had two wives, (1)

Elizabeth . . . . (2) Anne .... who
was named Execx. in his will, but renounced
probate. By his 1st wife he had issue :

—

i. Roger G., bapt. at Shermanbury, 6 July,

1654, Exor.to his gr-mother, and proved his

father's will.

ii. Thomas bapt. at S. 8 Oct., 1660, Exor,

to grandmother29
.

a. Elizabeth.

b. Anne.

c. Judith, bapt. (Regr. says burd.) at S. 29 Aug.,

1664. Perhaps wife of Henry Madgwick,
see will of her cousin Thomas G. of

Leatherhead.

d. Temperance, bapt. at S. 18 July, 1667.

and by his 2nd wife,

e. Patience, burd. at S. 22 Ap. 1672.

3. Thomas Gratwicke, of Shermanbury Place, Gent.,

see below.

a. Elizabeth, who marrd. lstly, at Cowfold, 28

2

7

Also 3 other sons, Richard G. (
bap. at C, 7 May, 1610, burd. there 14

Vlav, 1616. Ockenden G., bap. at C, 27 Mch., 1614, and mentd. in will of

John Hodsoll, 1628. Thomas G., bap. at C, 10 Dec., and burd. there 12

Dec, 1620.

Will dat. 24 Nov., 1681, prd. 6 Mch., 1681/2, by Roger G., the son, the
' widow renouncing. To children Roger, Thomas, Elizabeth, Anne, Judith
\ and Temperance, 10/- each. Residue to wife Anne, for life, then to son
Roger. Wife Execx. [Lewes A 35, 462/3].

•

2 9 Query if the follg. entries in the Shermanbury Regrs. relate to him :—
..Elizabeth, wife of Thomas G., gent., of St. Mary Cray, co. Kent, burd. 22
June, 1690. Mr. Thomas G., of Orpington, Kent, burd. 2 Sep., 1702 ? .
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June, 1817, John Hodsoll, of Shermanbi

,

Gent., who died s.p. in 1628 ; will dat. 11 Jib,

prd. 25 Nov. 1628 [P.C.C. 104 Barringtoi

She marrd. 2dly, as his 2nd wife, William Hods i
of Ash, Kent, by the latter of whom she lid

issue. She died 14 May, 1676, aged 75, and >r
j

will, dat. 6 Apl. 1671, was prd. 10 July, 16i>.
j

She mentions her niece Anne G., daur. of brot r
j

Richard G., and her sisters Tecla Challenor am
|

Jane Burtenchar. [See Arch. Cant, xiv., 226

j

B. Susan, bapt. at C. 25 June, 1607 ; marrd. t
!

Shermy. (license at Lewes) 3rd Nov. 1624, Her 7

Lintott, of Comole in Cowfold, mercer. Th-j
"

had a house and lands in Barsted and Thurnhni
under her father's will, to which her husba I

j

was Exor. In 1638 she made a deposition tip I

she was then wife of Henry L. of Cowfo.L
j

mercer, had lived there 12 yrs., been born th€b
.

and was aged 30. [S.A.C. lvi., 14]. B;'

husband was dead at the Parly. Survey in 16£i
|

[Ibid xxv., 45].

c. Tecla, bapt. at C. 3 Jan. 1608, who marrd. h\

at Shermy. (license at Lewes) 7 Sep. 1634, tit

Rev. Gregory Roberts, Rector of Shermanburj
j

who had been presented to that living in 16331 i

by Dr. Thomas Comber, Dean of Carlisle [Ibil

lv., 261], Their son, John Roberts, of Nuthurs;
was trustee to his grandmother in 1681. Sit

marrd. 2dly at Horsham in 1654 Richarj
j

30 This will, a very long one, names a great number of relatives, amoij
jthem :—Father, John Hodsoll, burd. in Cowfold Ch., Uncle Thomas H. aril

his children, William, Henry, Stephen and Elizabeth. Sister Bennett, "U I

of Edmond Freeman, and their children Edmond, John, Alice, Bennett am I

Elizabeth. Sister Ann, w. of Thomas Sheffield, and their children Johil I

Anne and Martha. Sister Elizabeth, married 1st William Scates (ehildrej
j

John, William and Elizabeth Scates), marrd. 2dly .... Printopl I

(mentions a child). Sister Katherine, w. of . Norwood, and then
]

daur. Faith. Sister Christian, wife of William Freeman, and Alice, theii
j

daur. Wife Elizabeth, daur. of John Gratwicke, of Gervis, and her brother I

j

Richard, Ockenden G. and Thomas G. Cousin Thomas Houghton, of Ma\
]

field. Exors : Father-in-law, John G., and brother-in-law William F.
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Chaloner, Cent., and was burd. at Shermy. 9
Jan.. 1701.

D. Anne. bapt. at C. 15 Jan., 1617. Marrd. at S.

(license at Lewes) 12 July, 1636, Thomas
Dunstall of Shermy., yeoman.

e. Jane. bapt. at C. 5 Meh., 1615. Marrd. at S.

(license at Lewes) 12 July, 1636, Charles Sharpe,
of Nuthurst, by whom she had a danr. Anne,
mentioned in her gr. -father's will. (Query if

she re-marrd Burtenshaw, see will

of Elizabeth Hodsoll) ?

William Gratwicke, of Jarvis, the eldest son,

Was baptd. at Cowfoid 22 Sept., 1605, and dying v. p.

(was burd. there 29 Oct., 1636. He married at Cowfoid
14 Oct., 1630, Jane, daur. of Edward Bkirmer. of

jChailey, who survived him and remarrd. (license at

(Lewes) William Freeman, of Shermanbury, Gent.

:An Incm. P.M. [Chancery Inqns. Vol. 536, No. 20]

(was taken at East Grinstead 17 Jan., 12 Chas. (1636/7),

'when he was found seized of Beeding New Park in Sele

als. Beeding, William G. being his son and hr. and
aged 2 years and 3 mos.

i WILL OF WILLIAM GRATWICKE, OF COWFOLD, GENT.

Dat. Oct., 1636. To be burd. in par. Ch. of Cowfoid. To
J poor of C. £5. Wife Jane, Execx., to whom all goods, &c, except

I
leasehold called Lidford, in Cowfoid, and the bedsteads and

i
standards in house called Jarvis, which latter to her for life and
laftds. to son William. To wife my annuity of £20 out of lands,

fcontg. about 100 acres, known as New Park, in par. of Beeding,

i for life, in lieu of her widow's estate if she marry again. To eldest

*daur. Elizabeth, £400 ; to 2nd daur., Jane, £400

.

3I To expected
child, if a girl, £400 ; if a boy, to whom copyhold estate will descend,

! then £100 each more to daurs. To wife Jane, kinsman Henry
i Shelley, of Lewes, Esq., father, John G., and brothers-in-law
J Gregory Roberts, clerk, and Henry Lintott, all lands, &c, known
;

as New Park in B., Sunt in W. Grinstead, leasehold called Lidford,

31 Of these daurs. Elizabeth was bapt. at Cowfoid 6 Aug., 1631, and Jane
I on 27 Aug., 1633 ; both marrd. and had issue. The possible marrge and issue

of the latter is discussed below.
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and all other lands for 30 yrs. on trust to pay debts and educate 1
daurs., and to hand over surplus to son William. To said son

residue of lease of Lidford. Messge. called Jarvis and lands thereto ]

belonging called Jarvis Searches and Julian '-s field, contg. abt. i

j

120 acres, and reversion expectant on father's death to house, &c,
j

called Sunt, contg. about 60 acres, to my heirs male, remr. to
|

brother Richard G., remr. to my other brother Thomas G. Prd. l|j

by relict 1 Dec, 1636. [Lewes, A24, 135].

William Gratwicke, of Jarvis, his eldest son, was
|

bapt. at Cowfold 15 July, 1634, died immarrd., and ji

was burd. there 20 Aug., 1670.

WILL OF WILLIAM GRATWICK, OF COWFOLD.

Dat. 17 Aug., 1670. To Mr. John Gratwick, of Henfield, house
and lands called Lydford for unexpired term. To each of my 2

sisters children £50 at 21 or marrge. To cousin Mrs. Ellen Hadsell,

£50. To each of my ' cosen Germans 5

being the children of the

brethren and sisters of my father 40s. To each of my uncles and
aunts a ring of £1 . To Richard G. and his wife and to Thomas
Lintott a £1 ring. To Thomas Beard, of Hurst, Esq., John
Gratwick, of Batons, Esq.,32 Willm. Holney, of Henfield, Gent.,

Richard Gratwick, of Eastland, Mr. John Roberts, of Horsham,
and John Roberts, of Cowfold, all house and lands called ' New
Park ' until they shall by the sale of timber and woods, and by the

profits of sd. lands have raised £600 to payment of debts and
legacies. To each trustee £10. Trustees to sell messge. and lands

called Sunt. Brother John G., Exor. If personal estate is

sufficient then no woods at New Park to be cut and Sunt not to be

sold. Prd. by Exor. 17 Mch., 1670. [Lewes, A32, 151].

John Gratwicke, the posthumous child referred to

in his father's will, was bapt. at Cowfold 15 Dec., 1636.

He resided first at Potters and afterwards, on his

brother's death, at Jarvis. He was overseer to his

gr. mother's will in 1681, and trustee to his father-in-

law, Mr. John Holney, in 1689. He was burd. at

Cowfold 11 Nov., 1696. By his 1st wife Anne . . .

(burd. at C. 16 Sep., 1663) he had issue :

—

a. Anne, born 4th and bapt. at C. 16 Sept., 1663,

who marrd. there (license at Chichester) 21 May,
1691, Richard Madgwick, of Fittleworth, Gent.,

3 2 Later in the will he is called Capt. Gratwick.
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and their son John M., eventually inherited the

family estates. He marrd. Anne, daur. of

Thomas Ives, of Cuckfield, and they had issue

John Gratwick M., bap. at C. 9 Feb., 1726, and
burd. there 24 Feb., 1727, and a daur. Elizabeth,

born 1725, who marrd. in 1748 Thomas Steele,

Esq., Recorder of Chichester. [See the account
in Cartwright, pp. 319/20].

He married 2dlv 1>

,
Mary, one of the daurs. and

cohrs. of John Holney, of Henfield. She was burd.

at C. 5 Mch., 1680. He had issue by her :—

1. William Gratwicke, bap. at C. 29 Ap., 1674,
and burd. there the follg. day.

2. John Gratwicke, of Jarvis, and aftds. of

Chichester, born 8 Apl., and bapt. at C. 30
Ap., 1677. Burd. there 24 Jan., 1720. [See

his M.I. in Cartwright, p. 320]

.

B. Elizabeth, bapt. at C. 22 Oct., 1668, marrd.
there 24 Feb., 1695, Edward Batten of Lambourn,
Berks. She had New Park and Sunt under her
brother John's will.

c. Mary, baptd. at C. 25 Mch., 1672. She inherited

Jarvis from her brother John, and was the last of

the Gratwickes of that place. She left it to her
nephew John Madgwick. She resided latterly

at Windsor, and, dying 17th was burd. at

Cowfold 26th May, 1726. [See her M.I. in

Cartwright, p. 320].
t

d. Jane, bapt. at C. 17 July, 1675, and burd. there

5 Sept., 1680.

e. Hester, bapt. at C. 17, and burd. there 19 Apl.,

1678.

The wills of John and Mary Gratwicke follow :

—

:|
'

, He seems to have had a 3rd wife, Elizabeth, mentd. as •
' my mother-in-

law," in the will of her stepson John G. in 1720.
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WILL OF JOHN GRATWICKE, OF CHICHESTER, GENT.
Dat. 20 Oct., 1720. House and lands called Heasland or Heaths-

land, in par. of Clayton, to nephew John Madgwicke. New Park,
in Beeding (subject to annuities of £18, £6 and £4 to my mother-in-
law Elizabeth G.), to sister Elizabeth Batten. If any of my copy-
hold come to sd. sister E.B., then lands of equal value out of

New Park to go to my youngest sister Mary G. Reversion to

Sunt to sister E.B. Inholm.es in Beeding, also Gervais Serches
and Julian's Garden in Cowfold, to sister Mary G. To niece Mary,
w. of Charles Garrard, £500. To nephew John Madgwicke £300.

To cousin Ann, wife of Mr. Thomas Lintott, £200, and my damask
field bed and bedding and the chairs belonging to it. To cousin

Mary, w. of Mr. John Cheale, £200. To my uncle and aunt
Gratwicke and Mr. Thomas Lintott, of Shermanbury, and Mr.
John Cheale, of Henfield, £20 apiece. To the Ch.-Wardens of

Cowfold £50, to be laid out in the ceiling and other ornaments, and
not in necessary repairs. To sister Mary £500. To poor of C.

£10, of Beeding £5, of sub-deanery of Chichester £5. To Mrs.

Beckington £5, and to her daur. Sarah B. £20. Residue to sisters

E. B. and M. G., Exces. Prd. 18 Feb., 1720. [P.C.C., 27 Buck-
ingham] .

WILL OF MARY GRATWICKE, OF WINDSOR, Co. BERKS,
SPINSTER.

Dat. 18 Ap., 1726. To be burd. at Cowfold, and a marble
monument, value at least £30, to be fixed on the wall near my
grave. To poor of C. £20, and to the Ch. a piece of plate value

£20.34 Whereas my cousin Thomas Gratwicke (son of John G.,

late of Cowfold, carpenter, deed.) 35 is indebted to me £100, now

3 4 See the description of it in S.A.C. liv., 256.
3 5 How this relationship arose is not clear ; but it may have been through

the marriage, at W. Grinstead, on 10 Jan., 1664, of Jane Gratwicke, described
as of that parish, with Thomas Gratwicke, of Cowfold. This Jane was
perhaps the aunt of the testator, and youngest daur. of William G., of Jarvis,

and Jane Skinner. They seem to have had a son Thomas, bapt. at Cowfold,
as son of Thomas and Jane G., 14 May, 1667. This Thomas was very probably
the Thomas G., of Aldgate, London, cordwayner, whose will, dat. 12 Jan.,

1692, was p-d. [P.C.C. 95 Coker] 7 June, 1693 ;— " All real estate to go-

as already settled. To brother John Gratwick, of Cowfold, carpenter (in

case I have no child by my wife Sarah) .£50, or if such child or children die

under 21. Residue to wife Sarah, sole Execx." Mary, daur. of Thomas and
Sarah G., of ' Potters,' bapt. at C, 1 Oct., and burd. there 24 Oct.. 1691,

was probably his daur. Thomas, the father of the carpenter and cordwayner,
was, I believe, the Thomas G., of Shermanbury, burd. at Cowfold 27 Dec.
1679, for there are the follg. entries in the Shermy. Regrs. :—Elizabeth, daur.

of Thomas and Jane G., bapt., 28 Oct., 1672 ; William, s. of Thomas and
Jane G., bapt. 2 Mch., 1674, burd. 27 May, 1677. John Gratwicke, of Cow-
fold, carpenter, was married (license at Lewes) at Cowfold on 2 Feb., 1687/8,

to Mary Harland, maiden. In addition to the Thomas named in the will

(of whose baptm. there is no record in the Regr.) they had William, bapt. at
C. 13 Sep., and burd. there 11 Oct., 1689, Anne, bapt. at C. 31 Oct., 1696.

and Sarah, bapt. at C, 14 Sept., 1701.
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I give him the same. To my godson Thomas, son of Thomas G.,

of London, silk mercer, £100, to be paid to his said father in trust for

him till 21. To the children of the daurs. of the said J. G., late of

P., carpenter, £100, to be expended in placing them out apprentices.

To brother Batten £20 for mourning ; and to cousin Philip Cheale,

of Henrield, Gent., and to Mr. Charles Elsing, of E. Garston, co.

Berks, Gent., £10 each. To cousins Jane and Mary Libbard £50
between them. To cousin Marchant, wife of Mr. Thomas M., of

Hurstpierpoint, £25. To god-daur. Cassandra Lintott £10 for a
ring, and to god-daur. Mary Garrard my gold watch. To Mr.
Charles Garrard, husband of niece Mary G., £100 ; and to cousin

Jane Milles, late the widow Bodle, £50, if living at my death ; if

not, to her 3 daurs. Whereas I have £400 at interest in the hands
of my brother Batten, I now direct the interest to be paid to my
sister Mrs. Elizabeth B. for life, and at her death £100 to Mary G.

and £300 to Catharine G., daurs. of my nephew Charles Garrard,

both at 21 or marrge. To Philip Cheale and Charles Elsing, Gent.,

my messge, &c, called Jervais Searches and Julians Garden in

trust to the use of my cousin John Madgwick, remr. to his sons,

remr. to his daurs., remr. to niece Mary Garrard, remr. to Thomas
Gratwicke, son of sd. John G., of Cowfold, carpenter, deed. To
friends Edward Batten, John Madgwick, Philip Cheale and Charles

Elsing, messges, &c, called Inhohr.es, in Beeding, now in occupn.

of Mr. John Lintott, and all copyhold messges. at Peppersgate in

Cowfold, also copyhold called Singers and Potters in C, which came
to me at the death of my late brother John G., Esq., deed., in trust

to the use of my godson Edward Garrard, son of niece Mary G.,

and his hrs., remr. to sd. niece, remr. to sister Elizth., wife of

Edward Batten, for life, remr. to John Madgwick, remr. to Thomas
Gratwicke aforesd. To cousin Ann Cheale my best tea table, best

china set, silver coffee pot, &c. Residue of plate to niece Mary
Garrard. All residue to sd. niece and to John Madgwick equally

;

latter Exor. Prd. by Exor. 6 June, 1726. [P.C.C., 120 Plymouth].

* * *

Thomas Gratwicke, to whom we now revert, the
youngest son of John G. and Elizabeth Comber, was
baptd. at Cowfold 28 June, 1622, and inherited the

Shermanbury estate. His wife, Anne . . . . ,

was Execx. to her husband, and was burd. at Shermy.
28 June, 1670, then residing at " Morleys. " He was
buried there 14 Aug., 1664.
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WILL OF THOMAS GRATWICKE, OF SHERMANBURY
GENT;

Dat. 13 Aug., 1664. To friends John Holney, of Hurstpierpoint,

William Holney, of Henfield, Gent., William Gratwicke, of Jervis,

Gent., and Henry Lintott, of Cowfold, Gent., reversion expectant
on death of mother, Elizabeth G., to a barn and abt. 50 acres of

land called Danningfold, in W. Grinstead, to sell same and pay the

follg. debts :—To William Holney £100 ; to sister Elizabeth

Hodsall £100 ; to Thomas Gosse, of Shermy., yeoman, £50 ; to

Anne Sharpe, of Cowfold, spinr., £40 ; to Mrs. Mary Draper, of

Henfield, £10 ; to John Parson, of Shermy., husbandman, £10
;

any balance to Execx. To my cousin Robert Heath, of Deptford,

Kent., Esq., my moiety of the manor of S. and of lands called the

Old Park, now, or late, in the occupn. of Thomas Goss and Edmond
Chaloner, to hold for term of 500 years yet to come granted by
Thomas Ld. Sandys, 33 Hen. VIII., to one William Comber, and
now vested in me, on trust to pay Elizabeth G., my mother, the

rents, &c, for life, in terms of an agreement made between her and
me, dat. 20 May, 1650 ; and also to raise £80, which I owe to sd.

Robert H., and £300 which I give to my daur. Cassandra G. ; then
to settle whole on son John G., for life, and his heirs ; remr. to son
William and hrs., remr. to right heirs. To Thomas, George and
Anne G., my children, £300 each at 21. To Execx. my meadow in

Ashurst called the Lords Mead, or Byne Mead
; also 1 close of

pasture in Shermanbury, purchased of William Bull ; also timber
on lands called Morleys and Greentrees, in S. and Cowfold. To
son John my suite of damask which was his mother's, being a table

cloth and abt. 2 dozen napkins, at marrge or housekeeping. To
daur. Cassandra 1 table cloth and 1 doz. napkins which were her

mother's marked with letter " E." Residue to loving wife, Ann,
sole Execx. Witns, John Roberts, Thomas Lintott, &c. Prd.

by Execx. 20 Oct., 1664. [Lewes, A60, 143].

Issue :

—

1. John Gratwicke, see below.

2. William G., born 16th and bapt. at S. 30 May,
1654. He was in the Royal Navy and served on
H.M.S. Expectation. Died in 1677 or 8.

3. Thomas G., bapt. at S. 5 May, 1657, was sometime
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, mercer, later of

Leatherhead, Surrey, and aftds. of Chichester.

He purchased an annuity on the Shermy. estate

from the children of his uncle Richard. Exor.
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and heir to brother William 1678. Trustee to

John Holney of Lewes, 1706. He marrd. at 8.,

9 Nov., 1680, Mary, daur. of .... Goring, 36

who was burd. at S. 5 Nov., 1716. He was
burd. there 11 Nov.. 1719.

4. George G., bapt. at S. 27 Feb., 1661 ; mentd.
in his father's will. Burd. at S. 2 June, 1666.

a. Cassandra, mentd. in her father's will 1664.

Probably the Cassandra G. who marrd., at

Warnham, Abraham Freeman, 12 May 1670.

b. Anne, bapt. at S. 20 Dec., 1655. Perhaps she

marrd. Hugh Vincent. [See will of her brother

Thomas].

c. Elizabeth, bapt. at S. 7 June, 1660 ; burd. there

12 Dec, 1661.

The wills of William and Thomas follow :

—

WILL OF WILLIAM GRATWICKE, OF SHERMANBURY,
GENT.

Dat, 24 Oct., 1677. Be it known &c, that I, William G., of

Shermanbury, Gent., now going to sea in the good ship " Expecta-
tion," have constituted, &c, my brother Thomas G., of Covent
Garden, mercer, my Attorney to obtain from the Treasurer of

H.M. Navy all sums due to me, and in case of my death I bequeath
all to my said brother and make him sole Exor. Prd. by Exor.
18 Mch.,

l

1678. [P.C.C., 32 King].

WILL OF THOMAS GRATWICKE, OF LEATHERHEAD,
CO. SURREY.

Dat. 13 Nov., 1713. To John G., of Gervais, Esq., and William
Roberts, of St. Margaret's, Westminster, goldsmith, my lands, &c,
called Sweethill and Woollers, in Ashurst, on trust to the use of

cousin Mary Buckeridge, wife of Baynbrig Buckeridge, of St. Giles

in the Fields, remr. to her daurs, remr. to her sons, remr. to William
French als. Westridge, of St. Margaret's, Westminster, wood-

S6 S6 the Regrs., but the license at the Faculty Office gives the name as
Geering. " 5 Nov., 1680, Thomas Gratwicke, of St. Paul's, Covent Garden,
Middx., Bachr., 24, and Mrs. Mary Geering, of Sherman Bury, co. Sussex,
Spr., 23, at her own disposal, at Shermanbury or Cowfold."
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monger, and his hrs. To brother John G. my annuity of £20
issuing out of his estate of Shermanbury, which I purchased of the

children of my uncle Richard G. To sd. brother John £200. To
nephew John Vincent my annuity of £14, but, if my brother Hugh
Vincent37 is living at my death, he is to covenant with him to take

it to his own use. To sd. nephew J. V. £200. To cousins Eleanor
Holney, Sarah, widow of Randolph Tutte and Mary Holney £50
each, and to each of the daurs. of the sd. Sarah Tutte £50, and
£100 to her son . . T. To cousin John G., of Gervaise, £100.

To cousin Judith Madgwick, wife of Henry M., my share of annuity
of £12 in the exchequer . To Thomas M., my godson, son of Henry
M., £50. Linds at Chillham, Kent., to cousin William Roberts,

and William French, on trust to sell same and pay £100 to Mary,
eldt. daur. of sd. William F. ; half the remainder to each of sd.

trustees. To brother John G. my chariot, harness and horses.

To nieces Ann G. and Mary Cheal all residue, they to be Exces.

but to pay £24 to John Ward for life. To Sarah Bekington £20.

To be burd. in Shermy Ch. yard. Codicil :—Dat. 24 June, 1718.

To Sarah B. a further £80, and £5 to her mother Mary Bekington.
Prd. by Ann Gratwick als. Lintott, now wife of Thomas L., and
Mary, wife of John Cheale, the Exces., 14 Dec, 1719. [P.C.C., 234
Browning]

.

John Gratwicke, the eldest son, inherited Sher-

manbury and presented to the living in 1677, 1706 and
1711. He was overseer to his gr.-mother 's will 1681,

and trustee to his father-in-law, John Holney, in 1689,

and to John Holney, physician, in 1706. He marrd.
at S. 9 Nov., 1671, Anne, one of the daurs. and cohrs.

of John Holney, of Henfield, Gent., and she had
leasehold lands called

'

' Woolvely, '

' in Henfield, under

3

7

1 do not know how this relationship arose. Perhaps this Hugh marrd.
testator's sister, Anne ; but there is a license at Lewes, 15 June, 1676, for a

marriage, between Hugh Vincent and Mary Peckham, of Henfield Will of

John Vincent, of Shermanbury, Esq. :— Dat. 27 Feb., 1719- To wife Mary
[John Vincent and Mary Cheale, md. at Henfield, 1707] for life, lands in

Oving, settled on me in lieu of £200 after death of my father Hugh V. ; also
' Furrs Lands,' in Woodmancote ; also an annuity of £14 left me by Thomas
Gratwicke, late of Chichester, Esq., after my father's death ; remr. in

each case to my brother Richard V. Wife Execx. Prd. 4 Mch., 1724.

[Lewes A 51, 367].
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her father's will.
35 Mr. Gratwicke died in 1724, and

was buried at S. on 13 Dec. His wife survived and was
burd. there 14 Aug., 1727, in which year a piece of

plate was given, in her name, to the Church at Sher-

manbury. [See its description in S.A.C. liv., 257].

WILL OF JOHN GRATWICK, OF SHERMANBURY, Esq.

Dat. 14 Mch., 1720. Body to be burd. privately by Anne Lintott,

my Execx. To poor of S. £5. To friends and kinsmen Henry
Lintott. of Henfield, Gent., Philip Cheale, of Uckfield, Gent., John
Lintott, of Cowfold, Gent., and John Vincent, of Shermy., Gent.,

my manor of Shermy. and my capital messge. called Shermanbury
Place, with the land, watermill, ponds, floodgates and water courses

;

also all the house and land formerly purchased out of the manor of

Ewhurst for a way to the sd. messge ; and also the advowson of

the Par. Ch.of S., situate in Shermy., Henfield, Cowfold, Slaugham,
or elsewhere in Sx. ; also my 2 messges. and lands in Shermy. and
Cowfold, called Lidford and Old Park, in trust, to permit my
Execx. to present a clerk to the Par. Ch. of S. as often as void, and
to have rents, &c, of sd. lands, and in default of disposal by her

then to my daur. Mary. Trustees to pay out of rents, &c, of

Lydford and Old Park mortgage of £400 to Thomas Gratwick,

also abt. £450 to my now wife and the yearly rents of £27 to Mr.

John Cheale during life of sd. wife, she to have sd. £27 if she

relinquish her right to certain lands called Woolvely ; also £400 to

my Execx. Daur. Anne sole Execx. Codicil : Execx. to pay my
wife £60 and 20/-, each to all my servts., and to all Mr. Lintott 's

servts. living in my house. Witns. Philip Cheale, &c. Prd. 8

38 Will of John Holney, of Henfield, Gent. :

" Dat. 19 Dec., 1 Jas. II.

(1685). To be burd. with my wife. To John Holney, of Lewes, and Jane,
his wife To daur. Jane, w. of John Alchorne, Gent., ^100 at her

husb'd's death. Her son John and daurs. Mary and Jane, £100 each. To
William A., another son, ^200 (all under 21). To sons-in-law John G., ">f

Shermy., Esq., and John Stone, of Rusp^r, Gent., lands in Beeding on trust

to educate sd. William A., until Elizabeth and Mary (daurs. of Mary, my late

daur., wife of John G., of Jarvis, Esq.), are 21, then ^ to each ; if both die,

then to John G., the only son of sd. daur. Mary. To my daur. Anne, w. of

John G., of Shermy., leasehold called Woolvely, in Henfield, remr, to her

children. To Anne and Mary, their daurs., ^100 each. To Elizabeth, Mary,
Henry and William, ehildrn. of my daur. Ellenor, w. of John Stone, £400,

j£100 out of interest thereon to eldt. son John Stone. To daur. Ellenor £K,

To John G., son of daur. Mary, .£10 to buy a horse at 18 yrs. To god daur.

Mary (daur. of my y'gest daur. Sarah, w. of Philip Cheale, Gent.), my best

silver tankard. Residue to daur. Sarah, Execx. Overseers, sons-in-law,

John A., John G., of Jarvis, John G., of Shermy., John Stone. Witns., Ann
Cheale, William Holney, John Roberdes, &c. Codicil :—Dat. 8 Ap., 1689.

.£50, instead of £5, to daur. Ellenor, w. of John S. To gr.-childn. John, Sarah
and William, childn. of my Execx., £5 each. Witns. :— John Gratwick.
Prd. 2 Dec, 1689. [Lewes A 39, 73/5].
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Mch.j 1724, by Anne, wife of Thomas Lintott, Gent., the Execx.
[Lewes A51, 275].

Of his two daurs. and cohrs., the elder. 30

Ann, bapt. at Shermy. 8 Nov., 1675, marrd. there,

28 May, 1719, Thomas Lintott, of Wallhurst, in

Cowfold, and carried Shermanbury to her husband.
He was burd. at Shermy. 20 Jan., 1729, and she

on 27 Feb., 1743. It was this lady, then a widow,
to whom the letters, printed in Vol. xxii. of our
collections, were addressed ; but the genealogical

particulars there given are incorrect. Sherman-
bury descended to their only child and heiress,

Cassandra Gratwick Lintott, the
'

' Miss Cass
'

'

of the letters, who married Henry Farncombe, of

Patcham. By him she, too, had an only child

and heiress, Cassandra Lintott Farncombe, who
married John Challen ; and their gr.-daur. became
the wife of Henry Hunt, Esq. At Mrs. Hunt's
death, the property was, in 1876, sold by auction
and purchased by Mr. Copestake.

Mary, the younger daur. and coheiress, was baptd.
at S. 14 May, 1677, and married40 there, 25 June,
1713, John Cheale, Esq., son of Philip Cheale, of

Shiprods, in Hon field, Gent. He (bapt. at H,
25 Mch., 1684), died, aged 44, 17 July, 1727, and
was burd. at Henfield. She died 27 Nov., 1741,
aged 64, and was burd. at Shermanbury. There
is a monument to them in Henfield Church. [See
Ped. of Cheale in " Fragmanta Genealogica,

"

Vol. vii., p. 115].

:i9 There was a son, William, bapt. at S. 14 Aug., 1674, and burd. there
11 Ap., 1683.

40A deed dat. 19 and 20 June, 1713, forming part of her marriage covts.
is printed in " Fragmenta Genealogica," vii., 108, together with facsimiles

of her signature and that of her husband. She spells her name without the
final " e," and it is so spelt in the body of the deed ; but in an earlier one
dat. 12 and 13 Ap., 1686 [Ibid, p. 106], where a facsimile of her father's
signature and seal is given, it is spelt with the final " e " in the deed, though
his signature, which has a rather complicated flourish appears to be without
it.
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James Gratwicke— . Joane ....
of Cowfold and Seaford. y Burd. at Horsham,
Will 1532 (P.C.C.) _L 1551/2.

William Gratwicke = Johan
of Hollington. Will

1558-1559. (P.C.C.)

John Gratwicke
of Jarvis, in Cowfold.

Will 1558-00 (Lewes).

Thomas Gratwicke
of Seaford. Died 12 Jan.,

1558/9. Will 1558-9 (Lewes).
Inq. P.M. 29 Apl„ 1 Eliz.

Roger Gratwicke = Mary
of Sullington. Died 19 Aug.,
1570. Will 1570 (Chichester).

Inq. P.M. 20 Sep., 1570

jf John Grevett, of Droxford,
Hants.

Richard Gratwicke

of Ringmer. Will

1587-8.

(P.C.C.)

Marrd. at Cowfold S June, 1501.

i; 'chard Gratwicke

Stephen Gra
of Albourne.
1596.

(Lewes).

HiiLrer Gratwicke. Thomas Gratwicke
of Cowfold. Lawsuit 1597.
Burd. at Cowfold 12 Apl.,

1616. Admon. 4 May, 1616.

(Lewes).

John Gratwicke.

Henry I Iratwieke.

of Albourne. Bap
at Cowfold 2 Jan..

1562. Admon.
16 Dec., 1631

(Lewes).

Willi.

Bapt. at

Stephen Gr twieke.

Bapt. at Cowfdld 6 Av

John Gratwicke.

John Gratwicke =ElizaI.etli. dr
of Jarvis and
Shermanhury.
Burd. at Cow-
fold 8 Nov.,
1042. Will
1642 (P.C.C.)

(Visn. 1664).

cohr. of William
Comber, of Sher-
manhury, Esq.
Burd. at Cowfold
6 Feb., 1677.

Will 1081.

(Lewes).
(Visn. 1664).

Thomas
Gratwicke

of Eastlands,
in Cowfold.
Will 1046-8.

(P.C.C).

Joyce, relict of

John Michell. Md. at

Cowfold 22 Dec, 1617.

Burd. there 25 Ap.,
1625. 2nd wife.

Thomas Gratw icke

of Hurstpierpoint
Bapt. at Cowfold

John Gratwicke = Mary .... Elizabeth
of Shermanburv. Bapt. at Burd. at Cowfold,
Cowfold 5 Feb.i 1611. Burd. 23 Dec, 1659.

at Shermanburv 28 Ap., 1606. 1st wife.

Will 1666 (Lewes).

John Gratwicke.

Richard Gratwicke = Anne . .

of Eastlands. Bapt. at Cow- 2nd wife,

fold 27 Dec. 1614. Burd.
there 23 Sep., 1681. Will
1680-1 (Lewes).

Elizabeth,
jpt. at Cowfold 16 Jan.
nd. there 1 Sep., 1059.

Born 20 Ap., and bapt. at Cow-
fold 10 May, 1655. Marrd.
there 16 June, 1670.

William Gratwicke
of Horsham. Bapt.
at Cowfold 1 Nov.,

1619.

Richard Gratwicke
Bapt. at Cowfold, 7 May, 1010.

Burd. there 14 May, 1010.

Roger Gratwicke 1
.

,rn 11 June. Bapt. at

mbury 6 July, 1654

Gent. Bapt. at

Cowfold 15 Aug.,
1619. Burd. at
Shermanhury 21
Jan., 1681/2.

Will 1681/2
(Lewes).

(Visn. 1 604).

Thomas Gratwicke.
Bapt. at Cowfold 10 Dec

Thomas Gratwicke.
Bapt. at Shermanbuiy 8 Oct.,

1660.

Ockenden Gratwicke
Bapt. at Cowfold 27 Meh.,

Judith.
Bapt. at Sher-

manbury 29
Aug., 1664.

(Qy. wife of

Henry Madg-
wick ?)

Temperance,
t. at. Sherinanhury
18 July, 1667.

William Hodsoll.

Eapt. at Ash, 9 Jan.,

1642/3.

John Hud.-,!. 11

of Shermanbury, Gent. Md.
at Cowfold 28 June, 1617.
Will 1628 (P.C.C.) 1st husbd.

Elizabeth
Died 14

May, 1676,

aged
75. Will
1671-6.

William Hodsoll, of Ash., co.

Kent, Gent. Bapt. at Ash, 27

July, 1588. Died 31 Dec,
1663. Will 1663/4 (P.C.C.)

2nd husbd.

Ed.rond Hodsoll, =
of St. Mary Cray,

Died 4 Aug., 171 1,

aged 71. Will
1710-11 (P.C.C.)

cl.cth. dr

I !

Susan.

Thomas Stone- Bapt. at Ash 25 Ap., W. of Richard

house, Citn. and 1033. Woodden.
Apothecary of —

London. Ellen.

Bapt. at Ash. 9 Sept.,

1630.

I
I



of Jarvis, Gent.
Bapt. at Cowfold
22 Sep.. 1605.

Died 28 Oct., and
burd. at Cowfold
29 Oct., 163G.

Willl036(Lewes).
Inq. P.M. 17 Jan.,

12 Charles. 1st

husbd.
(Visn. 1064).

Edward Skinner,
of Chailey.
Marrd. at Cowfold
14 Oct., 1030.

(Visn. 1664).

William Freeman
of Shermanbury
Gent. Marrd. a
Shermanbury

21 May.
2nd husbd.

638.

Henrv Lintott
of Cowfold,

Mercer.

Susan, bapt.
Cowfold, 25 Jui

1607. Marrd.
Shermanbury,
Nov., 1624.

The Rev. Gregory Roberts,
Rector of Shermanbury.

larrd. there 7 Sept., 1634.
1st husbd.

Teela, bapt. at
Cowfold 3 Jan.,
1608. Burd. at

Shermanbury
9 Jan., 1701.

Richard Chaloner,
Gent. Marrd. at

Horsham in 1654.
2nd husbd.

S.ui

Anne bapt
Cowfold
1617. Marrd
at Shermanbu
12 July, 1636.

Charles Sharpe
of Nuthurst,
Gent.

Jane, bapt. at
Cowfold, 3 Moh.,
1615. Marrd. at
Shermanbury,12
July, 1636.

William Gratwicke,

of Jarvis, Gent., bapt. at

Cowfold 15 July, 1634. Burd.
there 20 Aug. 1670. Will

1670/1 (Lewes).

John Gratwicke
of Jarvis, Gent.
Bapt. at Cowfold
151 i Dee., 1636.

= Mary, daur. and cohr. .

of John Holney, of

Henfie.ld, Gent, burd.

at Cowfold, 5 Mch.,
1680. 2nd wife.

Anne, born 4th, and
bapt. at Cowfold 1

0

Sep.. 1003. Marrd.
there 21 May, 1091.

William Or; iwieke.

Bapt. at Cowfold
29Apl.,andburd.
30th Apl., 1674.

John .Mad^wirk
of Jarvis, Gent. Died 7th

Nov., 1727, aged 35, and
burd. at Cowfold. M.I.

Thomas Gratwicke = Anne
of Shermanburv. Gent. Bapt.
at Cowfold, 28 June, 1022.

Burd. at Shermanbury 14
Aug., 1664. Will 1664

(Lewes). (Visn. 1664).

Elizabeth.
Bapt. at Cowfold 6 Aug., 1631

Thomas Gratwicke
if Cowfold and Shermanburv,
burd. at Cowfold 27 Dec

1679.

Jane, bapt. at Cowfold 27 Aug.,
1633. (Marrd. at West Grin-
stead 10 Jan., 1664).

John Gratwicke, of Jervis,

Esq., and aftds. of Chich-
ester. Born 8th, and bapt.

at Cowfold 30th Apl., 1677.

Burd. there 24 Jan., 1720.

M.I. Will 1720/1.
(P.C.C.)

Elizabeth.
Bapt. at Cowfold 22 Oct..
I00X. Marrd. there 24 Feb.

I I

Mary,
of Jarvis, and aftds. of

Windsor,co. Berks. Bapt.
at Cowfold 25 Mch., 1672.
Died 17 May, aged 54, and
burd at Cowfold 26 May,
1726. M.I. Will 1726

(P.C.C.)

Bapt. at Cowfold 17 July, 1675,
and burd. there 5 Sept., 1680.

Hester.
Bapt. at Cowfold 17th and
burd. there 19th Apl., 1678.

homas ( tratvt icke

of Potters, and
aftds. of Aldgate,
London, ,eord-

wainer. Bapt.
at Cowfold, 14
May, 1007. Will
1092-3. (P.C.C.)

John Gratwicke = Mary, daur. of
Cowfold,

penter. Burd.
there 16 Feb.,

1720.

Harland, of Cowfold.
Marrd. there 2 Feb.,
1687.

William Gratwicke.
Bap. at Sherman-
bury, 2 Mch. 1074,
and laird, there 27

May, 1677.

Elizabeth,
apt. at Sherman
bury 28 Oct

Mary.
Bapt. at Cowfold 1 Oct.and
burd. there 24 Oct., 1691.

William Gratwicke.
Bapt. at Cowfold 13 Sept

buried there 11 Oct., 1(

Sarah. Anne.
Bapt. at Cowfold Bapt. at Cowfold 3
14 Sep., 1701. Oct., 1696.

I

John Gratwicke
of Shermanbury, Esq.
Patron of living, 1677,

1706, 1711. Burd. at

Shermanbury 13 Dec,
1724. Will 1720-24/5.
(Lewes).

Anne, dr. and cohr.

of John Holnev, of
Henfleld, Gent.

Marrd.at Sherman-
bury 9 Nov., 1671.

Burd. there 14 Aug., 175

William Gratwicke.
of Shermanbury, Gent., R.N.
Born 16th and bapt. at Sher-
manbury 30 Way, 1051. Served
on H.M.S. " Expectation."
Will 1677-8. (P.C.C.)

Thomas Gratwicke =
of Leatherhead, CO. Surrey,
and aftds. of Chichester, Gent.
Bapt. at Shermanbury 5 May,
1657. Burd. there 11 Nov.,
1719. Will 1713/9. (P.C.C.)

Mary, dr. of .
"

. . Goring.
Marrd. at Shermanbury 9 Nov.,
1680. Burd. there 5 Nov.,

1716.

George Gratwicke. Elizabeth.
Bapt. at Shermanbury 27 Feb., Bapt. at Shermanbur\
16(51. Burd. there 2 June, 7 June. 1660. Burd.

1066. there 12 Dec, 1661.

Cassandra
(Md. at Warnham
Abraham Freeman
12 May, 1670 ?)

William Gratwicke.
Bapt. at Shermanbury 14 Aug.,
1674. Burd. there 11 Apl.,

1683.

Thomas Lintott

of Wallhurst, in Cowfold, and'
of Shermanbury, j. ux., Gent.
Burt at Shermanbury 20

\ Jan., 1729.

Henry Farncomb
of Patcham. Died 14 Sept.,

1757, aged 37, and burd. at
Shermanbury. M.I.

Ann, eldr. daur. and coheiress.
Bapt. at Shermanbury 8 Nov.,
1675. Marrd. there 28 May,
1719. Burd. there 27 Feb.,
1743. Will 1738-45 (Lewes).

Cassandra-Gratwick, only child
and heiress. Priv. bapt. 18
May, and admd. to Ch. at Sher-
manbury 5 June, 1722. Marrd.
there l'l June, 1744. Died,
aged 32, and burd. at Sherman-
bury 28 Feb., 1755. M.I.

John Cheale
of Shiprods. in Henh'eld, Gent.
Bapt. at Henfield 25 Mch.,
1684. Died, aged 44, and
burd. at Henfield 17 July,
1727. M.I. Will 1723-7.

(P.C.C.)

g. gr. daur. and coheiress
at Shermanbury 14 May
Marrd. there 25 June
Died, aged 64, 27 Nov.
and burd. at Sherman-
M.I. at Henfield.

John Challen
of Shermanbury, j. ux.
Patron of Shermanbury 1786'

Died 4 Nov., 1794, aged 57,
and burd. at Shermanhury

Cassandra—Lintott, only child

and heiress. Priv. bapt. 18

Apl., and admd. to Ch. at Sher-
manbury 23 May, 1 745. Patron
of Shermanbury 1762. Died
23 Apl., 1829, aged 85, and
burd at Shermanbury M 1.



Richard Gi'atwi.k. Sir William Gratwicke, Kt.
of East Mailing, and aftds. of
Turlington. Died 12 Apl.,
1013. Will 1013 (P.C.C.)
Inqn. P.M. 1 Jan., 11 Jas.

(Visn. 1634).

Margery, daur. of William Lee,
of Curhain, par. of South
Mimms, co. Hertford. Will
1638 (P.C.C. and Lewes).
(Visn. 1634).

1 I

2 daughters.

William Gratwicke
i,f Tortington, Esq.

(Visn. 1634).

Amplnlis.y gest

Benjamin
Tichborne,

of Tichborne,
Bart.

(Visn. 1634).

Edv.
of Itford, pa
Died 28 Nov..
1025-6 (P.C.C

14 Sep., 2 Cha
(Visn. ..134)

1 Gratwicke
IVdingham.
Jas. Will
Inq. P.M.

Frances, daur. of = Lyming Dickenson, of St. Elizabeth, daur of
John Morris, of

|

Martin 's-in-the-Fields, London, Philip Gratwicke of Ham
London, Gent Esq. and Bedingham, Mar. Lie.

(Visn. 1634). 2nd husbd.
1 Feb., 1612/3. (See below).

1st wife.

(Visn. 1634).

Ruger ( Iratwicko

uf SeaWd, Esq.,
M.P. for Hast-
ings 1645. Will
H;.33-5 (P.C.C.)

1st husbd.
(Visn. 1634).

Anne, daur. of = Henry Woodcock of Seaford,
Thomas Selwyn, Gent. Marrd. at Hailsham
ofFriston. Mar. 17 Oct., 1655.
Lie. 15 Nov., 2nd husbd.

1620.
2nd wife.

(Visn. 1634).

Frances.
Died 4 Apl..

7 Chas. In<

P.M. 7?Jur
follg..

Abigail.

Marrd. at West-
minster Abbey,
23 Sept., 1656.

Margery.
Marrd. Richard
Sugar, of New

Shoreham, Gent.
Mar. Lie. 31 Oct.,
1620. (Visn. 1034).

Elizabeth.
Marrd. Richard Morris,
of London, Gt. Mar.
Lie. 20 Nov., 1632.

(Visn. 1634).

't ' J 1

Jane. Anne. Margaret.
(Visn. 1634). Marrd. the Revd. John Burd. at Seaford.

Haye, of Seaford. Mar. 1634 (Lewes)
Mary. Lie. 29 Aug., 1636. (Visn. 1634)

(Visn. 1634). (Visn. 1034).

Helen.
Admon. 22 Oct., 1622

(Visn. 1634).

William Gratwicke =
of Tortington, Esq.

Will 1664-6 (Chichester*.

Francis Gratwicke = Barbara Venables.

ington.Esq. Will 1670. Admon. 12 Feb., 1669.
Oliver \\ 'cokes — liiizahoth.

P.C.C. (133 Ent.)
Weekes — Philippa, daur

and cohr. of Sir

Walter Raleigh,
Kt. Will in

P.C C.

(304 Pvne).

Carew Weekes, Esq.
if Tortington. M.P. for An

1702.

Roger Gratwicke,
of Tortington. Died
25 July, 1596. Brass

in Tortington Ch.
Will 1596 (P.C.C.)

Inq. P.M. 26 Aug., 38

I
I

Thomas Gratwicke, Philip Gratwicke

of Ham. Died unmd. 21 Dec., of Ham and Bed-

37 Eliz. Will 1594-5 (Chi- ingham. Died 7

Chester). Burd. at Angmering May, 40 Eliz. Inq.

1 Jan., 1594/5. Inq. P.M. 26 P.M. 4 Aug., 42

Aug., 37 Eliz. Eliz. 1st husbd.

Hugh Keate, Gent. Anne.
Marrd. at A

6 June,

Mary.
Burd. at Angmering

2 Dec., 1603.
Inq. P.M. 13 Apl., 7 Jas.

Roger Gratwicke
if Seaford, Esq. (see

above).

Elizabeth Ward
of Cowfold.
Mar. Lie. 26

July, 1586.5

John Baker =
of Angmering.
Mar. Lie. 2

July, 1599.
2nd husbd.

John Tutball, 3rd husbd. Ricliao ; Gratwicke,
of Horsham. Bapt.
there 12 Feb. 1.500, 1.

(Burd. there 6 Feb.,

1614/5 ?)

Horsham 6 Dec

I I

Benjamin Gratu iok,

James Gratwicke.
Bap. at Horsham

8 Sept. 1583.

John Gratwicke.
Bap. at Horsham
4 July, 1585.

Nathaniel Gratwicke.
Bap at Horsham 28 Feb .

1590/1.

Mary. Elizabeth. Jane
Bnpt. at Horsham 8 Oct., Bapt. at Horsham Marrd. John W.mnerton.

1559. 10 Sep. 1565. =
Marrd. John Westbrook. Marrd. . . . Hatton.

Anne.
Bapt. at Horsham 8 Men.,

|

1562/3.
| | |

Thomas Hatton Daurs. A daur

Susan.
Bapt. at Horsham 3 July

1568.

Richard Page William Page. A daur.
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DESCENT OF GRATWICKE ESTATES.

Jarvis (otherwise William Jarvis Searches) in Cowfold.
James Gratwicke left it, by will, to son Richard, in 1532.

Richard G., of Ringmer, sold to kinsman Roger G., of Tortington.

Roger G., of Tortington, conveyed to John G., son of his cousin
^ Thomas G., of Cowfold, by deed, 1596.

John G., his direct descendant, left it by will to his nephew John
Madgwick.

Manor of Seaford.

Sir William Gratwicke, Kt., of Tortington, purchased it from
Richard and Sir George Snelling, and left it, by will, to his

son William, 1613.

William G. sold it, by fine, to his brother Roger, 1641/2.

Roger G. left it, by deed, to his nephew William (son of above),

1653.

William G. left it (probably) to his brother Francis, 1664.

Francis G. left it, by deed, to his nephew Oliver Weekes, 1670.

Oliver Weekes sold it by fine to Wm. Peake, Gent., 1671.

Manor of Balsden.

Thomas Gratwicke, of Seaford, left it, by will, to his son Richard,

1558/9.

Richard G. sold it to his cousin Roger G., of Tortington, by fine,

1580/1.

Roger G. left it, by will, to his brother Philip G. and his son
Roger, 1596.

Roger G., died s.p., and it passed to his sister Anne, w. of Hugh
Keate, Gent.

Hugh Keate and Anne, his wife, sold it, by fine, to Sir William G.,

of Tortington, 1599.

Sir William G. left it to his son Roger, by will, 1613.

Roger G. left it, by deed, to his nephew William, 1653.

William G. left it (probably) by deed to his brother Francis, 1664.

Francis G. left it, by deed, to his nephew Oliver WT
eekes, 1670.

Oliver Weekes sold it to William Coby, Gent., by fine, 1676.

E
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Manor of Itford.

Roger Gratwicke, of Sullington, purchased, by fine, from Francis
!

Kelleway, Esq., in 1566, and left it by will to his son Roger,;

of Tortington, 1570.

Roger G., of Tortington, left it to his brother Philip G., of?

Bedingham, and his son Roger, by will, 1596.

Roger, the son, died v.p., and it passed to his sister Anne, wife of

Hugh Keate

.

Hugh Keate and Anne, his wife, sold it, by fine, to Sir William
[

Gratwicke, of Tortington, Kt., 1609.

Sir William G., left it, by will, to his son Edward, 1613.

Edward G. left it, by will to his daurs. Frances and Mary, 1625/6.

Frances and Mary died young, and it passed to their mother I

Frances, who remd. Lyming Dickenson.

Frances Dickenson transferred it, by fine, to John Coell, Esq., and
Richard Pagett, the younger, in 1656.

Manor of Ham (1/3rd).

Roger Gratwicke, of Sullington, purchased it, by fine, fromt
Francis Kelleway, Esq., in 1566. He left part thereof toj

his son John, with remr. to son Thomas, remr. to son Philip.

;

The other portion he left to Philip direct, all by will, 1570.

John and Thomas G., dying s.p., the whole thus came to Philip.

Philip G., dying in 1598, it came to his 3 daurs. and cohrs., Anne,
Mary and Elizabeth, of whom Mary died a minor.

Elizabeth brought her share to her husband and kinsman Roger
j

Gratwicke, of Seaford, at her marrge. in 1612/3.

Roger G. sold it, by fine, to Thomas Gratwicke of Ham in 1625/6.

Anne, the other coheiress, marrd. Hugh Keate, and sold her share

to Humphrey (son of Thomas) Gratwicke, of Ham, by fine,,

in 1676.

Tortington.

Roger Gratwicke purchased it, by fine, from John Apsley, Esq.,
and John Browne, Gent., in 1587, and left it by deed to his

cousin William (aftds. Sir William) G., of East Mailing, in

1596.

Sir William G. left it to his eldt. son William G., by will, 1613.

William G. succeeded by eldt. son William G., who was succeeded
by his brother Francis G.

Francis G. left it to his nephew Oliver Weekes, by deed, 1670.

Carew Weekes (son of Oliver) sold it, by fine, in 1706, to William
Vincent, Gent., in 1706.



POLING, and the K NIGHTS HOSPITALLERS.

By PHILIP MAINWAKING JOHNSTON.
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.

Part I.

—

The Village and Church.

I It may be doubted if one in a thousand of the
inhabitants of Sussex could say whereabouts in the

county Poling is situated, or is, indeed, aware of its

I existence. It does not lie on a main road, and even
; the bye-roads on which the straggling village is centred
'form a cul de sac. This isolation is of very ancient

8date, and is largely due to the character of the surround-

jjing country, the settlement having in the earliest times
[grown up on slightly rising ground, bordering on a

|
great tract of marshland, that formed originally the

: delta of the Aran, and, at least intermittently, was
j covered by the sea.* The place has evidently been
< inhabited from pre-historic days. There may have
been a lake-village here two thousand years ago,

the inhabitants of which used dug-out canoes—such

as those that have been recovered from the Aran
hard by—and lived on the fish and abundant wild

i fowl. Poling Decoy for wild duck is doubtless a relic

of those far-off ages, when this swampy littoral

swarmed with bird-life. It is not difficult to imagine
a lake-village, built out on the piles driven into the
deep black mud, as the original of our 20th Century
Poling.

We have a link with historical times in the

British gold coin of Cunobeline, dug up in 1816 in the

garden of the farm-house near the church, of which

*The custumal of the estates held by the Nunnery of Syon, Middlesex,
in the parish of Angmering, adjoining Poling to the east, states that the
tenants of the Nunnery were entitled to wrecks of the sea. The sea is said

to have flowed up to Angmering and Poling Churches in the 15th Century.
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an exact representation is figured in " S. A. C.,'l

XXIX, p. 89. The obverse is without any device jt

hut the reverse bears the usual rude imitation of thir

Greek chariot-horse. Just outside the parish boundary I

to the south-east, there were uncovered in 1819 thjj

foundations of one of those numerous Roman villa;

that seem to have been planted at almost regula:;

intervals along this sunny sea-coast—not too cloH
to the sea. for safety's sake, yet near enough fS
practical convenience. And it is likely that in thos(jj

days the small stream, or " rife," that forms thel

southern and eastern boundary of the parish, and 9
a tributary of the Arun, was sufficiently navigablel

to afford water carriage of materials. The shape oijj

the parish is roughly an irregular rectangle, enclosing
!|

about 1-J square mile. It has Lyminster to the west
and south, Burpham to the north, and Angmering to|

the east ; and the present sea-coast—much further!

inland nowadays than it was even in the 16th Century—

I

is, as the crow flies, just two miles to the south of the;

south-east corner of the parish. The northern boundary
is formed by the ancient high road running from*

Chichester, through Arundel—two miles to the west

—

to Broadwater, Brighton, Lewes, etc., on the east.

There is a narrow belt of woodland bordering this

high road, and answering to the much more extensive

woods of the Arundel domain on the other side : and
hereabouts bricks and tiles have probably been made
almost continuously from Roman times. Poling

Street runs north and south from the high road, till it

joins a narrow road going east and west, and the

village is dotted about the junction of these two roads.

This east to west road is practically impassable in

winter though it leads directly to Lyminster, and must
anciently have been of some importance : and on the

eastern side it dwindles to little more than a farm
track on its way to Angmering. Besides these, there

is another uncertain track or causeway over the marsh,
which crosses the " rife " on its way to the very
ancient and picturesque hamlet of Toddington, and
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finally conducts to Littlehampton : but a stranger ;

trying to find his way from that pleasant sea-side

resort to coy and retiring Poling, will, in nine cases

out of ten, get bogged, or find himself cut off by the
" rife." The remoteness of Poling is still a fact to be

reckoned with, and the narrowness of its principal

roads does not—perhaps fortunately—invite the

ubiquitous motorist.

Poling does not occur in the Domesday Book under
that name, but was probably included in " Lolin-

minstre," in the hundred of Rieberge or Risberge,

where there was a church and a water-mill.

It may be added that the present population is

somewhere about 200, and that for a century, at least,

it has been the same, more or less : but possibly when
the Knights Hospitallers settled in the parish, and
down to the middle of the 16th Century, it was actually

greater than to-day. The general aspect of the country
here and in the immediate neighbourhood can have
altered hardly at all since that period.

Fine tall elms are a conspicuous feature here and
hereabouts, but the landscape otherwise, save for the

.

wooded hills to the north, presents few distinctive

features. Grass meadows and rich marshland, bearing
j

some of the finest wheat and root crops, occupy the

greater part of the area of the parish. A very noticeable

characteristic is the deeply sunk level of the lanes, f

or the great height of the adjoining fields, which,
as is well known, marks an old inhabited country.

This peculiarity is very noticeable in the north-to-

south road.

As to the mediaeval and later history of Poling
there is not much to record. Through Roger de
Montgomerie it passed with the earldom of Arundel
to the Fitz Alans, and in 1244 the hundred and manor
of Poling were allotted to John Fitz Alan. In 1381 f

they were settled upon the newly founded College of I
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Arundel. We rind Sir John Caryll lord of the manor
in 1568. Afterwards it was incorporated with Michel-

grove, and in 1828 the estate was bought by Bernard
Edward, Duke of Norfolk. The Commandery of the

Knights Hospitallers at Poling was no doubt originally

endowed by one of the Fitz Alans.

The great tithes of the parish were given to the
Nunnery of Almanesches in Normandy by Earl Roger,
and in Henry Vs. reign they were transferred to the
Nunnery of Lyminster, in the parish adjoining Poling

on the west.

In 1285 Isabella de Mortimer, widow of John
Fitz Alan, Earl of Arundel, was, without license,

married in the Church of Poling to Robert de Hastings,

and, the lady being in ward to King Edward I., her
dower was escheated ; but afterwards it was restored

to her on payment of a fine of £1,000. A writer in

The Gentleman's Magazine for 1832 (Pt, I., p. 578)
makes the quaint suggestion that some crowned I's

in the borders of the old glass then in the windows
of the church represented the lady's initials ! They
have nothing to do with Isabella, and were not earlier

in date than the 15th Century, being, in fact, the
initial of the Holy Name, Jesus.*

One naturally turns to the church for the oldest

building in the parish ; and in this, as in other cases,

evidence of pre-Conquest date is forthcoming. It is

presumably the church mentioned under Lolinminstre.

Until the other day, however, there was not con-
clusive evidence of so early a date, although to the
seeing eye the eastern quoins of the chancel, with their

distinctly
46
long and short " disposition, would suggest

pre-Conquest work, in situ, or re-constructed. The
discovery which I was fortunate enough to make, in

*They occur also in glass of this date in the west window of the tower
of East Preston Church, a mile or two away.
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the summer of 1917, of a typical Saxon double-splayed
window in the north wall of the nave, has placed the

pre-Conquest date of the little church beyond all
'

doubt, and has added one more to our already lengthy

list of Saxon churches in Sussex. This discovery,

and the find a few months previously of a similar 1

window in Witley Church, Surrey, which had hitherto

been classed as belonging to the Early Norman period, I

enforce the suggestion that a scientific examination of
j

others of our churches—the smaller ones, especially,

—

might bring to light similar evidence of pre-Conquest
work.
A carefully worked out plan (Plate II.) made at the 1

time of the finding of this window has made it possible
j

to set down the probable dimensions of the tiny Saxon I

church. It consisted of a nave, 24ft. Gin. by 13ft. 2in.,

and a chancel about 10ft. square. A narrow arch in

the east wall of the nave opened into the little chancel

—

just large enough to contain the altar and the mass-
priest-—and this chancel was no doubt lit by two,
or perhaps three, small windows : the nave probably
had three—one in each of its external walls. The north
wall of the nave, in which the Saxon window was found,

is about 17ft. Gin. high to the wall plate—3ft. Gin.

more than the width of the nave. Its height is much
more than one would find in a small church of the
Norman period, such as Binsted, and is in itself !

confirmatory evidence of pre-Conquest date.

This north wall of the nave still retains on its exterior

face the Saxon coat of tough, brownish plaster, finished

with a tenacious lime-putty. It was the slight difference

in colour of the plaster covering the blocked-up
window on the outside-—which some might have
taken to be merely a weather stain—that led me
many years ago to make a note that this patch, which
had a roughly circular outline at the top, concealed a

blocked window of early date.*

*No hint of the window was visible internally, owing to the care with
which it had been blocked—probably in the 12th or 13th Century—and
to the fact that the walls had been re-plastered in the restoration of 1875.

It is not a little singular that the window was passed over at that date.
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Consent having been obtained from the courteous

Vicar, the Rev. Arthur Dry, and the Churchwardens,
Lady Johnston and Mr. Penn, I set to work on July 30,

1917, and in the course of a day or two Mr. Penn
carefully removed the very solid blocking of flints and
chalk from the outer and inner splays, and an almost

perfect Saxon window stood revealed. (Fig. 1).

Fig L

When the line that marks the meeting of the inner

and outer splays was reached, the upper part of the

Saxon wooden shutter was actually found in position

in the wide groove that the original builders had made
for it in the rubble. (Fig 2). We managed to remove
this fragment intact, and found it to consist of two
rectangular boards, |in. thick, rebated together,

measuring 8Jin. and 9|in. in width respectively
;

about lOin. of which, in height, had survived, filling

the circular head of the opening. At my suggestion,

Mr. Penn has coated these precious fragments with
gelatine, and hung them in a glazed frame on the wall

below the window, where they can proudly boast of
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being the only survival in Sussex of a veritable Saxon
window shutter—or, to use a more exact term, a

mid-wall slab. For it is evident that these boards were
fixed, and that somewhere in the destroyed lower

part there was either a small hinged panel or flap,

like a jib door in a larger door, or else a pierced opening

< pi- c". >

Fig 2.

to admit the light through a piece of thin horn or

oiled linen nailed over the orifice. It is a remarkable
coincidence that in the similar double-splayed Saxon
window just previously opened out at Witley, parts

of an oak mid-wal] slab still remained in the groove
;
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but here the thickness was much greater - -about
3in.—and the groove was V-shaped, the sides of the

shutter or slab being tapered to fit the V.

The construction of the Poling window itself is

ako interesting. (See Fig. 1). The angles of the

]Y.E,.cjMoin of cancel.

Fig 3.

sjDlays, both inner and outer, are formed of thin upright

stones, white limestone and Caen stone—two on the
inside being 4|in. by about 1ft. 9in. in height—while

the arch is only of rubble and flints, coated with buff
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plaster, which was skimmed over the stone also, and
the whole finished with a thin coat of lime. The sight

size of the window opening is about 3ft. by 10in.,

splaying out to 1ft. lO^in. on the outside, and 2ft. 6in.

inside. On the right or east splay were traces of a

figure of an angel, painted in broad, strong, red outlines,

quite possibly at the date of the window itself ; but
as the Saxon plaster has been hacked to get a key for

the blocking, the painting is hard to decipher.

A short distance eastward of this recovered Saxon
window, the bottom stones of the north-east quoin of

the nave of the pre-Conquest church remain in position.

When the church was enlarged by the rebuilding of

the small square chancel of the early period, the
chancel walls were carried out to the same line as

those of the nave, and the greater part of this quoin
was pulled down, as stone was scarce, for re-use in

the new work, leaving some half-dozen courses in

position above the ground. At the same time a
singular and most unusual thing was done.

The north-east and south-east quoins of the Saxon
chancel were rebuilt at the angles of the widened
and lengthened chancel very much as they must have
been built up originally, i.e., in long and short work.
Some of these stones are in a hard, white limestone,

or Caen stone, like those in the Saxon window, but
most of them are in Quarr Abbey stone from the Isle

of Wight, or from analogous beds on the Sussex coast

that have long been worked out or covered by the sea.

This stone—a freshwater Chara limestone—is found
in all the pre-Conquest churches of West Sussex near
the sea, such as Sompting, Bosham, Singleton,

Lyminster, Ford, Yapton Walberton, etc., and in one
or two eastward, such as in the doorway preserved
in the rebuilt church of St. John Sub-Castro, Lewes.
It occurs also in Early Norman work, perhaps as spoil

from demolished Saxon buildings, as in Chichester
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Cathedral. Lewes Priory, etc. ; and in the pre-Conquest
aula* preserved in Barton Farm, Nyetimber, Pagham.*

We must imagine the Saxon church, then, as a
tiny building of nave and chancel, coated with white
plaster, with a roof of reed thatch, and having four

to half-a-dozen double -splayed and shuttered windows,
witli probably only one door, in its south wall. And
so it must have remained, without alteration or enlarge-

ment, until the close of the 12th Century, a period
coincident with the establishment within the parish

of the Knights Hospitallers.

In about 1190 the aisle on the south of the nave
was built, 28ft. 6in. long, by 13ft. 4in., having a tiny

chapel at its eastern end—probably dedicated to Our
Lady—the piscina of which still remains. Two plain,

pointed arches of a single order were then pierced

through the Saxon south wall. (Fig. 4). They are

built for the most part in chalk, with a little Caen stone,

the arches being chamfered, with stops just above
the abacus of the column, and the impost of the plain

responds east and west. These responds have cham-
fered angles, with characteristic stops below the impost
and above the chamfered plinth. The imposts are

steeply chamfered—a fashion characteristic of the
Transition Norman period : and the same section is

repeated in the abacus of the column. f The circular

column is entirely in Caen stone, 1ft. lOfin. in diameter,

tooled with a broad chisel in vertical strokes, the
base—which is also circular—having a moulding of

two rolls divided by a sunk flat member, and below
this a steeply chamfered plinth, the total height

being 1ft. 4Jin. from the floor. The capital is character-

istic of its date, the abacus and the square upper
member immediately beneath being planned on the
square, but having the four angles bevelled off, so as

*Vide paper by H. L. F. Guermonprez and the writer, in " S.A.C." XLVI.,
145.

fCf. the arches that support the central tower of Witley Church, Surrey.
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to form an unequal-sided octagon, and this dies into

the circular plan of the shallow bell of the capital

half-way to the rounded necking. This form of capital

is peculiar to the last decade of the 12th Century,

when the style was merging into the Early English >

and other examples may be seen in the nave arcades

of Rogate, Sussex, and of Freshwater, I. of Wight.

One point that strikes the eye at once is the thinness

of the arch springer at the place where it leaves the
Capital. It is only 1ft. 5|in. wide on north and south

faces, against 2ft. 4in. on east and west ; and as the
column is 1ft. lOin. in diameter the effect when seen

in elevation is more curious than elegant. Perhaps
to meet this weakness in construction the springer

stone is a solid block of a hard, grey grit-stone, and
from this the arch-voussoirs of chalk radiate ; the

arches being built in the usual local fashion, of quoin

work, filled in with rubble. This pair of plain late

Western of fv^oArches

Fig 4.
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12th Century arches may be compared wth the arcades

at Lyminster, Rustingtoii and Yapton.

The font (Fig 4), which stands against the western
side of the pillar—probably its ancient position—is of

small circular tub-shape, in a hard greenish yellow
grit-stone, with a flat projecting band or rim ; but
half-way down its sides have been roughly chopped
back to meet the octagon moulded stem on which it

was mounted in the 15th Century. The Saxon bowl
(as we may consider it to be) was perhaps mounted in

the first instance on a thick cushion stone, and it may
be compared with others in a group of early fonts

remaining in West Sussex.*

The south doorway, with plain arch and pointed
jambs, chamfered, and the rather large piscina in an
oblong square-headed recess, with a circular drain,

at the eastern end of the aisle, together with a similar

piscina in the chancel, may be considered as belonging
to this same late 12th Century date as the arches of

the aisle. A consecration cross in red was found upon
the south wall of the aisle at the restoration in 1875

;

but it was not preserved : indeed, this piece of wall

seems to have been a good deal rebuilt, though with
the old materials.

It should be noted that the single-light window in

the west wall of the aisle is really a lancet of this period,

turned into 15th Century Perpendicular externally,

and having a drop-arch of that date on the inside
;

but its left-hand splay is that of c. 1190. (See the

*At Burton, Bisrior, Bepton, Milland, Graffham, Chithurst, Trotton,
Cocking, Didling, Tangmere, Selham, Fernhurst, Lodsworth, Up Marden,
Up Waltham and Woolbeding, Littlehampton, Walberton, Yapton, Chidbam,
North Mnndham and West Wittering. It is interesting to record that the
Saxon font at Walberton, after having been divorced from the original

cushion-stone on which it used to rest, and set up on a sort of ornamental
flower-pot, has once more been placed upon its cushion-stones through
the taste and zeal of the present Vicar, the Rev. W. J. Hunter. It may be
safely said that no other county in England has preserved so many Saxon
fonts as Sussex. The early font at Clayton has vanished, but its cushion-stone
has been found lately in the churchyard.
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plan). Built into the south wall of the aisle is the eill-

stone of another lancet, which has belonged to an
opening 6in. wide. It is cut out of a block of the
freshwater limestone above referred to.

Fig 5.

The south doorway seems to have been given a new
internal arch of four-centred form in Pulborough
stone, at some date in the late 14th or 15th Century.

In the north wall of the nave, near the western end,

a small doorway was inserted in this period, which,

like the west window of the aisle, has been dressed up
in the fashion of a later style. (Fig. 5). The chamfered
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jambs, with a roll and cushion stop, are in Caen stone,

tooled with a broad chisel, except two blocks of chalk

just below the springing. The elegantly moulded arch

of two-centred form is fashioned out of exactly four

large pieces of chalk, the chamfer of the jambs giving

place to a hollow, with a bead planted in the centre,

and the small label being worked out of the same
stone. The internal arch in chalk, of segmental form,

belongs to the later, while the jambs are those of the

earlier period. This doorway is now blocked up, but
the old wooden door remains in position.

A 3-

7-

Fig 6.

In about 1380 the small Saxon chancel, which one

may assume had survived till then, was pulled down,
its long-and-short quoins being rebuilt with the

widened and greatly lengthened chancel—an unusually

dignified one for so small a church—that now arose.

The east window is only mediaeval so far as its internal

arch and jambs, the intersecting tracery of three

lights dating from a repair of about 1830.* Right

and left of this, on the inside, are two moulded stone

*Vide an excellent account of the church in The Gentleman's Magazine
ior 1832, Part I. pp. 577-559.
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brackets, perhaps to support a beam for the Cross an<|]

candlesticks, or to carry images. Their tops are abou t

level with the internal cill of the window. (Fig. 6).

In the enlargement of the chancel in the end of thl
14th Century—perhaps about 1381, when Poling

became part of the endowment of the newly founder)

College of Arundel—part of the area of the Saxoij

chancel was taken into the nave, according to th<|

evidence of the quoin remaining in the north wall!

the early chancel arch being entirely removed, anci
none being erected to replace it. But a rood-screen

was set up, part of the base of which remains, muclt
restored, and this being placed about 5Jft. eastward
of the western face of the Saxon chancel arch, give*

a chancel nearly 23ft. long by 13ft. 2in. at the eastl

and 13ft. 5in. at the west. Had the chancel beer]

rebuilt in the 13th Century, instead of at the datq
suggested, there would assuredly have been some!

trace of lancet windows in its walls. Such, however!
is not the case, and the rebuilding must therefore bef

dated from the only architectural evidence, viz., thqi

square-headed two-light windows, one in the northj
and another, not quite opposite, in the south wall.|

(Fig. 7). At first sight these appear to be identical

with two others inserted in the north wall of the navel
But on closer examination it will be found that thouglij

they range with them as to height they differ in detail—

|

such as in the sections of jambs, mul lions and labels,!

in the foliation of the lights, which in the chancell

are ogeed trefoils under a pointed sub-arch, while thel

nave windows have foliations of ordinary form. Itl

would seem likely, therefore, that the nave windows!
are slightly later, say c. 1420. The plain painted!

segmental internal arches are similar in all fouri

The north wall of the chancel is still coated with a thinS

plaster or mortar-dashing, continuing that of Saxonj
date that covers the north wall of the nave. In anl

old photograph in my possesion the whole of the chancell

and aisle are shown plastered. The plaster was mostly!
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removed in 1875, and the flint and rubble of the
walls rather obtrusively pointed. As to the windows
of the aisle, that in the east wall has a mullion of the

same section as the chancel windows, while that in

the south wall has jamb and mullion sections similar

to those in the nave.

Fig 7.

The massive low tower,* of grey flints and Pulborough
sand-stone, was added at the west end of the nave in

c. 1420. It is a fine piece of work, and has stood
*It may be interesting to quote for comparison the neighbouring towers-

of Pulborough, East Preston, Burpham, Lyminster and Angmering, and the
central tower of Arundel.
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admirably through the 500 years. The walls are

3ft. 6in. thick in the ground storey, and the west wall
of the Saxon nave has been thickened by about a

foot, and a plain pointed arch of two chamfered orders!

cut through. There is a pair of sturdy buttresses}

in two stages at the western angles, another where
the south side joins the west wall of the aisle ; and in

the north is a large square stair turret, with its original

j

sloping roof of stone, lit by one oblong square-headed*

loop. The only window to the ground storey is one
of two lights with trefoiled openings under pointed:

arches, crowned by a square label. This is in the westl

•UU4 !
*

j . t f f l I »
't rier

Fig 8

wall, and those in the bell-chamber are similar, one
in each face of the tower, but the ringing-stage that
intervenes has only two single square-headed loops,

one in the west and the other in the south wall. The
floors that divide these storeys are of the original

massive oak timbers. A string-course of unusual
section for this period, and a parapet with angle-

ornaments and plain coping, suggest a later repair.

Along the base of the tower is a chamfered plinth,

projecting 4Jin., and carried round the stair-turret.
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This plinth returns in itself on either side of the doorway
in the west wall. The doorway (Fig. 8) is wide and
tall, with a well-proportioned arch, struck from two
centres, moulded continuously with the jambs, and
having a label of the common section. The arch and
jamb moulding consists of three hollows, set splay-

fashion, the outer and inner ones carrying a bold bead
or roll. At the base is a plinth of slight projection.

The stonework is Pulborough, with some Caen. The
present doors are modern ( ? 1830), painted. The
doorway to the turret stair, which has a nearly flat

head, retains its original door and strap-hinges. The
loops in the middle stage have hooks for shutters.

Eastward of the aisle arcade a modern opening has

been cut obliquely through the wall, destroying the

Saxon south-east quoin of the nave, with the object

of giving access to the vestry formed in the end of the

aisle. This space is now used for the organ. Above
the modern opening is the 15th Century rood-loft

doorway, with a flat four-centred head. There must,
therefore, have been a ladder or stair from the aisle

side, and a gallery or loft before the rood, and in front

of the screen. Besides the boarded lower part of the

screen, pierced with quatrefoils, the font-cover is

made up of trefoiled tracery-heads and battlementing,

which formed, until the 1830 repairs, the open upper
part of the screen.

The south porch is modern—1830 Gothic, in Roman
cement over brickwork. Within the inner doorway,
on the east side, is a very curious ancient poor-box,

rude and much patched, consisting of an oak post,

about 2ft. high, 6in. by 3 Jin., tapering upwards to

4|in. This bears a roughly shaped block, having two
shields or bosses in front, on which is mounted the

box proper, of oak, with a six-sided lid of iron and
a lock of the same. On the box are cut the initials,

I C T 1797, and on the top of the lid, round the

money slot,— Rt de H I C of A.

1 2 8 5.
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These mysterious initials and the date refer to the
marriage here of Isabella de Mortimer and Robert!
de Hastings. I C of A stands for Isabella, Countess
of Arundel, the lady being the widow of John Fitz

Alan.

It is difficult to hazard a guess at the age of the box,!

though the materials of which it is composed, of more
than one date, suggest a considerable age. It is, of!

course, quite possible that this noble couple left ail

thank-offering for the poor of Poling, to commemorate
their secret marriage in the church, and a poor-box, I

of which this is the much patched descendant, was I

made as a visible token of their bounty : but the

letters, of course, are relatively modern—" I. C. T."{

(? Tompkins) cut them, perhaps, with his own initials
I

at a repair in 1797. Anyway, it is almost the only !

ancient poor-box, as distinct from alms-chests, inl

Sussex.

The roofs are still in part covered with the ancient I

Horsham slabs, and are of unusually flat pitch—

I

45° in the chancel and less over the south slope of]

nave and aisle, which are continuous. They are]

underdrawn with plaster, but retain the ancient
j

rafters, and those of the nave and chancel are of braced
1

. . I

collar construction. The oak tie-beams are mostly J

ancient, and attached to them are six well carved
j

oak bosses, still showing traces of colour and gilding.
\

They are, however, imported antiquities, having been
j

given by Bernard Edward, Duke of Norfolk, at the

the restoration of 1830, or thereabouts. They belong
Iby rights to the beautiful oak vaulting of the Collegiate

Church, Arundel ; and it is to be regretted that when
the late Duke of Norfolk carefully restored that roof,

replacing the moulded ribs and the oak bosses, that

had been preserved when his ancestor suffered the

vaulting to fall in, these bosses were not restored to

their rightful home. The bosses, which are about
lOin. or llin. in diameter, and date from c. 1380,

going west to east, are carved with (1) conventional
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foliage, (2) roses, (3) foliage of pointed and curled

leaves, (4) four gilt lions' heads, with their tongues

out. making a red cross in the centre, (5) a large rose,

and (6) four beautiful women's or angels' heads with

wavy hair, grouped round a rosette. (Fig. 9).

In the east window of the chancel are some fragments

of painted glass, which include a (?) 17th Century

on a -He -beam.
Fig 9.

figure of St. Paul, holding the sword of his martydom ;

and a flaming star in a roundel between two crowned
I's—obviously referring to our Lord. These crowned
I's or J's occur in the super-tracery of the west window
of the tower at East Preston, together with crowned
H's. The star and initials at Poling are probably of

15th Century date, both being yellow (silver stain)

on a white ground.
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On the Caen stone-work of the south doorway arei

various scratchings, such as a votive ^ on each arch-

;

springer, a small '* scratch-dial," more votive crosses 5

on the west jamb, and the initials R and L R. This,

doorway retains its hole for a closing-bar,

No old furniture has survived the sweepings and!
garnishings of the

5

30's and '70's, save a good early

17th Century Communion table, with baluster legs

and carved frieze-rail, painted stone-colour, which
now stands in the tower.

Of the monuments, the most interesting is the half-

length brass of Walter Davy, Vicar, usually assigned

to c. 1420. It is about two-thirds life size, and is set in

a slab of blue Sussex marble, 4ft. 6in. by 2ft. 3m.,

and represents a tonsured priest, clean shaven, with
hands joined in prayer, vested in albe, amice with
embroidered collar, chasuble and maniple. The sleeves

of the albe have embroidered parures at the wrists.

Beneath is the inscription :—

trie facet bne XKHalterus 2)a\>£ qu'bam

Wear* eccle be polpng cm' ate p'priet, beu\

The half-effigy measures 20m. by 11fin., and the
inscription-plate, llfin. by 2Jin.

A blue marble slab in the chancel has the following

inscription, in mixed Roman " caps " and " smalls "
:

—

M. S.

Hie iACET Thoma(s
BROdNAX Generosu s

Huius Ecclesi^
UICARIUS. qui OBIIT

17 diE Aug. anno
DoNI 1679

.etatis Sum 36

A triangle is scratched on the lower part of the slab;
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On the north of the altar is a Sussex marble slab,

bearing a coat of arms, and inscribed to Robert
Dunham, Vicar, 1706. Another, plain, on the south
side, 5ft. 6in. by 2ft. 6in., may be the mediaeval altar-

slab.

On the north of Walter Davy's brass is a plain

stone inscribed :--

44
. . . Body of Thomas Scriven, A.M., who was

Vicar of this Church near 15 year. . . . He liv'd

belived (sic) and Died lamented Octo . . . the

29th Anno Dorn 1722, MtU 56°. Near this place

also was Buried Thomas Tnfunt (sic) son of ye abovesaid
Mr. Scriven by Mary his wife, Who Died ye 8th of

August, 1721, Aged above 3 years. As also the Body
of Mary his wife, She died July the

"

In the nave is a stone slab to Mary, wife of Henry
Jackson, 1757, and to Henry Jackson, 1773, with the
lines :—

"Although we lie confin'd with worms and dust,

We hope in Christ to rise among the just."

I have been shown a table-tomb in the churchyard?
near the south porch, that tradition says used to

receive smuggled kegs of spirit, placed therein by
shifting one of the slabs.

Of the three bells in the tower, the first and second

have the initials TW. 1617, and the third is inscribed,

B E. 1654. The Communion plate includes a Cup of

1568. The oldest register commences in 1653.

The situation and surroundings of the church are

most attractive and quaint. There is no road directly

Tip to it, but it is approached by paths and stiles, and
appears to be half m somebody's back garden and half

in somebody else's farmyard. A footpath, evidently

very ancient, leads from the churchyard to Angmering.
Around the church are towering elms, which frame it

in very pleasantly from most points of veiw.
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If we take the northward lane from the church,
passing some picturesque old cottages and farm
buildings, a walk of about half-a-mile brings us to a

long farmhouse, on a raised bank to the east of the road,

known to the local people as " The Knight's Stables."

It seems originally to have been an oblong timber-

framed building, placed with the ends east and west,

to which a wing has been added at either end in the

18th Century. On the southern side there has been a
deeply recessed stone-and-flint built fireplace, with a

small window in its western side wall, and a fine

segmental stone arch of large voussoirs, chamfered.
The back of the fireplace has been roughly broken
through, so that at first sight it is difficult to recognize

it for what it has been. The date cannot be later than
the 15th Century : and cut up though it is by later

floors and partitions it is not difficult to see that

originally this was a large hall, open to the roof.

Probably the east and west wings only replace more
ancient two-storied chambers at either end of this

open hall. There are said to be ancient foundations
near the house.
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Domesday. Modern.

55 1 Alciston P.

40 2 Aldwick C.

4 3 Avisford A.

1 Avronehelle 1,41 P.

2 Babinrerode 32 H.
3 Baldeslei 4 Baldslow H.
4 Benestede 3 A.

5 Bercham 5 Barcombe L.

6 Battle H.
6 Berie 7 Bury A.

7 Bexelei 8 Bexhill H.
9 Bishopstone P.

8 Bocse 10 Box and Stockbridge C.

9 Borne 11 Eastbourne P.

10 Boseham 12 Bosham C.

11 Bosgrave 10 C.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTS OF THE SUSSEX HUNDREDS.
Domesday. Modern.

1 _ XHH llH^trllt;

Brcdford
X o Puffin o-ViillX>ULLlllgIllll T

ij.

1 Q16 1 i
14: Brightford T>

x>.

14 Burbece 15 Burbeach T>
X>.

10 Colespore lo GoIdspur IT
11.

1 7 Danehill 1 .

to 1 SX o "Tif £3 ft T
1j .

Qftoo 1 Qiy TYJ11 T>
Jr.

33 20 Dumpford c.

id Ed ivestone Oo I)
sr.

1 / Eldritune OftZo 1 >
1>.

1 ftlo Eseburne Zl Easebourne 0.

Xu JDibbCO Wcllc 99zz Sri O'VTGIHT'^ 11OllUyo Well XX.

90 JQ/O LUC DI lgt? 93zo Ssl f / ~» f 1 1 ,^ 1 \V 1M fYOOtUCKUI IQgt? p
91Z± JQiO LI d L 94.zt OLIctJL T

I .J.

Esweride OKzo
OAZD

E. Easewrithe

W". Easewrithe

P A
x>.A.

KQoy 07z / Ewhurst with Windham T>
X).

9Qzo Fa emere AO 7ADy, /u T
-b.

1 71 /
OftZo Fishergate T PJ J. J>.

9,1Z4 Fiexeberge 90zy Flexborough pX .

9£ZO Jb oi[cjsaire QOoU Foxearle XX
11.

9A Framelle pX .

97Z / Ghestelinges ol (jruestling
XXM

.

9ftzo Ghidenetroi AftOD, Do
9z 09oz VlUo LI UW XTXI.

oozy Grenestede 00 E. Grinstead pX .

qooU Grenestede 0<± W. Grinstead p15.
Ol Hailsaltede AK A C\ XX

Jx

.

Q9oZ Hertevel 3KOO narineKi pX .

oo Hamesford 00zu P
Qx04 Hamfelde D* pX).
QKOO Hauochesberie OD Hawksborough XX

XI.

oO Henhert 37O / Henhurst XX
XX.

**7o / XLUHlco LI c U 00 XXUHllo LI UW TIJ

.

3Qoy Horsham pX).
Qft ljatnie 1 Qiy pX .

onzu Lindfield p
1, 55 41 Longbridge p.

39 42 Loxfield Camden p.

39 43 Loxfield Dorset p.

39 Mellinges 42, 43 p.

52 44 Manhood c.

31 45 Netherfield H.
31 46 Nin field H.

40 Pageham 2 c.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTS OF THE SUSSEX HUNDREDS.

Domesday Modern.

46 47 Patching bJ
41 Pevenesel 48 Lowey of Pevensey P.

42 Poninges 49 Poynings lJ
46 50 Poling A.

43 Prestetune 51 Preston L.

44 R3drebrige 52 Rotherbridge A. !

45 Rsredfelle 53 Rotherfield P.

46 Risberge 47, 50 A.
47 Ristone 54 Rushmonden P.

55 Ringmer P.

48 Sillentone 56 Singleton with Westbourne C.

49 Suaneberge 57 Swanborough L.
16 58 Shiplake R

59 Singlecross B.

50 Staninges 60 Steyning B.

51 Staple 61 Staple EL
37 62 Southover L.

52 Summerleg 44 C.

53 Tifeld 15

24 63 Tarring B-
34 64 Tipnoak B.

54 Totenore 65 Totnore P.

55 Wandelmestrei 1, 41 P..

56 Welesmere 69, 70 L.

57 Westringes 44 C.

58 Wilendone 66 WiUingdoh P.

59 Windeham 67 Windham and Ewhurst B.

28 68 Westbourne and Singleton C.

23, 56 69 Wlialesbone L.
23, 56 70 Youngsmere L.

\
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II. The Phonology of the Names of the Sussek

Hundreds in Domesday.

The student of old forms of Sussex names who reads

the list of Domesday Hundreds for the first time cannot
fail to be struck by the flat and thin vocalisation their

names present. The following statistical table wilL

set the point beyond dispute :

—

a occurs 23 times in 21 names,
e „ 126 „ 58 „
i „ 27 „ 26 „
o „ 22 „ 20 „
u 7 7

205

Out of 205 vowels in the 58 names no fewer than
153 are e or i ; and e actually occurs in every word.
That the dialect of Old English spoken in the district

from which these names ware drawn was the South
Eastern one could be deduced by phonologists from
these facts alone. In this dialect, which is called

Kentish, for the sake of brevity, the vowel e repre-

sents no fewer than twelve West Saxon vowels and
diphthongs. It stands for ie, l, e, y, and ie, i, e, y ;

and for ce, ea and ce, eu. When the history of these

W. S. vowels and diphthongs is reviewed we find that

Kent, e represents as many as 18 different O.E. vocalic

sounds.

Moreover, while on the one hand the dialectical forms
of Sussex place-names present their own problems for

the student of Old English to solve, on the other we
have to appreciate the serious factors that the Sussex
dialect was transliterated by Norman scribes and in

several particulars was reproduced by them in a
conventional and incorrect way. In the Norman
dialect of Old French, w and it had no true place

;

the sound of sc before e or i (our sh) was inconvenient

;
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and ih and ht were unutterable. The Old English scribes

used the thorn-letter, and the barred d : sc. ^ and d.

They also used the Runic letter P for w and uu, and re-1

tained the ligatures M and ce. The Normans knew none
of these. For d they wrote simple d, as in

44
Ordinges ' 5

( —Wordinges) and 44 Achinge worde "
(
=Acinge-

worde). For f? they wrote and said t, as in
44

Latille,
'

'

"by which fille (now Dill) is intended. For O.E. c

and k they wrote ch, and for se ' they were constrained
to write a as in

44
Estrat " (= Street > Street), and!

" Staninges " (— Stceninges > Steyning > Ste'ning).

Notwithstanding all this we must reject the notion!

that the dialect of Sussex was '.• edited " by the
Normans. Whatever degree of relevancy that notion;

may have attained to eventually, it cannot apply at

so early a date as 1086. In the first place the Norman
stewards who were responsible for the returns made
under the Great Survey had learnt sufficient English
to transact business with the natives. In the second
place all natives who had attained maturity and
prominence by 1086 had necessarily learnt to speak
their native language before the Norman invasion.

Some of them, no doubt, were occupying official

positions on the estates of the Norman lords. These
considerations enable us to explain why, in a Norman-
French record, forty names beginning severally with
Wa-, We-, and Wi-, retain the English W ; and how
it is that the Norman G is substituted therefor in

only two instances. These are
44 Garnecapo " and

44 Gorde. " Initial W is omitted three times, viz., in
4 4 Odemanscote, " 44

Ordinges
'

' and 4 4

Odetone. '

'

Medial w is omitted in
4 4 Peteorde '

' and 4 4

In-ode
'

' ;

and it is retained in
44 Niworde " and 44 Achinge-

worde.
'

' Consequently in 84 per cent, of its occur-

rences O.E. w is found to have been reproduced by
Norman scribes in compliance with English custom.

The Normans represented O.E. ht by st. This was
confusing, because the scribe had no means of deter-
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mining for himself, or indicating to others, the three

several values of st. as they occur in words of the types

3f " Bristelmestone " and " Estrat "—sc. (1) hi, (2)

isual contact of s and t, and (3) Norman-French
idiom which demanded a vowel before initial s plus

consonant. The O.E. h before t cannot have been
guttural. It must have been palatal and it probably
resembled the final g and ch of High Dutch as these

are pronounced by educated people in Germany.
There can be no doubt but that the Norman said s

for O.E. palatal h. Such forms as Br ismar and
Brisnoth for Brihtmar and Brihtnoth prove this.

The letter y does not occur in Sussex names. The
reason for this is dialectal : the South Eastern and
East Anglian dialects had ceased to round the lips

when pronouncing y and y, the i-infections of u and u 9

long before the Conquest. In Kent this simplification

had taken place as early as the INth century.

As regards diphthongs it may be said that they had
almost disappeared. The extent to which monoph-
thongization had weakened the Sussex dialect is

remarkable. The only words in our list in which
vocalic digraphs occur are :

—

Baldeslei. Hailsaltede.

Berie. Havochesberie.

Bexelei. Homestreu.

Ghidenetroi. Wandelmestrei.

The modern representative of leage in Sx. is peculiar

to the county. When we pronouce names ending in

-ly as if they were spelt -ligh we are not incorrect.

|The O.E. words heah, neah and teah, are pronounced

I

high,'
4 nigh ' and ' tye ' in modern English, and

they correspond in form with leak, the ancestor of

Sussex " ligh " (in
k

Whiligh, etc.). This sound had
not been developed in Sussex in 1086 ; but its precursor,

i in leie, lei, had acquired consonantal power, and the

forms leie, leg, lega, leia, were pronounced with con-
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sonantal i. This gave leia and the rest the sound \

*layya. This phenomenon is found in common wore
in Kent, and is one of the chief criteria of that dialed

cp. Kent, dei for W.S. dceg, our 'day/ and lyge > *leg

a
6
lie.'

The infection of the sound of a stem-vowel by
or some other vowel is rather obscure owing to t|

paucity of instances yielded by the record. ]

" Avrone," which responds to W.S. eaforena, we s(

o-infection rejected; cp. infra, § v., vi. In " Bern
stede

'

' we get i-infection of u > y > Kent, e ;
c|

§ ix. The i-infection due to -ing occurs in *Stseninge

Westringes and Mellinges ; but is not found i

Bottingelle or Poninges.

III. Grammatical Construction.

The vast majority of the names of places in Englan
are made up of a common nominal descriptive in til

locative case and singular number, preceded by
determinative in the genitive case, either singular o

plural. In the place-name " Havochesberie,
'

' tH

deuterotheme is the locative case, singular number, c

the common noun burg. The preposition ait, whic
governs the dative case and makes cet Byrig, is undei
stood, and I am using the phrase

44
locative case 1

for the sake of simplicity. The prototheme present

the genitive case and singular number of the nou
hafoc,

4

a hawk, ' used as a man's name. This hundre
name gives us the norm of place-names. There ar
deviations from the norm and they are readily explicj

able.

First, I have set a group of six names of which 1, 2l

3 and 6 are declined in the locative case. Nos. 4 anJ
.5 are not declined.
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Secondly, there are grouped together five personal

names in the singular number and genitive case which
have the O.E. stede understood.

Thirdly, there are grouped together twelve names
which are composed of a descriptive deuterotheme in

the locative case, and, presumably, a common nominal
determinative which is undeclined.

Lastly, there may be found thirty-five names with
personal protothemes in the genitive case, and descrip-

tive deuterothemes in the locative. Of the whole
number of Sussex hundred names in Domesday, 38
per cent, indisputably contain a personal element.

The forms of the genitive case are various. We get

e, en, es, s, one and in. Of these, e has two values :

! Firstly, it represents a, the O.E. gen. pi., as in Prestetun,

the priests' town. Secondly, it represents an or en,

the O.E. gen. sing, of weak nouns, an inflexion which
preserved the liquid n before d and t, and before a

vowel; cp. Sillentone, Wilendone and Totenore.

Thirdly, we have the genitive sing, of the strong

declension in es, and in. 5 after a vowel
;

cp. Bald-es,

Ediv-es, Ham-es, Havoch-es, Hom-es, Wandelm-es
and Wel-es ; and Bo's, Esse's, Fol's and Ri's.

Fourthly, we get one. This is a genitive plural
;

cp.

Avrone for Afrona (— filiorum). Lastly, we get the

Alemannic in and its apocopated form i. These are of

i
great importance and significance

;
cp. my article

contributed to our
4

Collections ' for 1917, Vol. lix.
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I

IV. An Analysis of the Domesday Names of th§

Sussex Hundreds.

Monothemes in
the locative

<6

"tide. 1 Beri- e <

of

the

Aj

:ssives

in

i

ti

o

_g 2

3

Bocs-

Born-

e

e
)er

of

the

<D cn 4 Estrat B
a

O

e
5 Latill- e

%

6 Stapl- e

§w- Uncompounded Patronymics in the

possessive

i Ghesteling- es

ii„ Melling- es

iii Poning- es

IV Staning- es

V Westring-

§m. Undeclined
Protothemes

es

§iv- Dei iterothemes
in the locative

7

8

Berc-

Bred- ford

32

30

9 Bur- bec- e 20

10 Estoc- brig- e 23

11 Fram- fell- e 29

12 Grene sted- e 41

13 Ham. feld- e 28

14 Hen- hert 34

15 Redre- brig- e 23
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A\ Analysis of the Domesday Names of the Sussex

Hundreds—Continued.

f. a. b. c. d. e. /•

16 Redre- fell- e 29

17 Summer. leg 35

IS Ti- feld 27

lt;. Protothemes in the possessive

vi. Avr- one hell- e 33

vii Bab- in rod- e 39

viii Bald- es lei 36

ix Ben- e sted- e 41

X Bex- e lei 36

xi Bos- e ham 32

xii Bo- s grav- e 31

xiii Botting- [e] hell- e 33

xiv Col- e spor- e 40

XV Edin- es ton- e 42

xvi Eldr- i tun- e 43

xvii Es- V burn- e 24

xviii. Es- * werid- e 49

xix Ess- es well- e 48

XX Fal- e mer- e 37

xxi Flex- e berg- e 21

xxii Fol- s alr- e 19

xxiii Ghiden- e troi 46

xxiv Hails- a[s] sted- e 41

XXV Hert- e vei 47

xxvi Ham- es ford 30

xxvii Hauoch- es beri- e 22
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An Analysis of the Domesday Names of the Sussex

Hundreds—Continued.

/. b. c. d. c. fi

XXV111 Hom- C'S treu 45

xxix Pa CT- e ham

PeVGll- es el 26

Prest- Q tun- Q 43

XXX11 Ri- s berp- Q 21

1

xxxiii Ri- s ton- Q 42

xxxiv Sill- en ton- e 42

xxxv Suan- e berg- e 211

xxxvi Tot- en or- e 3&

xxxvii Wandelm- es trei 441

xxxviii Wel- es mer- e 37

xxxix Wil- en don- e 25

xl Wind- e ham 32
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Monothemes in the Locative Case,

1. Bene. This form postulates Kent. *berige. The
true O.E. dative and locative is byrig.* The word at

first meant a small stronghold and eventually a town
or borough. The use of the dative case as a locative

arose from the habit of prefixing or understanding cet,
4

at/ before names of places. This preposition

governed the dative
;

cp. §§21, 22, below.

2. Bocse. The O.E. box, a box-tree, is a loan from
the Latin. It represents bux-um, and u became o just

as it did in copor for cupr-um, 4

copper. '

' 4 Bocse ' ?

may be regarded as the locative case, and the particular

box-tree referred to was, no doubt, a natural feature of

the meeting-place of the men of the hundred.

3. Borne. The O.E. burne means a stream, a spring.

The locative case is human, but in Sx. -an had become
-e. The substitution of o for u is a Norman-French
peculiarity to which we owe 4 4

wolf
'

' and 4 4 son
? r

for the O.E. wulf and sunn. The Norman dialect in

the Xlth century did not possess the sound u at all,

and 5 was the nearest equivalent
;

cp. Gaston Paris 's

preface to his
4 4

Extraits de la Chanson de Poland,
'

'

§ 25. In these extracts we find por for pour, where
Philip de Thaun wrote pur.

The descriptive element borne occurs in Esborne H.,

likewise Eseburne H., and in Aidingeborne, Esseborne,

Nordborne and Wintreburne.

4. Estrat. This form represents O.E. strd't, from
the Latin via strata,

4 4

the covered roadway, '

'
;
cp.

O.E. ncep,
44

turnip," Lat. ndp-um. Old French
preferred to articulate before enunciating initial s plus
consonant. Moreover, the Normans did not recognise
the use of ce, and were constrained to substitute an
a for that curious letter. O.E. ce became ee in later

* In these notes "Kent." and " Sx." indicate

—

the Kentish dialect, and the

Sussex dialect, respectively. " O.E." stands for ' Old English.'
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times; op. eel "eel," needl, "needle," and ncem
4

' neep " as in
' 4

turnip,
'

' which suffered correption.

Kent, yields stret for street.

We get a for ce in the following Sussex names :

—

Staninges for Stseninges.

Babinrode ,, Bsebinrocle.

Falemere ,, Fselemere.

Bosgrave ,, Bosgrseve.

Pageham ,, Paegeham.

5. Latille. This means ' 4

at La Till.

'

5 A fill is

a stake, board, or plank. In the Vlllth-century
Corpus glossary tdbulata is glossed by dille. A tabula

is primarily a board, a plank. Hence tabulata indicates

certain things, sc. houses, covered with boards. The
Normans could not say th, and Sussex folk have since

preferred to say d in this word. So, on one hand we
find Latille, and on the other Dill. The word fille

is feminine, which accords with the prefix la. In Mr.
j

Salzmann's list of Xlllth-cent. hundred names we
find both La Tille and Thille.

6. Staple. This signifies cet fcem stapole, i.e.,
44

at

the pillar " or
44

steeple.
'

' The Norman scribe

omitted the vocalisation before the initial s + t

(contrast
44

Estrat " and 44
Etaples ") and local

pronunciation had already dropped the medial e < o.

§n'. Uncompotmded Patronymics.

i. Ghestelinges. All the names in this section are

patronymics. They are severally in the genitive case

and singular number, some such word as stede being

understood. The O.E. ing and ling are particles

meaning 4 4

son of.
'

' In the Old Northumbrian version

of the third chapter of St. Luke 4 4

the son of HeJi
'

' is
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rendered by ' 4 Heling '

' and Setb is called
u

4

Adam-
ing,"

fck

the son of Adam." These names in ing are

declined as strong substantives and they make their

possessive in ing-es.

The suffix ling was extracted from nouns like

ce^eling,
1

' son of a nobleman, '

' and lytling,
4 4

child,

from lytel,
4 4

little.
'

' The use of ling became common
in the formation of nouns denoting persons

;
cp.

Wright, 44
O.E. Grammar,

1
'

§ 607. It was also

employed in the formation of patronymics ;
cp.

Brightling, Getting, Saxlingham, Bridlington, etc.

The meaning of Ghesteling, then, is
4 4 son of Gest.

The name of Gest appears in Domesday Book
;

cp.

Ellis, list B. The more ancient form of this personal

name is Gist ; and we get that in Ean-gist, the name of

one of Alcuin's disciples (804) ; and in Frithu-gist

and Wulf-gist of 970 and 1130 respectively. The pure
W.S. form is giest < *geasti. The S.E. dialect rejected

this representation of vocalic infection and wrote
simple e for W.S. ie. This yielded gest,

44
guest," in

Kent, and Sx. In Ghestelinges and 44
Guestling " the

h and the u are inserted to maintain the hard sound of g.

ii. Mellinges. The suffix -ing caused palatal infec-

tion of preceding guttural vowels. That is

—

a became w;

w became e ; o>e; d>e ; u>y ; u>y. Consequently
Mellinges indicates i-infection of ce. Whether that
vowel was long or short in the name of the forebear

whose son handed it on to us there is nothing to show.
There are reasons for believing that Mellinges derives

from *Meiinges and that the etymon is Msegla. Msegl-

> Msel- > Meling- > Melling. Mailing is no great

distance from Beddingham, the etymon of which is

Bieda, " and this name is found in Beeding, near
Portslade. It will be remembered that Bieda and
Maegla were sons of Port.

Hi. Poninges. This means 44
at the stead of the son

of Pon, " i.e., Pun. This is the only place-name in
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our first list which has retained the -es of the possessive

down to modern times. *Puning- ought to have
become Pyning- > Pining- ; cp. mils : mys > Sx.

meece. '

' The y, an infection of the vowel u, became
e in Kent, as early as the IXth century. The name was
spelt

'

' Poynings " in the year 1294, when Michael de
Poynings was summoned to Parliament. The local

pronunciation is
' 4 Punnings '

' ; but Punnings and
Poynings are dialectally distinct. With this spelling

compare Barbour's spelling (in 1375) of " Bruce ";
namely, 44

Broyss.

"

iv. Staninges. This signifies
4 4

at the stead of the
son of Stan.

'

' That prototheme enters into the com-
position of a number of O.E. personal names; cp.

Stanheard, Stanwine, Stanmser. But Stan- in com-
position with -ing should undergo palatal infection.

Thus Stan- made Stcening- which became Stening-

in Sx., and is represented by the mediaeval Steyning,

which has undergone correption like Beddingham
(< Bedingaham) and Reading. The Norman record

appears to ignore the infection of the vowel of the

etymon, but the reason is merely scribal; i.e., the
O.E. ce was misrepresented by the letter a

;
cp. Stmt

and Estrat for Street.

v. Westringes. It would be erroneous to find the

etymon of this word in the personal name of Wester ;

the st is Norman here, and it stands for O.E. ht. West-
ringes means 44

at the stead of the son of Wehter.

"

This wouldbe the Kent, form of such a name as Wyhter.
This postulates Middle English *Wighter and in the

Nona? Polls for 1341 we find
44 Wightring " and

4 4 West Wyghtryngg. '

' The modern form is Wittering,

which shews correption, according to rule.
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§m. Undeclined Protothemes.

7. Bercham. This word is of doubtful meaning.
First, if

kk Bercham " were correct, it would mean
<l the homestead by the birch-tree." In West Saxon
a birch was beorc ; in Kent, it was biorc. The modern
k

* birch
5

' is not derived from either but comes from
a by-form birce in which -ce — ch.

Secondly,
44 Bercheham " (D.B. 22b, 24b) however,

is unquestionably the true form. It yields Sx. e for

the gen. sing, an, and the meaning is cet Bercanhame,
4

k

at the homestead of Berca.
'

' For the personal

name, the Alemannic Percwalt (= Bercwald, Beorc-

wald) may be compared, and also the name of a Sussex
priest at the Council of Cloveshoo in 803, sc. Beorcol.

For ham, see no. 32, below.

8. Bredford. No successful attempt has been made
to explain this D.B. form. The correctness of its

identification with Brightford is unassailable, and we
will work backward from the modern form. In the

Xlllth century the name of the hundred of Brightford

and Tarring was " Bretford. " Now, has " d "

become " t " or has something dropped out ? If
4 4 Bred " 44

Bret,
'

' are correct, we cannot explain
4 4

Bright.
5

' In Sx. y was displaced by e, and ill

Middle English 44 gh '

' took the place of A -before
4

" t."

Hence we know that
4 4

Bright
'

' represents Breht

for Bryht, in accordance with rule. The Normans,
however, could not pronounce ht, and they represented

the combination by st in writing, as in
44

Bristel-

mestun '

' and 4 4

Westringes.
'

' Consequently Breht

was written 4 4

Brest.
'

' Now there is a curious class of

scribal errors which consists of misreadings of d as st

and sc, and of st as d. This affords the expianatior of
4 4 Bredford "

; it misrepresents the Norman Brest-

ford for Sussex Brehtford, the modern Brightford.

For ford see no. 30.
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9. Burbece. In Mr. Salzmann's list of the names of

the Sussex hundreds this name appears as
44 Burge-

beche " and " Burbeche. " The e between g and b
|

is euphonic, and the longer name points to O.E.
burgbece. The meeting-place of the men of the
hundred was " at the borough beech-tree. '

'

Cp. nos. 22 and 20 for burg and bece.

10. Estocbrige. " Estoc '

' is the Norman form of

the O.E. stoc, "stock," "trunk," "block." The
second element is the locative case of O.E. bricg,
" bridge "

;
cp. no. 23.

11. Framfelle. " Erarn," if we take the name of

this place as we find it, is a frequently recurring
personal name. But before 6, p, and/, we are placed
in a dilemma ; the true etymon may be Fran-. Of this

we find Frsena, Erana, Frane and Frano.

For felle see no. 29.

12. Grenestede. The O.E. oet ^oem grenan stede

means at "the green site" or spot.

For stede see no. 41.

13. Hamfelde. The O.E. oet ^cem hdmfelda means
" at the homefield."

For feld see no. 27.

14. Henhert. The O.E. cet frmm heart hyrste means
" at the high hurst.

'

' The correption or shortening

of ea is one of the many difficulties that we have no
adequate explanation of. In personal names com-
pounded with Hean (gen. Heanes), we find the same
phenomenon

;
e.g ,

" Hemic,' '
" Henulf,' ' for Heanric,

Heanwulf.

For herst see no. 34.
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15. Redrebrige. The O.E. cet hrydera brycge means
I
1

at the bridge of the oxen." In Sx. y became e,

era was syncopated and became re, and brycge became
bricac in West Sussex. I regard bruge, D.B. fo. 23b
pis) as a mistake for brige ; cp. No. 23.

16. Reredfelle. This form is a scribal one, only.

The slip that the Domesday scribe was copying was
compendiously written and w

, which is the com-
pendium for re, was misplaced. This slip should have
yielded redr, but it must have presented re^d, hence
the scribal error. The true form would be *Redre-
felle. The O.E. cet hrydera felde means " at the field

of the oxen.
'

'

Both E. and W. Sussex were saying hredre for

hrydera at the time of the Great Survey. At a later

date the prototheme appears as " Bother. " We get

this in the Oxfordshire Botherfields, and the place-

names of that county present a number of forms
which appear to reflect Sussex place-names. It is

quite possible that " Rother " is a man's name, sc.

Hro^here.

17. Summerley. As it stands this word means
" Summerlea. " But it is possible that we have a

man's name here ; sc.
' 4 Sumari.

'

' Cp.
' 4 Sumerled '

and '

' Suomarius,
'

' the name of an Alemannic king in

the time of Ammianus Marcellinus, c. 370.

For leg see no. 35.

18. Tifeld. For feld see no. 27. The meaning of

Ti is not clear to me.
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§iv, Denterothemes.

35. leg, 17 ; lei x.

36. leu, win.

37. mere, xx., xxxviii.

38. ore, xxxvi.

39. rode, vii.

40. spore, xiv.

41. stede, 12, ix., xxxiv.

42. tone, xv., xxxiii., xxxiv.

43. tune, xvi., xxxi.

44. trei, xxxvii.

45. treu, xxviii.

46. troi, xxiii.

47. vel, xxv.

48. welle,

49. weride, xviii.

19. aZre (xxii). The O.E. signifies an alder-

tree. Its locative case is aire. In the Vlllth-cent.
Corpus MS. aler glosses alnns, and alneta is equated
with alerholt.

The modern form " erle, " in M Foxerle " exhibits

vocal metathesis of Ir.

20. frece (9). The meaning of bece is not quite

certain. It may be, and probably is, " at the beech
tree." In O.E. bece is fern, and makes its oblique

cases in -an. These are represented by Sx. -e.

The O.E. word also means " beach," " shingle,"

and it sometimes signifies the place whereon the
shingle lies, i.e., the bank, strand, or shore.

21. berge (xxi., xxxii., xxxv). The O.E. beorg repre-

sented an older berg, the e in which underwent breaking
before the vocal contact rg. The word means a
" hill," and the derivative beorgan means " to

shelter.
'

' For rejection of the vocalic breaking cp.

§ iii., no. 7, W.S. beorc, Sx. berc.

22. berie (xxvii), see no. 1, Berie.

19. aire, xxii.

20. bece, 9.

21. berge, xxi., xxxii., xxxv.

22. berie, xxvii.

23. brige, 10, 15.

24. burne, xvii.

25. done, xxxix.

26. ei, xxx. {el).

27. feld, 18, xxv.

28. felde, 13.

29. felle, 11, 16.

30. ford, 8, xxvi.

31. grave, xii.

32. ham, 7, xi., xxix., xl.

33. helle, vi., xiii.

34. hert, 14.

ing-
) 0 ..

.
&

\ see §11.
mges- J

0
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23. brige (10, 15). O.E. brycg, our "bridge,"
formed its oblique cases, in the singular number, in

brycge, and the Domesday form is in the locative.

This form is what we expect in West Sussex where i

represented y < u.

24. burne (xvii). See no. 3, Borne.

25. done, dune (xxxix). The spelling of the Norman
scribes dominated the presentation of O.E. dun in

Domesday. We get Eslindone, Meredone and Raten-

done, with o for u in accord with Norman custom.

Sx. dune only appears in Findune and Haningedune.

O.E. dun signifies a flat-topped hill or down and
dunlcendisc means " hilly,"

44 mountainous." The
locative case is dune.

Some philologists have assured us that dun is
' 4

Celtic.
'

' In insular Celtic dun means a stronghold,

a fortress, and Celtic d postulates O.E. t at the begin-

ning of words that had the same origin. E.g., Welch
diuy (fern.) - O.E. twa, " two "

; Welch dant = O.E.

top- (from older *tan^) "tooth"; and O.E. tear

(from *teahur)
44

tear = Welch dagr. Hence the

Celtic dun postulates O.E. tun, the familiar word
which originally meant 44 an enclosure.

'

'

26. ei (xxx).
' 4 Penevesel

'

' and 4 4

Peuenesel '

'

have final I for i. This was dictated by the desire to

make a pun.
4 4

Peofenesei " = 44
the island of

Peofena,
5

' and the Norman scribe turned enesei into

inset, thus equating *Pevi insula with
4 4

Peofenes ei.
'

'

We may find a similar lapse in the attempt made to

explain Shotover, in Oxfordshire, as Chateau Vert.

27. feld (18), felde (13),/eZZe (11, 16, xxv). The O.E.

feld, our field, and the East Sussex 44
vel, " did not

necessarily signify an enclosure ; it often indicated a
tract of open country. In the Vlllth-century Corpus
MS. scamma is glossed feld. The word a-iaxju^a meant
4 4

a place set apart for wrestling
'

' (Cselius Aurelius)

;

so the idea of enclosure was present at a very early

date.
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The Sx. felde for felda is the locative and within the

county we get felle in Benefelle, Cedesfelle, Montifelle,

Nedrefelle, Eedrefelle and Sifelle. The gemination of

I for Id appears elsewhere
;

e.g., we get it in Inglefelle

and Gamenesfelle, both in the Berkshire D.B. In the

Sx. Hertevel (D.B. fo. 21b) we have the same changes
as are present to-day in the local pronunciation of the

name of Mayfield, sc.
44

Mayervel. " The hundred-
name of Hawfelt would, perhaps, indicate that in Sx.

the early form of feld was felf ;
cp. Bede,

4 4 Historia

Ecclesiastica, " 44 Hse^fel^ " and 44
Lyccidfel/%

'

'

for Hatfield and Lichfield. Ifelt, also, occurs in D.B.
(fo. 29a). The Normans habitually said t for O.E. f? ;

cp. Latille (supra, No. 5) for faille, and Wapingetorne
(fo. 28a) for Wcepingaj^orna. Forms in felt are also

to be found in the Berkshire D.B.
;

e.g., Bradefelt for

Bradfield ; and Soanesfelt for Shenfield.

30. ford (8, xxvi). This is our word 4 4

ford.
'

' We
appear to have a locative in Bradfota (D.B., fo. 16b).

This is merely a scribal error for Bradford [with t::r

and a::d].
(

44
:: "is used for misrepresenting).

31. grave (xii). The O.E. grcef means a trench and
also a grave and a cave.

32. ham (7, xi., xxix., xl). There are three suffixes

in local names which are identical in modern spelling,

but divergent in history, and quite distinct from each
other in origin. These are ham, hamm or homm, and
ham. The first has the sense of enclosure or place

fenced in. The modern English
44 hem " is con-

nected with this. The second means a bend, a ham
(applied to a river bend). The third is our 4 4 home '

'

in which O.E. a has become o, according to rule
;

cp.
4 4

stone, " 4 4 hone '

' and 4 4

bone,
'

' for O.E. stdn, hdn
and ban. This is often shortened to

—

ham : (1) when
bearing the stress as in

4 4 Hampstead ';'
; (2) when

occurring in the second place in local names, as in
4 4 Burnham.

'

5

It must be remembered that it is not
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Sx. to say
k k West 'm,

'

' or the like. The local dialect
yields West-Ham, Bay-Ham, Withy-Ham, etc.

The three hams cannot always be distinguished,

but a general rule put forth by Prof. Skeat is of great
utility. It is as follows : In '

' possession
'

' names
ham = ham ; in descriptive ones ham = hamm. The
Domesday record yields about sixty Sussex names in

ham. The temptation to the hurried scribe to write
" ha," the compendium for ham, hame, which he did
in all but three or four instances, has prevented us
from receiving the locative through D.B.

33. helle (vi., xiii). In Kent, e equates W.S. y, the
palatal or i-infection of u. Thus W.S. bysig, yfel and
synn are represented in Kent, by besig, efel and senn
(our " busy," " evil " and " sin"). Hence Kent,
helle = W.S." hylle, i.e., cet hylle. The form " hull

"

for uninfected *hulli is also found in Bottynghull, in the
Hundred Rolls for Sussex. Compare Patshull and
Wintershull.

34. herste (14). The O.E. hyrst means a thicket or

copse, a place overgrown with brushwood. In this

word y is the infection of u caused by a final i which
disappeared at an early date. This older *hursti

postulates Kent, and Sx. herst. In these dialects
4

' herst
'

' means a wooded eminence. In Piatt

Deutsch the ending horst (
= hurst) is frequent. It

occurs near the Weser and it means a thicket and an
eyrie.

The Domesday forms are divergent and inaccurate,

We get the true locative in Citeherste (D.B. Tite-),

Herste and Werste (for *Ewherste). Omission of r

occurs in Bellest, Biochest, Crohest and Penehest.

Henhert and Salhert appear to show omission of s.

But they may be judged to be scribal errors for *Hen-
hest and *Salhest.

35. lege (17), lei (viii., x). There are three forms
assumed in Sussex by the locative case of O.E. leah.

H
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This means a tract of land which has been cleared <|

forest. The modern word is " lea." The thre

forms are divergent, but, with the exception of tBI

Alemannic gen. in -in, they are the most interestin

of all those that are preserved in the Domesday recori

for Sussex. Their history reveals — first, mor
ophthongisation, or condensation of the long diphthonl

ea into the long vowel e, which is in accord with thfl

rule
;

secondly, the adoption of the consonantal
J

which is so peculiar a feature of the S.E. dialect ; ancl

thirdly, the syncope or falling out of g in lige > lie.

The noun leak is both masculine and feminine!

The masc. declension is said to be the later one. Thj
word may be declined in five different ways, a

follows :

—

Sing. Fern.

Noin. leah.

Gen. leage, lea.

Dat. leage, lea.

i i

Sing. Masc.
Nom. leak.

\

Gen. Heages, leges, leas.
j

Dat. liege, lege, lea, lige.

The oldest dative leage may be regarded as the

normal locative. In later times and in West Sussex' 1

the diphthong ea of the locative became ie and after

monophthongisation i. Previously to this ea under-
went condensation before g and became e according
to rule. Hence heage, leage, teage, eltge, became
hege, lege, lege and ege, and finally,

'
' high, " " 6

-ligh,
'

'

" tye " and " eye." The loc. lige having dropped
the spirant g (=y) became lie.

These several processes eventually yielded (1) lege,

after monophthongisation
; (2) lei, after substitution

of consonantal i for spirant g + e ; and (3) lie, after

monophthongisation and falling out of g. These
forms occur as follows :

—
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1. lege (> -lev) : Siimmerlege, Warlege and
FarUga (for -lege). D.B. fo. 24a, 22b. These
names were set down by English stewards or at

their dictation.

2. lei (> -ly = -ligh) : Getingelei (D.B. has
k

* Cetelingei,
'

' 22b, with scribal metathesis of el),

Bexelei, Ovelei (28b ; now WoolfTy) and Wantelei.

All these names exhibit the consonantal i of the
South Eastern dialect and at some period they
eventually became 4

' ligh
5

' in sound though
not in spelling. Morleia (fo. 28b) belongs to this

group and was, no doubt, Norman.

3. lie (> ly) : Ambrelie, Berchelie, Bogelie,

Horselie, Langelie, Rameslie, Sepelie. Some of

these are West Sussex and as lie is not purely
Kentish in dialect I doubt whether any of them
can rightly be made to rhyme with ' 4

ligh.
'

'

36. leu (3). The O.E. hloew was represented by
leu in Sx., and eventually by 4

' low.
'

' The Domesday
scribe omitted the final minim from Baldesleu, just as

he did from Wandelmestreu. The meaning of Meow,
hied (from which h dropped in Sx.) is a

44
shelter," a

4 4

refuge,
'

' and also a
4 4

protector, "a 4 4

covering.
'

'

It is closely connected with hlcbw,
4 4

hill,
'

'

4 4 mound, '

'

and also a cave. The Alemannic for a
4 4

grave

'

5 was
leo, with which compare the Sx. leu.

Cp. 44, 45, treu, infra.

37. mere (xx., xxxviii). This O.E. word means a
4 4

pool, "a 4 4

mere.
'

' It occurs in Bergemere, Chemere,

Dodimere, Falemere, H., Felesmere, Stammere, Tange-
mere, Welesmere, H.

The history of the word is clear ; mere <*ina3ri, =

Germanic *mari, Old High Dutch meri <*mari. The
Corpus Glossary yields

—

stagnum : mere.

38. ore (xxxvi). The O.E. dra means 44 bank,"
* 4

shore,
'

' or margin. '

' We get it in Sussex in
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'

' Kynor ' 5 and 4 4 Bognor, '

' and it occurs in
4 4

Ore, ' I

by Hastings. It is cognate with the Latin ora, and
happens to be identical with it in form though purely

O.E. Very early examples are
4 4 Cymenes ora, " 4 4

the
ore of Cymen, '

' and 4 4

Cerdices ora, " 44
the ore of

Cerdic "
;

cp.
4 4 Saxon Chronicle,

'

' annals 477, 514.

Ora, ore, makes its oblique cases in oran, and that, after

n fell away, was represented in Sx. by ore
;

cp. Codnore
(MS. Coonore, with which cp. Heloremannestune for
44

Eldre- " in the Berkshire Domesday), Icenore>

Totenore, Waningore.

39. rode (vii). The O.E. rod is a feminine noun,
meaning 4 4

cross, " 44
holy rood.

'

' In the Corpus
Glossary furcimen (a gallows) is glossed by wcergrood

which also means a gallows (from wcergian,
44

to con-

demn. '

') The doubling of the vowel o was an eighth-

century device to indicate that the vowel was long.

40. spore (xiv). This is ambiguous. The O.E. spor

means a
44

track," 44
a trace." O.E. spora means

4 4

spur
'

' (spura). The first makes its dat. in spore,

the other in sporan. Both datives would have fallen

together in spore in Sx. by 1085.

41. stede (12, ix. xxiv). The O.E. stede means a
4 4

place.
'

' Organically it is the same word as the Latin
status. It represents a Germanic *stathi (>*stsedi

> O.E. stede). In course of time the word came to

mean a home station, settlement or farm.

42. tone (xv., xxxiii., xxxiv).

43. tune (xv%
.
, xxx% ). The second of these is pure

O.E. The former is an accommodation to Norman
French, which had no u. Our place-name suffix -ton

is the unemphatic form of the O.E. tun, our
4 4 town '

'
;

cp.
4 4 brown, " 4 4 shrowd, " 4 4

clout. " 4 4

loud,
'

' with
hrun, scrud, chit, Mud. The original sense of the word
was 4 4

enclosure
'

' (for purposes of defence). It

usually signified a collection of dwellings. The Corpus
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Glossary gives conpetum: tuun, j^rop. A conpeturn or

iompitum is a place where roads cross each other.

44,45. treu (zxviii., xxxvii). As Sx. leu has become
Mod. k

' low," we expect to find Mod. " trow" in

S

4 Holmestrow ' 5 and 4

4

Gostrow,
'

' preceded by treu

in Domesday names. That we actually do get in

Homes-treu. In the Hundred Rolls "Gostrow" is

represented by Gosetreu and Gosetreive. In Mr.

palzmann's list of Xlllth-century hundred names we
get both 64 Gosetrowe " and " Holmestrowe. " The
last appears in the H.R. as Holmestrouhe (misread

-tronhe). Now what is the Sx. treu ? The form is

found in the VHIth-century Corpus Glossary wherein

plunas (< primus) is glossed plumtreu, and bapis (an

error for Ba^e',
44 dipping,"

44 dyeing ") is glossed

treuteru, i.e., tree-tar. The normal O.E. for
44

tree " is

treow, tred. The nominative form tred, after mono-
phthongisation, became *tre, our

44
tree "

; while the

locative case, cet treowe yielded Sx. treu
4 4 trowe

'

' and
Mod 4 4

-trow.
'

'

46. troi (xxiii). This word indicates that the

gathering-place of the men of the hundred lay near a

trough or hollow in the hills
;

cp. Trough by Bowland,
Co.Westmoreland. The O.E. troh, trog, became
44

trough " and 44 trow "
;

compare O.E. tdh with
Mod. 4 4

tough, " 44
tow.

'

' The locative cet troge

dropped the g (> y) in Sx. and 44 ye ' ' became i.

47. vel (xxv). See no. 21, feld.

48. welle (xix). In this word the Sx. medial e stands

for the W.S. y, which is a late representative of ie,

the infection of ea. Thus *walli > *wielli > wiell >
wyll, a

44
spring." The O.E. wyll is masc, but there

is also a weak feminine form wylla. The former made
its locative in wylle, the latter in wyllan. The Sx.

welle may represent either.

49. weride (xviii). The scribal variants of this
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form in Domesday are instructive. They are ail
follows :

—

1, fo. 17a es-weride.

2, fo. 17a isi-wirde.

2, fo. 24a isi-wiridi.

4, fo. 29a isi-werit.

The first of these is the purest form of all. The
f

third, isiwiridi, is fanciful. The fourth presents}!

Norman t for O.E. /\

The modern name is Easwrithe. In Mr. Salzmann 's|

list of Xlllth-cent. forms we find Esewrithe. In thejl
44

Rotuli Hundredorum " of 1274 we get EswryiheM
The true Sx. form indicated may be judged to be

||

*Eseweride for *Eseweri^e. This equates i£saw|

wri/^an, i.e.,
44

at Esa's ring or fence." Cp. Skeat,|
44 Place-Names of Cambs.," pp. 42, 43, and 44

Place-

1

Names of Herts," pp. 61, 62.

§ V. PrOTOTHEMES IN THE POSSESSIVE CASE.

vi. Avronehelle. For helle see no. 33. The form
avrone is E. Sx. for *aforona > afrona, i.e.,

44
of the

sons,
'

' and the name Avronehelle means 4 4

at the hill of

the sons." The ending -ona is gen. pi., but it is

irregular
;

cp. Wright, §400, p. 188, 1. 19. The form
ona reflects the Old Saxon gen. pi. -ono. The W.S.
form is eaforena. But 4 4

ealu, and forms like eafora,

heafoc, etc., which are common in poetry, are all

originally from the Mercian dialect "
(§78, 3). With

heafoc, which shows Mercian o-infection of a, contrast

Sx. Hauochesherie wherein o-infection is rejected.

vii. Bahinrode. For rode see no. 39.
4 4 Eabin ' 5

is

the possessive case of an Almain name Babo > O.E.
Baeba. The place-name means 44

at Babb's rood, or
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* boss.

'

5 The Domesday form Babinrerode has
redundant re. In the Pipe Roll of 31 Hen. I. (1130),

we rind Babirote. This form shows syncope of n as

in Alitun, Chensitun, Eldritun, which have severally

become Allington, Kensington, and Aldrington. The
modern name of this hundred is Gostrow.

viii. Baldesleu. The Domesday form is Baldeslei ;

cp. no. 36, leu.
4

4

Baldes '

' is the possessive case of

the ppr. name Bald, Bald-ceg, and the place-name
means at " Bald's grave mound." The W.S. form is

Beald, and that also makes its possessive in -es
;

cp.

Bealdes sol, in Searle 's
4 4 Onomasticon.

'

'

ix. Benestede. For stede see no. 41. The full form
should be (Et Benes stede. The e of Ben was probably
short, and 4 4 Benes '

' is Sx. for Bynes
;

cp. Byni, the

name of a clerk in the Durham 4 4

Liber Vitse.
'

' The
modern name of the hundred is Avisford,,and Binstead
represents the Domesday name.

If Ben had e then it may be Sx. for a W.S.* Ba?n-;

or Byne < Bitni (continental); cp.
44 Buna," a

Kentish witness, 762.

x. Bexelei. For lei see no. 35. The second e in

the name must be regarded as intrusive and euphonious.
44 Bex " is the syncopated form of Becces, the posses-

sive case of Becci, Bycci. This hundred-name means
4 4

at Beckes lea.
'

'

xi. Boseham. For ham see no. 32. The oldest

form of this name occurs in Bede,
44 H.E." IV., xiii.,

p. 231, as
44

Bosaahain in. This means 44
at Bosa's

enclosure.
'

' Bosa is an infrequent name. It was
borne by an Archbishop of York (678-705), and it

occurs in the
44 L.V.D.

"

xii. Bosgrave. For grav see no. 31. Bos would
appear to be the possessive case of Bo. A ppr. name
Bode, possessive Bodes, would also yield the resultant

we are dealing with. Cp.—Bodes > *Bods > *Boz.
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xiii. Botingehelle. For helle see no. 33. The
Domesday form Botingelle is syncopated ;

cp. But-

tingtune, Saxon Chronicles, annal 894, p. 87. The
Norman o points to O.E. u, and the place-name means
" at the hill of the sons of Biita. " This does not

occur in Searle's " Onomasticon. " Bota, however,
is to be found in " L.V.D.," 645; but the modern
form of Buttinghill and the O.E. one of Buttingtune

would seem to require the rejection of Bota when
considered together.

xiv. Colespore. For spor, spur, see no. 40. Cole

is Sx. for Golan, the possessive case of Cola. The
meaning of the word is obscured by punning in the

modern name, which is Goldspur.

xv. Ediuestone. For tune see no. 42. The sylla-

bification of this name cannot be Ediue-stone, though
Ediue really is the possessive case of the fern. ppr.

name Edive or Eadgifu. Moreover, the story in

Walter Map 's " Nugae Curialium,
'

' about basium
ecclesiasticum and Boseham might be applied. But
O.E. a had not become o [i.e., stan > stone) by 1066.

In Domesday, in addition to Ediuestone in Suthsex, we
get Edeuestone in Somerset (93 b), and Eddevetone in

Berks (57b). In the Pipe Roll for 31 Hen. I. (1130),

we find Edivehurst. Now " Edeues " would point
to a masc. ppr. name *Eadefe, and perhaps that really

occurred. It would be compounded of the frequently
occurring prototheme ead and geve. The latter appears
as the name of an Abbot of Craike, c. 880 ; v. Symeon
of Durham.

xvi. Eldritune. For tune see no. 42. The modern
name Aldrington means 4i

the fort of the sons of

Aldr.
'

' But that name is not known to Searle. In
the Old High Dutch sagas there occurred an Aldrian.

He was of Troneg or Tronje, which was supposed to be
Troy. A name Aldri should become *Eldri in O.E.,

and the inflexional ending n may have been omitted
by the Norman scribe. In Domesday Aldrington
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should have appeared as *Eldringetune. Both
Aldrynton and Aldryngton are found in the Nonse Rolls

( 1341 ). The personal name is also found in Aldersgate,

Aldershot and Alderney.

xvii. Eseburne. For burne see no. 3. Ese would
appear to present the Sx. for Esan, the possessive case

of Esa. That name is found in the pedigree of the

Kings of Bernicia as Oesa, which points to* Oesi, the

i-infection of *Osi. The place-name means Esa's
burn and Esa is the pet form of some masc. ppr. name
which had Esi as it prototheme

—

sc. Ese-gar.

xviii. Eseweride. For this name see weride, No. 49.

xix. Esseswelle. For tvelle see no. 48. Esses is

the possessive case of a personal name the Norman
French form of which would be Esse. This represents

*Sce, and it is the antecedent of Shoy-, Shoe- and
Scow—which occur respectively in Shoyswell, Shoes-

well and Scoweswell. As a prototheme the form
Sceo occurs in the name of Shoeburyness in the Saxon
Chronicles at annal 894, p. 87. Sceoh and Scoh are

variants of the same name in which sc was palatal, i.e.,

it —sh
; cp. Wright, O.E. Grammar, §128, note.

This form occurs as a deuterotheme in
44 And-scoh-

esham '

' ;
Birch,

' 4 Cartularium Saxonicum,
'

' No.
CLIX. It is this inflexional form, viz., Scohes, which
is responsible for the mediaeval Scowswell and the
modern Shoyswell. The form in D.B. postulates
*Shee's well, but I have never met with that. In
the " Rotuli Hundredorum " for 3 Edw. I. (= 1274)
Showell occurs. In much later times the Sx. name for

the Bon Chretien pear was Bone Chroytien. Cp.
Poynings : *Peninges <*Puninges.

xx. Falemere. For mere see no. 37. Fale is Sx. for

Falan, the possessive case of the masc. ppr. name
Fala or Fsela. The form Faeli, possessive Faeles, is

known
; cp. Searle, p. 589. The hundred name

means ' 4

at Faela 's mere.
'

'
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xxi. Flexeberge. For berge see no. 21. In the
44

Rotuli Hundredorum " for 1274, this name occurs

as Faxeberge, Faxeberwe, Faxberwe and Faxisberge.

In the modern name the I of D.B. is re-instated. But
there is no masc. ppr. name Flecci on record. We
seem, however, to get an indication of it in the modern
Fletching. In Domesday this appears as Flescinges.

In Kemble's 44 CD." VI., 288, we get a possessive
44

Flecges," and such a form would yield Flex (with

euphonic e), as in Flex-e-berge.

xxii. Folsalre. For aler see no. 19. In the
" Rotuli Hundredorum " (1274) this name appears as

Foxherle. Another document in the same century
yields Foxelre, and the modern name is Foxearle.

The true form and meaning are *Fulces aire,
44

at

Fulk 's alder.
'

' The letter c was omitted (accidentally,

no doubt) by the Norman scribe, and the unusual
metathesis—elere > *erele > erle supervened. For
the personal name Fulc cp. Sx. Fulking.

xxiii. Ghidenetroi. For troi see no. 46. Ghidene
is a West Sussex form with i for earlier y. The h was
set down after the g to preserve its true character just

as u is inserted by us. Gyden is a goddess. It makes
gydene in the gen. sing, and gydena in the gen. pi.

The Sx. final e would represent the a of the gen. pi.,

and the hundred-name means 44
at the trough of the

goddesses.
'

'

xxiv. Hailsastede. For stede see no. 41. The forms
in D.B. are Ailsaltede H. (fo. 20a) and Hailesaltede H.

(fo. 18b). Hai here is the Norman French presentation

of O.E. Hge, and Hals was the eponymous ancestor of

the Hselsingas of
44 Widsith." A similar form, Weds,

made its gen. Wcelses (cp. Beowulf, 1. 897), hence we
may assume that Heels made its gen. Hcelses. This

would be represented in D.B. by Hailsas. The
meaning of *Hailsasstede is

44
at the stead of Haels.

'

'

The diphtong ai is uncommon in D.B., but the form
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* k

Aissera,
'

' for the modern Esher, leaves no room for

doubt as to its quantity.

xxv. Hertevel. For vet see no. 47 > 27. Herte is

Sx. for Hertan, the possessive case of Herta
;

cp.

Hartington and Hertinges. In the Xlllth cent,

we find
44 Hertefeud " (''Rot. Hund."). The mean-

ing is
44

at Herta 's field,
'

'

xxvi. Hamesford. For ford see" no. 30. The
Norm. Haines = Sx. Ha^mes, the gen. of Ha3mi. The
name means ' 4

at Hsemi 's ford.
'

'

xxvii. Hauochesberie. For berie see no. i. Hauoches
is the Norm, representation of Sx. Hafoces. This is

the possessive case of Hafoe,
4

' Hawk, '

' used as a

man's name
;

cp. Goldhavoc, the name of a moneyer,
temp. Henry II. The meaning is "at the stronghold
of Hawk.

xxviii. Homestreu. Homes is the possessive case of

Horn or Homi. In the Xlllth cent, we get Holmestre
and Holmestrouhe (MS. -onhe). The modern form is

Holmestrow. As the I is found in the Hundred Rolls

so early as 1274 it is unsafe to assume that it is intrusive

in the modern form. No form or name Horn is known,
but there is a name 44 Holmcetel " in L.V.D. The
o in O.E. holm is short, but the falling out of I would
give it length. In Old Norse this o is long.

On the other hand, Homes postulates an O.E.
Hi!mi ; cp. Hammus. It is not admitted by phono-
logists that O.E. a became 6 in the Xlth cent.

For treu see no. 44.

xxix. Pageham. For ham see no. 32. The Domes-
day Page represents the Sx. for Psegan, the gen. of

Pa3ga. This P-name was born by a provost of

Carlisle in 685. Another occurrence is found in 803,

in which year an abbot of the name is found in the list

of prelates at Cloveshoo. The meaning is
1

L

at

Psega's home" or, perhaps, enclosure.
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xxx. Pevenesel. The suggestion behind this curious

presentation of O.E. Pefenasea is that the word
contains the Latin root insul. That 44

ea " means
insula here is quite certain. A similar pun may be
found in

4 4

Stultinges,
'

' the perpetration of which the

Norman scribe could not avoid when transcribing

Sultinges. The presentation of Esewride as " Isiuuiridi
"

is another instance of playfulness.

The forms in the Saxon Chronicles are Pefenas,

Pefenes, Peuenes and Pefnes. The aftertheme appears
as ea, ce and ce. The first is undoubtedly ea < *seo <
Germanic au. In Bede this appears as eu in
4 4 Beardaneu '

' and 4 4

Peartaneu.
'

' In
4 4 Widsith 5

5

we find a form

—

Wiolan e, and e here = ce in the

Peterbor
o

' Chronicle form 44
Pefenesse, " in annal

1101. The meaning of the word is
44

Pefena's
Island.

'

' The man's name 4 4 Pefena '

' is an extended
form of

4 4

Peufa,
'

' which is to be found in the Durham
44

Liber Vitse" (No. 621) of the VHIth century.

There is nothing to indicate the length of e in Pef-.

We now say
4 4 Pemsey" in Sx., but that is no criterion.

Compare stepfather < ^stepfather < steop-faeder <
steupfsedser, also ^eof and ^eof^ 44

thief " and
44

theft."

xxxi. Prestetune. For tune see no. 43. Preste is

Sx. for preosta, gen. pi., and the name means 44
at the

tun of the priests.
'

'

xxxii. Risberge. For berge see no. 21.
44

Bis " is

the reduced gen. of a proper name Riddi. There was
a thane of this name under King Offa of Mercia, and
we get the regular patronymic Ridding. The place-

name means 4 4

at the hill of Riddi.

'

5

xxxiii. Ristone. This can only mean 44
at the tun

of Riddi "
;

cp. no. xxxii., and for tone see no. 42.

xxxiv. Sillentone. For tone see no. 42.
4 4

Sillen-

tone " and 44
Silletone " are not mistakes for Single-

tone. That is an impossible form in O.E.
44

Sillen
"
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is the possessive case of Sillo or Silo
;

cp. Siliheri in

Forstemann, col. 1102. The word means " at the

tun of Silo.
'

' The indication afforded by it is

Alemannic. Intermediate forms between 4 4

Sillentone
' r

and ' 4

Singleton
'

' are *Sillingtun and *Singlatun

(with metathesis); cp.
44

Cetelingei " for *Cetingelei,

Chiddingly.

xxxv. Suaneberge. For berge see no. 21. The form
indicates Swa?ia, gen. pi. ,

' 4

of the herdsmen.
'

' The
word means ' 6

at the hill of the herdsmen. '

' Cp. e for

a (gen. pi.) No. xxxi.

xxxvi. Totenore. For ore see no. 38. Toten is the

possessive case of Totta
;

cp.
'

' Totta,
'

' Bishop of

Selsey, c. 785 ;

4 4

Tota,
'

' a Sussex witness, 772 ;

4 4

Totta,
'

' a monk in the L.V.D. The meaning is
4 4

at

Totta's shore."

xxxvii. Wandelmestreu. For treu see no. 44.

Wandelmes is the regular possessive of Wand-helm
; cp.

4 4 Wantelmus '

' in L.V.D. The meaning is
4 4

at

Wandelm 's tree.
'

' The final minim of u was omitted
by the Domesday scribe who wrote Wandelmestrei.

xxxviii. Welesmere. For mere see no. 37. If e = s&

here we must assume *Wa3lesmere and that means,
44

at Well's pool." Cp. Wcels leak, and the personal
names Wael-gist and Wael-theof

.

xxxix. Wilendone. For done see no. 25. I regard
en as the possessive case of Alemannic names in o.

The name then means 4 4

at Willo 's down. 5 '

xl. Windeham. For ham see no. 32. Winde is

Sx. for Windan, and Windanham means 44
the home

of Winda. " Winda is the pet or shortened form of

such names as Windhere, Wined-wulf. There is also

a man 's name Wenda
;

cp. Wendy and Wendanbeorh,

B.C.S. 931 ; and Wenda given by Forstemann, No.
1252.



PRIMITIVE SUNDIALS ON WEST
SUSSEX CHURCHES.

By H. MICHELL WHITLEY.

On many of the old parish churches of Sussex,

as in other Counties, are to be found primitive sundials

cut generally on the quoins and jambs of windows
and doors.

These primitive dials are known as scratch dials

from being in many cases lightly incised, and their

origin and use has given rise to many theories which
it is not necessary to discuss here as it is now generally

accepted they were used to tell the hours for the

services as well as indicating time.

These dials differ from the more modern true sundial,

firstly, in being cut on the stones of the church itself

instead of on a plate set to face due south to allow

for the variation of the church from due east and
west, and secondly the style or gnomon is inserted at

a right angle and not sloping at an angle which varies

according to the latitude of the place.

These dials also never have figures to denote the
time until the XVXth and XVXXth centuries.

There has thus been in historic times a mode of

marking time and services. First, the Saxon dials,

which went out of use at the time of the Norman
Conquest, then the scratch dial, which continued
until the XVXth century, when the sloping style came
into use, being succeeded by the modern scientific

dial, two good examples of which can be seen on
Chichester Cathedral.

The introduction of clocks in large churches and
monasteries took place in the XXXXth century, and
they were fairly general in such buildings in the

early part of the next, and for many years they have
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become general in our churches. Reverting now to

the Saxon dials, the most noteworthy is a superb
example on the south porch of Kirkdale Church,
Yorkshire, the inscription on which fixes the date

between 1063 and 1065 ; the day being divided into

tides. The inscription reads as follows :

' 4 Orm, the son

of Gamel, bought St. Gregory's Minster, when it

was all broken and fallen down, and he caused it to

be made new from the ground to Christ and Saint

Gregory in the days of Edward the King, and Tosti

the Earl.
This is the days' sun mark
At every tide,

And Hawarth wrought me
And Brand, the Priest."

In Sussex we have a fine example of a Saxon dial

on the south porch of Bishopstone Church. The
stone on which it is cut has a rounded top, with a

Greek fret border. The dial is lOin. in diameter.

There are five main rays, which divide the day into

four parts, these have a cross bar on the circle and
project lin. beyond, ending in a dot ; each part is

sub-divided into three by plain lines, thus having the

octave as well as the twelve hour system combined.
Above the dial is the name Eadric, possibly that of

the maker.

It shows prominently five of the seven great

canonical divisions of the day : Matins, Nones, Sext,

Tierce and Vespers ; each of the intervening spaces

being again sub-divided into three, hours, making
up the twelve hours from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. This

dial dates from the Xlth century.

The normal position for a dial to serve any useful

purpose will, of course, be facing the sun on the south
wall of the building, and although some dials are to

be found on the north, they are generally cut on
stones which have been removed from their original

positions, and rebuilt during an enlargement of the

church.
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If there is a priest's door or low side window in

the chancel the most likely spot to find a dial will be
on one of these, sometimes on both ; next one of

the jambs of the south door of the church is the most
favourite spot, and in some churches the southern
quoin stones of the nave or chancel bear these mark-
ings.

On many churches there are several dials ; some of

these may be accounted for by alterations in the

building, and others are copies which served no useful

purpose. The gnomon or style that cast the shadow
was a peg fixed at right angles to the face of the dial,

none of these styles are now intact, but several of the

shanks are still in their holes. These styles were
usually of latten or wood, and a fragment of one of

the former is still in its hole at Bottolphs Church

;

the oak style pegs have mainly decayed away, but
portions have been extracted in several instances.

These ecclesiastical dials would serve roughly to

indicate the hours for the church services.

Tn the earlier dials it will be seen that the rays

do not indicate the whole of the hours from 6 a.m.

to 6 p.m., only a few being cut.

The noon line is marked on practically every dial,

and between 6 a.m. and noon is another line corres-

ponding with about 9 a.m. This was the usual hour
for mass on Sundays and Holidays in English parish

churches in pre-reformation days. Another line is

found between two and three o'clock, the usual time

for vespers, no doubt, however, earlier in winter than

in summer. The dials at Coombes are a good example
of this system of marking. The only useful lines on

a dial are those below the horizontal line through the

stylehole, some dials, however, consist of a complete

circle with radial lines above the style as well as below,

forming a wheel dial. This form is often met with ;

possibly the superfluous lines were added to make a

symmetrical pattern.
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Another type of dial is that on which small pits

are used, either in conjunction with radial lines as at
Climping, or without, as at Ford.

It is thought by some archaeologists that wooden
pegs were inserted in these holes as on the primitive
shepherds' dials which were in use on the Southdowns,
before cheap watches became general ; this might
have been so in some cases, but the pits on the Sussex
dials are not deep enough to hold pegs, whilst the
hole itself is a sufficient mark.
For this paper the majority of the churches between

the Southdowns and the sea have been examined,
and a large number of them measured and drawn,
but the majority do not now possess any primitive

dials, those comprised in the following list being all

that were noted.

The addition in later times of aisles to nave and
chancel and other alterations caused the removal
of the earlier work; some of these incised stones were
again used sometimes reversed in the new work.
The drastic restorations of the last century, and'

retooling face masonry are another cause of the loss

of these primitive dials, large numbers having been
destroyed throughout the country, and those left

are worth saving and protecting as memorials of

village life in England in past centuries.

RAPE OF BRAMBER.

Edburton Church.

1. There is dial mark on the lowest of the stones

of the western jamb of the low side window in the
north wall of the chancel ; it is 6ins. in diameter,

and the rays when in its original position are in the

lower quadrant between 6 a.m. and noon ; it has
been removed from a south wall of the church.

i
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Coombes Church.

2. There are two dials on the middle stone of the
eastern jamb of the priest's door.

1. The uppermost. This dial is imperfect—the
stylehole being wanting. There are four lines only,

the noon line is 4in. in length, the mass line (9 a.m.)

is marked, and one intermediate line ; there is only
one line on the east of the noon line, marking the
hour for vespers.

2. This is a reduced copy of No. 1. The stylehole

is Jin. diameter, the length of the noon line is 2in.

There are no circles around either of these dials,

and they are of a very early type.

There is a hole resembling a stylehole on the same
stone to the east of the stylehole of No. 2, with no
markings around ; it has been suggested that possibly

a painted, instead of an incised, dial might have been
used but natural holes closely resembling styleholes

are often found on the stones used in these

buildings.

Botolphs Church.

3. There is a dial on the eastern jamb of the low
side window in the south wall of the chancel level

with the silk The stylehole is 5ft. above ground
level and fins, in diameter~ the noon line is 2|ins.

long. There is a medial line 5in. in length, and four

lines corresponding to those at Coombes ; one of these

marks the hour for mass, the other for vespers. There
are small pits at the end of the radial lines. The style-

hole is inclined, sloping south-west, a very rare example,
and there is a portion of the style in it which appears

to be of laten, an amalgam of zinc and copper much
used in the middle ages. There is no circle.
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RAPE OF ARUNDEL.

Ferring Church.

4. There is a hole on one of the jambs of the

priest's door in the south wall of the chancel, but no
lines or circles are now visible ; lines might, however,

have been so lightly incised as to have been obliterated

in the restoration of the church. It is in a likely

position for a dial, but only deserves mention.

The centre line of the church is 5° north of true

east and west.

Rustington Church.

5. There is a dial in the east jamb of the priest's

door in the south wall of the chancel ; the stylehole

is 4ft. above the ground level, the noon line is 2|ins.

long.

There is only a small horizontal medial line on the

eastern side of the stylehole, which is fin. diameter.

There are four lines between 6 a.m. and the noon line,

one of them being the mass line ; there is one full

line and a short one between noon and 6 p.m., indicating

the hour for vespers. The dial is enclosed in a circle.

The centre line of the church is 5° north of true

east and west.

Poling Church.

6. There is a dial on the east jamb of the Early
English south door of the nave.

The stylehole is Jin. diameter, the noon line is 2in.

long. There are six radiating rays below the medial
line, one being the mass line, another that for vespers

;

there is no semi-circle.

On the same jamb is a small maltese cross with
pits at the ends of the arms.

The centre line of the church is 17° north of true

east and west.
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South Stoke Church.

7. There is a dial in the centre of a quoin 1 Sin-

square at the south-west corner of the nave. The
height of the stylehole is 5ft. above ground level

it is -Jin. in diameter, and lin. deep, a portion of the
style being in it. The noon line is 3in. in length.

There is a semi-medial line from the stylehole westward,
and there are two intermediate lines in the left-hand

lower quadrant, one being the mass line. There are

two shorter rays in the adjoining quadrant, one
indicating the hour for vespers. There are faint

traces of an enclosing semi-circle.

There is a hole in a quoin stone at the south-east

corner of the nave, but this is probably natural, as

the stone of which the church is built pits easily, and
such holes are common in it.

The centre line of the church is 4° north of true

east and west.

North Stoke Church.

8. There is a dial on the south-east quoin of the
south transept of this church. The stylehole is 4ft. 6in.

above ground level and fin. diameter, the noon line

is 4|in. long.

The dial is a semi-circle, divided by radial lines

into 12 hours.

The centre line of the church is 34° north of true

east and west.

TORTINGTON CHURCH.

9. There is a very doubtful dial on one of the

quoins at the north-west corner of the nave facing

north. It is a circle 5in. in diameter 5ft. above ground
level, with a small hole in the centre, and an equilateral

triangle inscribed within. The markings are very

faint, and there is a rain-water pipe across it which
prevents a close examination of the stone.

This quoin has been rebuilt.
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Ford Church.

10. There are four dial markings at this church.

1. This dial is on a stone at the south-east

•corner of the nave. The stylehole is 3ft. 6in. above
ground level and fin. in diameter, the noon line

is 3in. in length.

This dial consists of a circle of pits or small holes

at the end of radiating lines ; there is no circle line

connecting them ; each of the two lower quadrants
having five dots dividing it into six equal spaces,

giving the 12 hours, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
upper left-hand quadrant has five divisions irregularly

spaced, the right-hand one only one hole ; these

were, of course, useless for the measurement of time.

The stones here bear traces of fire.

2. This dial adjoins No. 1. The height of the

stylehole is 3ft. Sin. above ground level ; there is

no noon or medial line. It is 5|in. in diameter ;

there is no circle or radiating lines, the divisions

being marked by holes, with the exception of the

mass hour, which is shewn by a line also. There
are five holes between 6 a.m. and noon, and one
between noon and 6 p.m.

3. This dial is on the east face of the quoin
stone below No. 2. The stylehole is 2ft. 6in. above
ground level ; there is no noon line, but a horizontal

line through the stylehole. The dial is 4in. diameter,
and the divisions are marked by holes. The quadrant,
from 6 a.m. to noon, has four divisions, as also

that from noon to 6 p.m.

The dial has been continued above the medial
line possibly at a later period, the left-hand quadrant
being divided into four irregular divisions, and the
right-hand into two.

4. This dial is on a quoin stone on the south-east
corner of the nave, two stones below dial No. 2.
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1. Sundial: Ford Church-
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Its centre is 2ft. Bin. above the ground line,

the stylehole is Jin. diameter and very shallow

;

the holes are also very small and of little depth.

The noon line is marked by two pits, as well as the
horizontal medial line. There are three radial lines

in the lower left-hand quadrant, the centre marking
the mass hour, and one in the right-hand quadrant
for 3 o 'clock. There are no divisions in the quadrants
above the medial line.

The markings are very faint, and it is doubtful
if this dial was ever in use.

The centre line of the church is 7° north of true

east and west.

Climping Church.

11. There are three dials on the fine Norman tower
of this church.

1. This dial is on the south-west buttress. The
st}dehole is 3ft. above ground level, fin. diameter,

and lin. deep. The noon line is 2Jin. long, the dial

being 5in. diameter; there are 13 holes arranged
in a circle, with connecting lines to the stylehole,

but no incised circle. The lower left-hand quadrant
is divided into five spaces, the right-hand one into

four, the upper right-hand one into three, and the
left to two, both, of course, useless for the measure-
ment of time. There is a small circle around the
stylehole.

2. This dial is on a quoin stone above No. 1.

The stylehole is 4ft. 3in. above ground level, fin.

diameter, and lin. deep. There is no medial line

or noon line, but only two pits to mark the mass
hour.

3. A rudely scratched dial. The stylehole is

Jin. diameter and very shallow ; the dial is Gin.

diameter, the mass line only being deeply cut in

duplicate lines.
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The south-east quoin of the chancel and the west
jamb of the priest's door are covered with ivy
and could not be examined.

Walberton Church.

12. There are two dials on the east jamb of the

priest's door in the south wal] of the chancel.

1. The stylehole is 4ft. Gin. above ground level,

Jin. diameter and I in. deep, the style being broken
off in it. The noon line is Sin. long, the circle being

Gin. diameter. The rays are five in number in the

lower left-hand quadrant, marking the hours from
6 a.m. to noon. In the adjoining quadrant are three

rays corresponding to the hours 1, 2 and 4 ; there

is a pit at the end of the noon line and those for

2 and 4 p.m.
This beautiful dial was deliberately mutilated

in September, 1917, between the two visits paid
to this church, the initials F. E. and R. I. P. being
cut upon it. Such vandalism cannot be too severely

repudiated.

2. On the third stone below. The stylehole is

2ft. Sin. above ground level and Jin. diameter.

There is a very faint circle 4in. in diameter ; the

noon line is 2in. in length. There are two rays in

the lower western quadrant ; there is no mass line
;

there are pits at the end of each ray.

On the stone above this dial is a hole, but nothing
else.

Binsted Church.

13. There is a very doubtful stylehole on the east

jamb of the Early English south door, with a faint

line from it in the position of the hour for vespers.

This is probably not a dial.

The centre line of the church is true east and west.

Felpham Church.

14. There are two dials in this church on the south
wall.
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1. The stylehole is 4ft. 3in. above ground level,

|in. diameter and |in. deep. The noon line 3Jin.

long, the dial being 6|in. diameter. There is a
semi-circle of holes, but no circle line connecting
them. There are five radial lines in the lower and
four in the right-hand quadrant ; there is no circle.

2. This dial is on a diagonal quoin. The stylehole

is fin. in diameter and lin. deep ; the dial is

surrounded by a circle with holes in it. The noon
line is 3Jin. long, the circle being 6|in. in diameter.

The centre line of the church is 4° north of true

east and west.

RAPE OF CHICHESTER.

Aldingbourne Church.

15. There are two dials on the west jamb of the
orman south door.

1. This dial consists of a circle with radial lines.

The stylehole is 4ft. above ground level and fin.

in diameter. The noon line is Ifin. in length, the
circle being 3Jin. diameter. The quadrant, from
6 a.m. to noon, is divided into four periods by three
lines, the nearest to the noon line being the mass
line. The quadrant, from noon to 6 p.m., is similarly

divided. The upper quadrants are each marked
out into three periods.

2. Below No. 1 on the same jamb. This dial

consists of a semi-circle 3Jin. in diameter ; the noon
line is lfin. long, the stylehole is fin. diameter. The
left-hand quadrant is divided into three spaces of

two hours each ; the right hand is left blank.

On the nook shaft adjoining are three small

crosses with pits at the ends of the arms.

The centre line of the church is 5° south of true

east and west.
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Oving Church.

16. There are two dials on the priest's door in the
south wall of the Early English chancel.

1. A beautiful little dial on the west jamb.
The stylehole is 4ft. 3in. above ground level ; it is

surrounded by a circle of two lines. The noon line

is 2fin. long, the circle, which is double, being

5Jin. in diameter. The quadrant, from 6 a.m.

to noon, is divided by lines, with pits at their ends,

into five equal spaces. There is one imperfect line

only in the corresponding quadrant.

2. In the centre of a stone at the opposite side

of the door. This is a much ruder dial. The stylehole

is 4ft. 3in. above ground level and fin. in diameter
;

it is very shallow (probably blocked by a portion of

the style). The noon line is 2Jin. long, the horizontal

line is very faint, the radial lines have a pit at their

ends ; there is no circle. The quadrant, from 6 a.m.

to noon, has the 9 a.m. mass line and one other,

and the opposite quadrant is similarly divided.

The centre line of the church is 10° north of true
east and west.

Boxgrove Priory.

17. There are two dials on the second buttress of
the south aisle from the east end of the church.

1. A plain circle with the mass line only shewn.
The stylehole is 5ft. 6in. above ground level, Jin.

diameter and lin. deep ; the diameter of the circle

is 7Jin.

2. This dial is more elaborate than the other.

It is fully divided, enclosed in a double line circle,

and a very good specimen of a later date.
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The following churches in West Sussex have been
examined and no dials found on them

Angmering Hardham
Appledram Houghton
Arundel Hunston
Burpham Littlehampton
Bury Lyminster
Donnington North Mundham
Eastergate Pulborough
Findon Tangmere
Goring Westhampnet

.

The Author's sincere thanks are due to our member 9

Mr. C. H. Goodman, who has kindly placed at his

disposal the photographs which illustrate this paper*

He has visited and photographed, or drawn, severa

dials which are not described in this paper, not only

in West but East Sussex, and it is to be hoped that

he will give our Society a paper on them in a future

volume of collections.



NOTES AND QUERIES.

The Editor will be glad to receive short Notes on Discoveries and Matters of

Interest relating to the Antiquities and History of the County, for insertion

in the " Collections," such communications to be addressed to him aP

Barbican House, Lewes.

No. 1.

THE SHRINE AND RELICS OF SAINT RICHARD OF
CHICHESTER, AND RELICS AT WISBOROUGH GREEN

CHURCH.
In Mediaeval times large sums of money had to be raised

from the parishioners and others for the maintenance of the Parish

Church and its services, and amongst the various means adopted,

money was found by the offerings at the shrine of a Saint, or to

the relics of one, which the Parish Church possessed, and in

many cases these offerings amounted to considerable sums.

If possible, some relic of the Patron Saint was acquired.

Chichester Cathedral possessed the shrine of Saint Richard, its

Bishop, rich in jewels, gold, silver and images, and at Wisborough
Green there was a large and varied collection of relics, including

the beard and hair of St. Peter, the Patron Saint of the Church.

St. Edmund, Salisbury, possessed the hand of St. Thomas,
encased in a hand-shaped silver reliquary, and his ring of gold

in an ivory box bound with silver, and the comb, part of a shirt,

and a cruet belonging to the same Saint, a piece of the stole of Saint

Dunstan, and a piece of the skull of Saint Wolfrida (Abbess of

Wilton) standing in a fote of silver and parcel gilt.

St. Piran, Cornwall, had a most valuable asset in the relics

of the Patron Saint, which were not only kept in the church, but
were carried about outside the parish to raise funds. In 1269

the vicar's stipend was stated to be partly made up of the profits

arising from carrying around the Saint's relics. In 1281, in an
inventory taken at St. Piran 's of the goods of the church, there

are enumerated (amongst many other things) a box in which St.

Piran 's head was kept, and a hearse in which was placed the body
of St. Piran for processions. At a visitation of this church in 1331.

it is stated that :

'

' The parishioners continue as before to carry

the relics of St. Piran in an unwarrantable manner to various and
even distant places."
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In 1433, Sir John Arundel bequeathed 40 shillings for the
use of the parish to enable them to enclose the Saint's head
honourably and in the best manner they could devise. When the
little original church, which had been overwhelmed by the sands,
was cleared out in the first half of the last century, St. Piran's
lieadless remains were discovered beneath the altar.

There is no doubt that these relics were greatly venerated,
and that they were resorted to by great crowds down to the time
of the Reformation.

At St. Augustine's, Hedon, on the fair day of St. Mary
Magdalene, the chest of relics was carried around the town in

solemn procession, and a collection made.

These examples show the importance attached to relics, and
the considerable sums brought in by their exhibition.

In 1538 it was ordered that all shrines should be abolished,

and King Henry VIII. issued a commission to Sir William Goring
and William Erneley to repair to Chichester Cathedral and there

to take down the shrine and bones of St. Richard, and to bring all

the silver, gold, jewells and ornaments to the Tower of London.
This was duly done, the shrine razed to the ground, and the jewels

brought to the Tower at a cost of £40.

INVENTORY OF THE PARCELS OF GOLD,SILVER,RELICS,
ORNAMENTS AND OTHER JEWELS, TAKEN FROM THE
SHRINE OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF CHICHESTER,
FRIDAY, 20th DECEMBER—30 HENRY VIII. BY WILL
GORINGAND WILL ERNELEY COMMISSIONERS TO TAKE

DOWN THE SHRINE.

Hereafter folowith the Jewells of Gold Sylver Relykes ornaments
and other Juelles takyn from the shyrne in the Cathedrall Churche
of Chychester the Fryday the 20th day of December the 38th year
of the reyne of our most Drede Sovereyn Lord Henry the 8th by
William Goryng Knight and William Erneley Esquyer Com-
myssoners unto our seid Sovereyn Lord the Kyng to take down
the seid Shyrne with all suche gold sylver juelles relickes and
ornaments of the same and the same shryne to be raized and
destroyed as more pleynly apperith by the seid Commission. The
which gold sylver and other jewelles remanyth in 6 cofers a caskett

and in a little boxe.
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Item first in a shippe Cofer 55 ymages sylver and gilt.

Item in a Iofige cophyii wherein Bisshopp Rycherds bones wher
in 57 ymages of sylver and gilt.

Item three other cofers full of brokyn sylver.

Item a cofer with 3 lokkes that was delyvered by the Deane and
Aivhdekyn with Eelykkes and other Jewelles parcel of the seid

Shyrue.

Item in a litel Boxe 31 Rynges with stonys and 3 other Jewelles.

Item in a Caskett 51 Jewelles sett with stonyes and perlys.

—Exch. T. R. Misc. Books. Vol. 154, p. 102.

RELICS AT WISBOROUGH GREEN CHURCH.
Be yt knone yt ye 15 daye off August yn ye 30th yere off or

spverayne Lorde Kyng Henry the 8th ; I Wyllyam Goryng knyght
have recevyd off Wyllyam Humfre one off the cherchwardyns off

Wysborrow grene these feyned & superstytius relyckes followyng,

before Sir Rolande curat & dyvers other off the sayd parishe.

In primis, A crucyfyx whereof! the fote is sylver & the mydes a
crystall stone contaynyng a lytyll quantity off our ladys mylke
with other bones.

Item an other off ye Tumbe & vestmentes of Sanct Thomas off

Canterberrye.
Item reliques of the hair shirt and bones of Saint James.
Item reliques of the cloak in which St. Thomas the martyr was

martyred.
Item reliques of the blood of Thomas the martyr.
Item of the sepulchre of the Lord.

Item of St. Sebastian the martyr & of Sylvestre.

Item reliques of St. Peter's beard and hair.

Item reliques of St. Giles.

Item reliques of the mount of Olives.

Item reliques of the stones with Which St. Stephen was stoned.

Item reliques of the rechet of St. Edmund Archbishop of Canter-
bury.

Item The comb of St. James.
Also dyvers sage men of ye parishe doth saye and testyfye yt

the foresayd relyckes have been used and offeryd unto tyme
out of mynde.

Item a chymer of Sent Thomas of Canterburye.

Letters and Papers Henry VIII. Vol. 135, p. 90.

H. MICHELL WHITLEY.
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No. 2.

RECENT " FINDS" AT SELSEY.
Three Roman coins found on East Beach Selsey . Not previously

recorded. All base silver or 3rd brasses. Bad condition.

1. Julius Caesar. Obv., Elephant. Leg. cjesar
;

Rev,, Sacrificial Imple-
ments.

2. Antoninus Pius. Obv. Head to R. Leg. divus antoninus
;

Rev.,.

Emperor seated. Leg. divo pio.

3. Clodius Albinus (Emperor in Britain c. 195). Obv. Bust to R. Leg*
d. clod. sept, albin. caes

;
Rev., Pallas with Shield, Lance and Palm.

Leg. MINER, pacif. cos. II.

One important Early British coin has been found on the shore,,

the main interest of which is that, though silver, it was in perfect

preservation. It appears to be unpublished, but Dr. G. Hill (Keeper
of Coins, B.M.), writes : "It comes close to the coins that have
been found in Jersey

—

(Muret-Chabouillet, 10,400, etc.)—and also

in South Hants—(Num. Chron. 1911, Pt. V., fig. 17)—though
these do not show the " eye " at the back of the head. It

is in exactly the same state of oxidation as the silver coins from
Hengistbury.

'

'

A small hoard of early pennies from the Chichester Mint has-

come to light in excavating foundations, but it is not certain

whether they had been deposited with the " animus trovandi."'

They are as follows :

—

(i) Four of Aethelred II.—
(a) ALPINE MO. CIS.

(b) JEDEZTAN MO. CIZE.

(c)
, „ „ ANCLOX.

(d) CYNNA MO. CIZE.

(ii) Six of Edward the Confessor

—

(a) yELFPINE ON. CECEIT.

(6) „. CICEST.
(c) GODPINE ON. CICEIT.

(d) ,, „ CICEST.
(e) PULFRIC ON. CICEIT.

(/) ;> ,, CICEST.
(iii) Two of William I. " Pax pennies."

(a) BRYMAN ON. CIC.

(6) EDPINE ON. CICEST.

Though not of Archaeological interest, I may record the

finding of a fossil -snout of the sword-fish (Histiophorus eocaenicus),

a species hitherto known as a Lower Eocene fossil.

Edward Heron Allen, F.R.S.

Selsey. June, 1918.
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No. 3.

PEVENSEY LEVELS: A CORRECTION.

THE INNINGS OF PEVENSEY LEVELS.
(By L. F. Salzman. Vol. 53).

Ha ving, during the last 17 years, acted as Chairman to the Com-
missioners of Pevensey Levels (which post I have lately resigned

in favour of a younger Commissioner, Lieut. -Col. P. R. Papillon,

D.S.O.), I have taken a great interest in the work and other matters
connected with the Levels, and, amongst other things, I cannot
agree with the statement made by Mr. Salzman on page 49,

vol. 53.

In the decree of 1402 we have the following :

—

c< Tenants from above Tonleghebrigge to Coudennesbrigge
should pay half a share.

"

In his note on the above, Mr. Salzman says :

—

" Tonlegh Bridge (Tunlegh and Tunyleigh occur in the

XlVth Century Court Rolls of Wartling Manor) was Stone Bridge,

at the foot of Barnhorne, and Coudenne or Cooding Bridge was
somewhere near the present sluice."

What I should like to learn is, why in the decree of 1402,

when making orders as to the Levels near Boreham Bridge, Mr.

Salzman suddenly jumps across to entirely another part of the

Level, when we have above Boreham Bridge, and in the same
Level, a bridge now called Tilley Bridge (an Old Hundred Bridge),

and just above this latter another bridge called Cowden Bridge,

a private bridge on Cowden Farm belonging to the Earl of

Ashburnham. The land adjoining these bridges pays half-scot

to the general expenses of the Levels.

Can we not read for " Tonleigh " Tilley, and for Coudenne
" Cowden ? " There is also a Manor of Cowden.

The old road, long disused, can easily be traced from where
Herstmonceux and Wartling Parishes join on the road from
Belhurst to Wartling Hill, through the gardens at Windmill
Hill Place, across the present main road, through the woods in

the North Park at Windmill Hill over Cowden Bridge, past the

farmhouse, and to the east of Bodle Street to Bucksteep. This

road left the present Belhurst and Wartling Hill road at the point

where the old fence of Herstmonceux Park touched the road.

I have no doubt in my own mind, but that Mr. Salzman
has made a mistake in these bridges in his otherwise interesting

paper.

K
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The old brick bridge over Waller's Haven, on the main road
from Lewes to Battle, known as Boreham Bridge, between the

Parishes of Wartling and Ninfield, was pulled down in 1914 15

and re-instated by the County Council with an ugly girder bridge.

Herbert Curteis.

[By a sad coincidence the proof of this note reached me at the

same time as the news of the death of Mr. Curteis. His knowledge

of the neighbourhood of Pevensey was extensive, and I think his

suggestion is certainly correct.—Editor
J.

No. 4.

FIRE-BACK FROM THE OLD ANCHOR INN AT HART-

FIELD, NOW IN PENNYSYLVANIA.

The inhabitants of one of the foremost and smokiest of the

iron cities of the modern world have now the opportunity of

examining work in the same material that was turned out in bye-

gone days at what is to-day, at any rate, one of the quietest and
most placid of the villages of the Sussex Weald. Mr. Carnegie

has placed in the famous institution that he founded years ago

in Pittsburgh (the Carnegie Institute), a very plain old fire-back

of Sussex iron, which was probably made at Buxted. He secured

it by purchase from the Garrett family, whose members were long

in the service of the De la Warrs, a house which, by the way, has

given its name (now spelled Delaware) to a State, a river, a tribe

of Indians, a county in Pennsylvania, and a university town in

Ohio, within the territory of the American union.

The fire-back (which is exhibited in the immediate vicinity

of a flying machine) is, on an average, a little over one inch thick,

and very roughly made. Its top is formed by a semi-circle rudely

made up of eight straight sides. In the centre, very much worn
by fires, are the royal arms in high relief, with crown surmounted
by a cross above. The surrounding motto, " Honi soit qui mal y
pense " is very nearly illegible. The only other mark is the date

(1589) high up on the left side, the " 5 " being in the common
Elizabethan form of an elongated " S. " The number-plates

slightly project and display, with rather unusual clearness, how
the figures could be adjusted without changing the whole mould.

For centuries this back was in the old Anchor Inn at Hart-
field, for which hostelry it seems likely that it was originally

made.
. Ian C. Hannah, F.S.A.
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No. 5.

WITCHCRAFT IN SUSSEX.

A request, printed in the last volume, for further instances

of the survival of the belief in magic in Sussex, has brought one
answer from an East Sussex parish :

— '

' There is a woman, still

living, 73 years of age, who has a profound belief in witchcraft.

She constantly boils pins in urine, and stops up all the windows
and cracks in her cottage to draw the man to her door that was
doing her harm. This man, she declares, * seeds ' her garden to

prevent her fowls from laying eggs. She met the man once, but he

only made faces at her, she declares, so she had to boil some more
pins."
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RULE S.

Name.

1. The Society shall be called the "Sussex Archaeological Society."

Object.

2. The object of the Society shall be to promote the study of

Archaeology in all its branches, especially within the County of Sussex.

Membership.

3. The Society shall consist of Ordinary, Life and Honorary

Members.

(a) Ordinary and Life Members (gentlemen or ladies) shall be

proposed and seconded by Members of the Society and
elected by the Council at any of its meetings (by ballot if

demanded, one black ball in five to exclude), and shall pay

an entrance fee of 10s.

(6) Ordinary Members shall subscribe 10s. on election for the

current year and on the 1st of January for every year

afterwards. An Ordinary Member whose husband or wife

is also an Ordinary Member and pays an annual Subscrip-

tion of 10s. may pay an annual Subscription of 5s. only,

but in that case shall not be entitled to receive a copy of

any of the Society's publications.

(c) Life Members shall pay £10 in lieu of the annual subscription

as a composition for life. Any Ordinary Member may at

any time become a Life Member upon payment of £10

and arrears (if any) of annual subscriptions.

(d) Honorary Members : The Council shall have power to elect,

as an Honorary Member, any person likely to promote the

interests of the Society. The Honorary Members shall not

be required to pay any entrance fee or subscription, shall

not exercise the privilege of an Ordinary Member as to

voting at the meetings, or the proposal of candidates, but

shall be entitled to all other privileges of membership.
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Duties and Privileges.

4. Every now Momber shall have his election notified to him by

the Olork, and shall be required to remit the amount due to the

lion. Treasurer within one month of his election. A Copy of the

Rules of the Society and a List of Members shall be sent to each

Member on announcing to him his election. No Member shall

participate in any of the benefits of the Society until he shall have

paid his subscription, and, in the case of a new Member, his entrance

fee. Every Member shall be entitled to a copy of each of the Society's

publications issued during the period of his membership, but no such

copy will be issued to any Member whose subscription is in arrear.

Subscriptions in Arrear.

5. In the event of the sum due from a new Ordinary Member under

the preceding Rules not being paid within two months from the date of

his admission, the Council shall have power to erase his name from the

List of Members ; and also to reinstate him on his justifying the delay to

its satisfaction. In the case of any Member failing to pay his annual

subscription, due on the 1st January, before the 25th March following,

the Clerk shall apply to him for the same, and if the subscription is

not paid on or before the 1st of August, the Council shall have power

at its discretion to erase his name from the List of Members.

Withdrawal.

6. Any Member intending to withdraw his name from the Society

shall give notice, in writing, to the Clerk on or before the 1st of

January in any year of his intention to do so, otherwise he shall be

liable for the current year's subscription. Persons ceasing to be

Members shall no longer have any share or interest in the property or

funds of the Societ}r
.

Conditions for Affiliation of Local Associations.

7. Any local Association may be affiliated to this Society, subject

to the following conditions :

—

(a) The expression " Local Association" shall be deemed to

include any Association, Society, or club, or other organisa-

tion whatsoever having a membership of not less than 20

and having its headquarters in, and carrying on its work

in some part only of the County of Sussex, the main

objects of which are the same as or similar to the objects

of this Society.
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If the Council of this Society and the managing authority of

any local Association shall pass resolutions to that effect,

such local Association shall thereby be affiliated to this

Society.

The Council of this Society may pass such a resolution— ( 1

)

on the acceptance by any local Association of an invitation

to affiliate addressed to it by this Society or the Council"

thereof; or (2) on the application of any local Association

for affiliation. Such application shall be made in writing

to the Hon. Secretary of this Society, and shall specify the

object or objects of the local Association, the methods

adopted by it in furtherance thereof, the district in which

it carries on its work, full particulars as to its terms of

membership, and such other details as the Hon. Secretary

of this Society may require.

Every affiliated local Association shall in every year pay a

fee of £1. Is., and furnish one copy of each of its

publications (if any) to this Society, and shall be entitled

to receive one copy of each publication of this Society for

the current year.

The Members of every affiliated local Association shall be

eligible for membership of this Society without being

proposed and seconded in accordance with Rule 3 (a).

The Hon. Editor may at his discretion include in the annual

volume of this Society a brief summary of such of the

proceedings of any affiliated local Association as appear to

be of general interest ; and also papers written by Members
of, or dealing with archaeological research or discoveries

made by any such local Association, which shall in that

event be entitled to purchase at cost price such number of

copies of any such paper for its Members as may be

specified to the Hon. Editor before publication.

It shall be competent for the Council to allow the Members of

any affiliated local Association to attend the meetings

(other than general meetings) of this Society, and to

participate in such other privileges of membership hereof

on such terms as it may think fit, regard being had to the

mutual privileges offered by the local Association to the

Members of this Society.
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(h) This Society and any affiliated local Association shall co-operate

so far as may appear desirable to the Council of this

Society, in promoting the object or objects which they have

in common in the district in which the local Association

carries on its work.

ft) A local Association may withdraw from affiliation in the

same manner as a member under Eule 6, and this Society

may determine the affiliation of any local Association by

giving to the Secretary thereof a notice to the effect

expiring on the 31st December of any year.

General Meetings.

8. Two General Meetings of the Society shall be held in each year.

The Annual General Meeting shall be held on theWednesday preceding

Lady Day at Lewes, at 12.30, or at such other time as the Council

may determine, when the Council shall present its Annual Report and

Accounts for the past year. An Agenda paper, which shall specify

the names of the retiring Members of the Council, distinguishing

between those Members who are eligible and offer themselves for

re-election and those Members who have resigned or are ineligible

under Rule 14 (/), shall be sent with the Balance Sheet to all Members
not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting. The second

General Meeting shall be held in June, July, August or September,

for the purpose of visiting some place or places rendered interesting by
antiquities or historical associations, one month's Notice of same to be

given to the Members.

Special General Meeting.

9. A Special General Meeting may be summoned by the Honorary

Secretary, at such place as the Council may determine, on the

requisition, in writing, of the President, or of Five Members,

specifying the subjects to be brought forward for consideration at

such Meeting, and those subjects only shall be then considered and

resolutions passed thereon.

Voting.

10. At all Meetings of the Society or of the Council the resolutions

of the majority present and voting shall be binding, except as provided

in Rule 1 1 ; the Chairman to have a casting vote.

Alterations in Rules.

1 1 . No alteration shall be made in the Rules except at the General

Meeting in March, and then only by a majority of two-thirds of those
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present and voting. No proposed alteration shall be considered unless

notice thereof, in writing, shall have been given to the Hon. Secretary

at or before the 31st December in any year. Any such

proposed alteration shall be set out in the Agenda paper referred to

in Rule 8.

Special Meetings.

12. Special Meetings for the reading of papers, the exhibition of r

antiquities and other purposes may be held at such times and places as

the Council may determine.

No Gift or Bonus in Money to Members.

13. The Society shall not and may not make any dividend, gift,

division or bonus in money unto or between any of its Members.

Council.

14. All the affairs of the Society shall be managed by a Council.

(a) The Council shall consist of the President, the Honorary

Secretary, the Honorary Treasurer, the Honorary Editor,

and the Honorary Curator and Librarian, who shall be

nominated by the Council and annually elected at the

Annual General Meeting in March ; also of 24 other

Members, one-third of whom shall retire annually by
rotation, but subject to clause (/) shall be eligible for

re-election without nomination. These other Members
shall also be elected at the Annual General Meeting in

March, by ballot if required. Seven days' notice shall

be given to the Hon. Secretary of the intention of any

Member to nominate another Member of the Society as a

new Member of the Council, and the name proposed shall

be placed in the Library, together with the names of the

proposer and seconder. The Council may fill casual

vacancies in the Council
;
persons so appointed shall hold

office so long as those in whose place they shall be

appointed would have held office.

(b) The Council shall meet at Lewes (or at any other place in the

County that the Council may from time to time determine)

on such day in each of the months of February, April,

July and October in every year (and also at such other

times in any year) as the Council, or failing them, the

Chairman of the Council and the Honorary Secretary, may
from time to time determine. Five Members of the Council

shall form a quorum.
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(c) The Council shall, at its first meeting after the Annual Meeting

in March, appoint a committee to manage the financial

department of the Society's affairs. Such committee shall,

at each quarterly meeting of the Council, submit a report

of the liabilities of the Society, when cheques signed by

three of the Members present shall be drawn on the

Treasurer for the same. The accounts of the Society shall

be submitted annually to the examination of two Auditors,

who shall be elected by the Society from the Members.

The Council is further empowered, at any time when

it thinks it desirable, to employ and pay a Chartered

Accountant to assist the Hon. Treasurer in making out

such accounts.

(d) The Council shall, at its first meeting after the Annual Meeting

in March, appoint a committee to manage and control the

Museum and Library, such committee not to exceed 12 in

number, and to include the Hon. Curator and Librarian,

and not more than six Members who are not Members of

the Council. Such committee shall report to the Council at

each quarterly meeting.

(e) The Council may appoint anyMember Honorary Local Secretary

for the town or district where he may reside, in order to

facilitate the collection of information relating to objects

and discoveries of Archaeological interest, and the organiza-

tion of the second General Meeting in any year, if proposed

to be held in such town or district.

(/) No retiring Member of the Council shall be eligible for

re-election who has failed to attend at least one-third of

the meetings of the Council held during the previous

three years, or so much of that period as shall have

elapsed since he became a Member of the Council unless

the Council or the Annual General Meeting shall resolve

in any individual case that there was a reasonable cause

for failure to attend.

Topics to be Avoided.

15. The Society shall avoid all topics of religious or political

controversy.

Trustees.

16. The real and personal property of the Society shall be vested

or treated as vested in not more than four Trustees, to be nominated

from time to time as occasion may require by the Council.



Proposed Appeal for a Return of Sussex Antiquities.

Dear Sir or Madam,

It is well known that there are in private hands very

many objects of archaeological interest connected with the

history of the county of Sussex. The exact nature and where-

abouts of these are at present known to few people beyond their

actual possessors, and in course of time the history of these

objects tends to be forgotten and the objects themselves to be

lost or alienated from the county. The Council of the Sussex

Archaeological Society therefore consider that it is highly

desirable to compile as complete an Inventory of such things as

is possible. This can only be done hy the hearty co-operation

of the Members of the Society, and the Council therefore appeal

to you to assist this important scheme.

1. By making a return of any such objects in your

possession.

2. By obtaining similar returns from other persons, not

Members of the Society, whom you know to

possess such objects.

The objects to be recorded should include all Antiquities

found in the county (such as Flint Implements, Pottery,

Coins, &c.) or connected with the history of the county (such as

Ironwork, Deeds, Maps, early Drawings or Sketches of Buildings

that have been altered or destroyed). The place of origin or

discovery should be stated as fully as possible and details

—

especially when accompanied by photographs or drawings—will

add greatly to the value of the Inventory, but such details need

not always be given
;

e.g., a return might take some such form

as this :

—

A. A large number of worked Flints from Eastbourne

district, including a fragment of a polished Axe
and two fine Arrow Heads, see sketches ; also

from Jevington, mostly Scrapers, but including an

exceptionally large Axe 11 by 4 inches.



C. Fragments of Pottery and five Eoman Coins of

4th century, found in a tumulus on High Down,

Falmer.

F. 20 Deeds, 1623-1786, relating to Northfield and

Starvacre in Horsham and to families of Smith,
*

Brown and Jones ; one with armorial seal of

Jones.

Gr. Oak Panel carved with Arabesques, c. 1600, from

old house called Wingate in Slinfold.

In order to facilitate the compiling and filing of these

returns a form is enclosed, which you are particularly requested

to fill up and return as soon as possible to

J. E. COUCHMAN, Esq., F.S.A.,

Hurstpierpoint,

Hassocks.

When returns are not made on these forms (e.g., in the case

of those returns by non-members which you are kind enough to

supply) it would be an advantage if the objects were scheduled

in similar classes.

fr

If you or your friends have any Sussex Antiquities,.

especially any pre-Conquest date, which you are willing to send

to the Society's Museum, either as gifts or on loan, please

communicate with Mr. Couchman. It should however be

remembered that owing to the exigencies of space, the

acceptance of such offers is not necessarily a guarantee that the

objects will be exhibited, but only that they will be preserved

in the Museum.

June, 1920.



RETURN OF SUSSEX ANTIQUITIES
IN THE POSSESSION OF

Signature

Address

Date

A. STONE AGE.

B. BRONZE AGE.

C. ROMAN.



D. SAXON.

E. MEDIAEVAL.

F. MSS., MAPS, &c.

G. MISCELLANEOUS.



Sussey Bvcbaeolootcal Society

Barbican House, Lewes,

March 6th, 1920.

Notice is hereby given that the ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING will be held at The Town
Hall, Lewes, on WEDNESDAY, March 24th, 1920, at

Twelve o'clock.

Members who have not already paid are reminded

that their Subscription for the current year became due

on the 1st January last.

WM EDWB
- NICHOLSON,

Hon. Secretary.

AGENDA.
Receive Report and Balance Sheet.

Election of Officers.

Suggested Alterations of Rules (see over-leaf).

Other Business.

The following Papers will be read in the Afternoon at 2.15 p.m.:

—

H. Michell Whitley, on "Sanctuary in Sussex."

Rev. A. A. Evans, on " Three Sussex Fonts."

Dr. Francis Grayling, on "Kingston Buci Church and the Lewkenor
Shield."

V. J. Torr, on " An Elizabethan Return of the State of the Diocese of
Chichester."

J. E. Ray, on "The Influence of Physical Features on Archaeology, as
illustrated in the Rother Valley."

Members are invited to bring forward any points of Archaeological interest
for discussion.



The following Officers have been nominated by the Council

:

President His Grace the Duke of Richmond
and Gordon, K.G.

, . . _ n . i Mr. W. E. Nicholson.
Joint Hon. Secretaries

{

\ Rev. W, Budgen.

Hon. Treasurer Major Molineux.

Hon. Editor Mr. L. F. Salzman, F.S.A.

Mr. H. Cheal, jun.
Joint Hon. Curators and Librarians.

Mr. J. Patching.

Council.

In accordance with Rule 14 (a) Col. Attree, R.E., Mr. C. E. Clayton, Rev.

W. Hudson, Mr. E. Huth, Mr. J. H. A. Jenner, Mr. P. M. Johnston, Mr. R.

Garraway Rice and Mr. J. E. Ray retire from the Council. Mr. Johnston and Mr.

Clayton do not seek re-election, and Mr. W. C. Renshaw, K.C., and Preb. Deedes

(elected 1919) have signified their wish to retire from the Council. The following

four gentlemen have been nominated as new Members of the Council : The Rev.

A. A. Evans and Mr. J. Hall Renton, F.S.A. , in the place of Mr. P. M. Johnston

and Mr. C. E. Clayton, and Mr. H. S. Toms and Mr. Nathaniel Lloyd in the place

of Mr. W. C. Renshaw and Preb. Deedes.

Suggested Alteration of Bules.

Mr. J. E. CoucHMAisr will propose :

—

1. That the following words be added to the second sentence of Rule 8,

" which shall specify the names of the retiring Members of the

Council, distinguishing between those Members who are eligible

and offer themselves for re-election and those Members who have

resigned or are ineligble under Rule 14 (/)."

2. That in Rule 14 (a), line 10, the words " seven days " be substituted

for the words "a month's," and that the words in lines 15 and

16, "notice of such nominations" to " Members of Society," be

deleted.

3. That in Rule 14, Clause (/), line 2, the words, " without reasonable

cause " be deleted and that at the end of the Clause after

" Council" shall be added the words "unless the Council or the

Annual General Meeting shall resolve in any individual case that

there was a reasonable cause for failure to attend."

Mr. F. B. Stevens will propose :

—

That in Rule 14 (a) the words " a gentleman " be omitted and in lieu

thereof the words " another Member of the Society " be inserted.

Mr. E. J. Bedford will propose :

—

That in Rule 14, par. (a), for the words, " but subject to Clause (e) shall

be eligible for re-election without nomination," to substitute the

following: "And shall not be eligible for re-election for the

space of one year,"



REPORT FOR 1919.

The Council begs to report that the Membership shows an increase

on last year, the present number being 811, as compared with 794.

The figures for the past two years are as follows :

—

Ordinary. Life.. Hon. Total.

1st January, 1919 719 .. 70 .. 5 .. 794

„ „ 1920 741 . , 66 . . 4 . . 811

The Annual Meeting was held on the 19th March, and after the

Business Meeting in the morning the afternoon was given up to the

reading of the following papers :

—

"The Wallpaintings in Clayton Church," by Mr. P. M. Johnston,

F.S.A.

" Some incidents in the Career of the Hastings Pirates known as

Euxey's Crew," by Mr. A. W. Beckett.

" A further Report on the Eoman Cemetery at Hassocks," by Mr.

J. E. Couchman, F.S.A.

"A Study of Sussex Place Names," by Mr. A. Anscombe.

A large attendance much appreciated the papers.

With regard to the Catalogue of the Museum recommended at the

last meeting, this is being carried out under the able supervision of

Mr. Couchman with a view to a suitable Guide being printed.

The Summer Meeting was held on the 3rd September. A large

number of Members from all parts of the county took part and the

function was a great success owing to the efforts of Dr. Eliot Curwen,

Mr. J. E. Couchman, Mr. P. M. Johnston, Mr. A. Hadrian Allcroft

and other helpers.

After an inspection of the Eoman Villa and listening to Mr. P. M.
Johnston's lucid and exhaustive description thereof the party visited

Mrs. Tupper, who graciously dispensed tea and light refreshments,

which were much appreciated.

The party then split, one section travelling to Amberley, where the

Castle was ably described by Mr. L. P. Salzman, F.S.A., and Mr. P.

M. Johnston gave a paper on the Church to a largo gathering.
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The other section, about 60 in number, followed Mr. Hadrian Allcroft

over the Downs to view Stane Street and the Covered Way on Glatting

Down, where Mr. Allcroft gave a very interesting description.

Glorious weather and the drive through the beautiful scenery of West
Sussex greatly added to the pleasure of the very successful meeting.

Dr. Eliot Curwen having discovered some ancient earthworks in

Rewell Wood, Arundel, a Committee was formed to further explore

the same and the report having been presented to the Council was

handed to the Editor for publication in due course.

Volume No. 60 is to all intents and purposes completed and may be

issued to Members at any time.

Mr. J. E. Couchman has kindly presented to the Society a very

interesting collection of Sussex and American Flint Implements.

It will be observed that the Finances of the Society are in a very

healthy condition.

The Number of Visitors paying for admission to the Castle and

Museum during 1919 was 9,518, being a record for many years past.

The Council regrets to record the death of, among others :

—

Mr. R. Payne Crawfurd elected in 1890

Mr. Herbert Curteis „ 1896

Mr. F. du Cane Godman „ 1883

Professor F. J. Haverfield, LL.D ,, 1885

Sir W. H. St. John Hope, L.M.D., Hon.
D.C.L 1883

Mr. James David Powell ,, 1848

Mr. Harry Scarlett, LL.B „ 1896

The Council also regrets having to report, through ill-health, the

resignation of Mr. W. C. Eenshaw, its chairman, who has so ably

filled the post since the death of the Rev. Canon Cooper and his able

conduct of the Meetings will be much missed.

The Brighton and Hove Archaeological Club affiliated to this

Society has to record a very successful year. There are now 261

members (76 ladies and 185 gentlemen), including five Life

Members.

Mr. A. Stanley Cooke, who was a well known contributor to

Sussex Literature, and for many years Chairman of the Committee,

unfortunately passed away, as well as other two members, Mr.

A. Thomas and Mr. Lashmar Penfold.
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The following Lectures were given in the Brighton Art

Gallery :
—

1918, Oct. 8. " Talk on Gun Flints," by Mr. Herbert S. Toms.

Nov. 12. " Sussex and the Beginnings of the Royal Navy," by

Miss Russell-Davies.

Nov. 27. " The Two Shorehams," by Mr. J. S. North.

Dec. 17. " Chat about Collecting," by Mr. Chas. G. J. Port,

F.S.A.

1919, Jan. 14. " Origin and History of the Needle," by Mr. and Mrs.

H. S. Toms.

,, " Sundials and their Mottoes," by Mr. F. J. Hansor.

Feb. 11. " The Roman Circus—Some Corollaries," by Mr. A.

Hadrian Allcroft, M.A.

Mar. 11. "Pioneers of Sussex Archaeology," by Mr. A. W.
Oke, LL.M., B.A., F.S.A.

Mar. 29. "English and Continental Gothic, compared," by

Mr. 0. H. Leeney.

Apr. 15. " Some Helps to the Study of Local Archaeology," by

Mr. William Law.

,, "A Chat about Heraldry," by Mr. J. B. Hadlow.

All these were well attended. Five excursions also took place

to places of Archaeological interest as under :

—

1919, May 3 St. George's and Holy Trinity Churches, Hurstpier-

point. Conductor : Mr. H. Linford Beale.

June 14. To View Roman Terrace-ways, Covered way, Pre-

Roman Road and other Earthworks. Conductor :

Mr. Eliot Curwen, M.A., M.B., B.C.

July 5 Mount Caburn. Conductor : Mr. A. Hadrian Allcroft,

M.A.

Aug. 9 Stanmer Church and Greywethers. Conductors : Mr

.

Isaac Wells and Mr. Herbert S. Toms.

Sept. 0 Old Shoreham Church. Conductor : Mr. O. H.
Leeney.

The Club also secured several interesting donations during the

year, including 156 volumes and pamphlets of Archaeological

interest, from Captain Clift.

Dr. Curwen also presented a Prismatic Compass and Clinometer

to the Club for the use of Members in making surveys.



SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Barbican House, Lewes,

5th August, 1920.

Dear Sir or Madam,

The Council has great pleasure in announcing that through the generosity of

its Chairman, Mr. Chas. Thomas-Stanford, M.P., F.S.A., Lewes Castle, of which the

Society have been yearly tenants since 1 850, is about to pass into the hands of the Society

as Trustees for the Nation.

The only conditions which Mr. Thomas-Stanford attaches to his generous offer are

that the Castle should always be open to the public at a reasonable charge, and that, in

the event of the Society failing to carry out the trust or ceasing to exist, the trusteeship

should pass to the National Trust for the Preservation of Places of Historic Interest or

Natural Beauty.

The Council has accepted with much gratitude a gift which confers a great honour

and imposes a welcome duty on the Society. Members generally will, no doubt, desire

to express to Mr. Thomas-Stanford their warm appreciation of his munificence, which

it will be recalled has been preceded by many other conspicuous services to the Society

and the pursuit of archseology in general. It is proposed that, when the formalities in

connection with the transfer of the Castle are completed, the Society shall entertain the

donor to a luncheon, at which suitable expression may be given to the thanks of Members.



The gift is important in itself, and may well mark an epoch in the history of the

Society. The keenest satisfaction will be felt by Members that the Society is about to

secure in perpetuity what has been its home almost since its birth ; while it is scarcely

necessary to emphasize the desirability of obtaining- complete control over so well-known

and conspicuous an ancient monument. Further, the gift should have a stimulating effect

on the Society's activities and suggests the possibility of other local antiquities passing

into the guardianship of the Society. In this connection it may be added that in order to

facilitate the carrying out of the trust, the formation of an incorporated body in alliance

with the Society is under consideration.

The Council also desire to place on record its appreciation of the public spirited

response made by the owners of the Castle to the suggestion that it should be vested in

the Society. As the proposal was to a certain extent the outcome of the proceedings

taken to ascertain the value to be placed upon the interest of the Marquis of Abergavenny

in the Castle for Estate Duty purposes on the occasion of the death of the late Marquis

in 1915, it may be of interest to add that that value has by common consent been made

the agreed basis of the negotiations which have taken place.

A few notes on the Castle are appended, particularly in regard to its more

recent history, and it is hoped in the near future to publish a detailed article in the

Society's Collections.

For the Council,

Wm. EDWD
- NICHOLSON, Hon. Secretary.



NOTES ON THE OWNERSHIP AND HISTORY OF LEWES CASTLE.

As is well known, William the Conqueror granted the Rape of Lewes to his son-in-law William de Warrenne in

whose family it remained for nearly 300 years. During this period the Castle was probably more than once
remodelled. In this, as in other respects, its history resembles that of most Norman strongholds. It served as the

chief strong place in the Rape ; and with the Convent of St. Pancras formed the nucleus of the most considerable
town in central Sussex.

In 1264, the Castle became for a brief week the focus of the national struggle between Henry III. and the Barons
;

and, on the day following the defeat of the King on the Downs west of Lewes, the terms of the Mise were
probably negotiated .ind Mailed within its walls.

The eighth Earl de Warrenne died childless in 1347, and, by the marriage of his sister Alice, the Castle passed
into the ownership of the Fitz Alans. Three generations later there was another failure of male heirs, and as a
result the inheritance was ultimately divided into the Norfolk and Nevill moieties

; since which time the ownership
of the Castle has never been reunited in one hand. The Norfolk moiety was itself soon subdivided, and thus it comes
about that the Lordship of the Castle is at present held as to one half by the Marquis of Abergavenny, one quarter

by the Duke of Norfolk and one quarter by Earl De La Warr. Never during its long history has the Lordship of
the Castle changed hands by sale and purchase.

The division of ownership, and more settled conditions, had their effect on the uses to which the Castle was put
;

and by the time of Henry VIII. it had become the county prison.

Although the details are obscure a further decline followed, the buildings were allowed to decay, and the material

was used for other purposes. Thus in 1620, John Rowe, the Antiquary, paid 5s. gd. for six loads of sand out of the

Castle and some flints.

So decayed had the Castle become, that in the eighteenth century we find grants being made by the Lords of

various parts of the " Ruinated Castle" as waste of the manor. In this way the actual ownership of the Castle

became split up into many small copyhold tenements, and various buildings were erected on some of these. For

instance, what is now the Gun Garden was the site of several wooden struclures, one of which was used as a school.

A drawing of these buildings may be seen at Barbican House.

Amongst other owners of tenements were Thomas Kemp and Thomas Read Kemp, both Members of Parliament

for Lewes, and the latter had the Towers of the Keep rendered habitable, and temporarily resided there.

Unfortunately by enlarging windows and building chimneys, he interfered a good deal with the old structure.

In 1838, John Hoper, a Lewes solicitor, acquired from various owners the tenements comprising the Keep and

its immediate surroundings, and, with a view to the better preservation of the ruins, offered the property to the Lords.

However the Duke of Norfolk of that day refused to have any share in the matter. In consequence the copy-

hold interest has remained distinct until the present time, having been held since Mr. Hoper's purchase by Trustees

for the Marquis of Abergavenny (J), Lord De La Warr (i) and Lord Sackville (J). Very soon after the foundation

of the Sussex Archaeological Society, it was arranged that the Society should become tenants of the Castle.

It is the copyhold interest acquired by Mr. Hoper which Mr. Thomas-Stanford is about to present to the Society.

It will be possible at comparatively little expense to enfratu hise the property, and acquire the Ireehold interest of the

Lords. Steps are already being taken with this object, and by this means the entire control of the Castle, instead

of being divided as it has been since the fifteenth century, will be held by the Society as Trustee for the public.






